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. contempt of court, for ...2(2,3)
Practice and procedure
. application, for 3
Profit and loss statement
. removal of, prohibition 1
. . exceptions ^(b,c)
Recog^nizance
. failure to furnish, penalty for 2(3)
. order re 2(1)
Removal of records from Ontario
. prohibition re 1
. . exceptions l(&/0
Securities Act
. removal of records of
companies under ^(b,c)
Subpoena
. issued outside Ontario 1
Subsidiary company
. records sent out by l(o)
Undertaking
. failure to furnish, penalty for.. 2(3)
. order re 2(1)
BUTLER'S BURYING
GROUND
See Niagara Parks Act
BUTTER
See Dairy Products Act; Milk
and Cream Act; Oleomargar-
ine Act
BY-LAWS, COMPANIES
See Companies Act; Evidence
Act; Insurance Act; Interpre-




See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Assessment
Act; Beaches and River Beds
Act; Boards of Education Act;
Building Trades Protection
Act; Cemeteries Act; Dog Tax
and Live Stock Protection
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Farm Loans
Act; Female Refuges Act;
Ferries Act; Fire Guardians
Act; Fire Marshals Act; Fires
Extinguishment Act; Halibur-
ton Act; High Schools Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Homes
for the Aged Act; Hotel Fire
BY-LAWS, Sec.
MUNICIPAL—Cow.
Safety Act; Industrial Farms
Act; Interpretation Act; Jails
Act; Liquor Control Act; Lo-
cal Improvement Act; Long
Point Park Act; Lord's Day
(Ontario) Act; Mortgage Tax
Act; Municipal Act; Municipal
Electric Railways Act; Muni-
cipal Franchises Act; Munici-
pal Health Services Act; Niag-
ara Parks Act; Ontario Muni-
cipal Board Act; Penal and
Reform Institutions Inspection
Act; Planning Act; Plant
Diseases Act; Pounds Act;
Power Commission Act; Pub-
lic Health Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Public Libraries
Act; Public Parks Act; Public
Schools Act; Public Utilities
Act; Public Vehicles Act;
Registry Act; Regulations
Act; Sanatoria for Consump-
tives Act; Seed Grain Subsidy
Act; Seed Potatoes Act; Sepa-
rate Schools Act; Snow Roads
and Fences Act; Telephone
Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act; Tile Drainage
Act; Tourist Establishments
Act; Trees Act; Vital Statistics






See Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Pub-





See Department of Labour Act;
Mining Act
CALL TO THE BAR
See Law Society Act
CAMP
See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Game and Fish-













See Investment Contracts Act
CANADIAN EXPEDI-
TIONARY FORCES














See Blind Workmen's Compen-
sation Act; Schools for the













medical associations, etc., with 3(3)
Appropriations




. appointment of 2(2) (a)
Clerks
. action against, prohibited 8
. employment of 3(4)
. remuneration for 3(4)
Commission
action against, prohibited 8
. appointment of 2(1)
. defined 1 (a)
. financial statement furnished by .4
. findings recorded in minutes of ..6
. funds of 3(2)
. information kept secret by ...5(2)
. oath of secrecy
administered by 5(3)
. objects of 3(1)
. officers, clerks employed by . . .3(4)
. order of, disobeyed, penalty for . .9
. salaries of 3(5)
. quorum of 2{2) (b)
. reports by 7
. samples submitted to 5(1)
Definitions
. Commission 1 (a)
Minister 1(b)
Dominion Parliament
. appropriations by 3(2)
Fimds of Commission
. audit of 4
. payment of salaries from ..3(4,5)
. sources of 3 (2)
Experts
. action against, prohibited 8
. employment of 3(4)
. remuneration for . . . .* 3(4)
Hospitals
. Commission's agreement with 3(3)
Information
. treatment, re, kept secret 5(2)
Investigation
. method of treatment, of .3(1),
6
King George V Cancer Fund
. funds from 3(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
approval of, re agreements ...3(3)
. Commission appointed by 2
. salaries determined by 3(5)
Medical associations










. acton against, prohibited 8
(k'fincd 1(b)
iL'jKirt of Commission to 7
Oath of secrecy
ailiiiinistcrcd by Commission . 5(3)
Offences
violation of Act, for 9
Officers




violation of Act, for 9
Provincial Auditor
Commission's funds audited by .4
Publication
Commission's report, of 7
Quorum
Commission, of 2(2) (h)
Report of Commission
. publication of 7
Salaries
payment of 3(4, 5)
Secrecy
oath of 5(3)
. Commission, by 5(2)
Treatment
information re, kept secret .5(2)
investigation, etc., by
Commission 3(1)
. submission of samples of ...5(1)
University
Commission's agreement with 3(3)
CANDIDATES
Sec Controverted Elections Act;
l-Ileclion Act; Municipal Act
CAPITAL STOCK
Scr Companies Act; Security
Transfer Tax Act
CAR COMPANIES









See Licpior Control Act; Public
Commercial Vehicles Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Railways




See Dog Tax and Live Stock
Protection Act; Higinvay Im-
provement Act; Injured Ani-
mals Act; Live Stock and Live
Stock Products Act; Live
Stock Branding Act; Munici-
pal Act; Pounds Act; Protec-
tion of Cattle Act; Public







Sec Devolution of Estates Act;
Judicature Act; Land Titles
Act
CAVEAT
Sec Companies Act; Surrogate
Courts Act
CEMETERIES
Cemeteries Act, Vol. 1, p. 415.
Sec also Anatomy Act; Assess-
ment Act; Provincial Land
Tax Act: Public Health Act;
Public Parks Act; Vital
Statistics Act
Act
. enforced by local board 9(l)(b)
Adjoining cemeteries
trustee for 52(1)
vested in companies 52(2)
Agreement
. maintenance, preservation
of lots, re 16(3)
Animals
. forbidden in cemetery 37(3)
Applicant




. approval of cemetery, for 3,4
. owner, by, for payment 16(7)
. removal of bodies, for 35(2)
. sale of plot, re 28(1)
. . notice of 28(2)
Approval for cemetery
. application for 3
. . submitted to Department 4
. failure to obtain, penalty for ....6
. order for 5(1)
. . registration of 5(2)
. revocation of 5(3)
Aqueduct
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Attorney-General
. order for disinterment by . . .33(2)
Banks
. payment of bequest by 16(10)
Bequests
. maintenance of cemeteries,
for 16(1)
. payment of
. . bank, by 16(10)
. . executor trustee, by 16(4)
. . directed by judge 16(7)
. . order where amount $2(X)
or under 16(8)
. . Public Trustee, to 17
Board
—




Board of park management
. control of cemetery vested in 44
Bodies
. disinterment of 31(1)
. . contagious disease, where ..30(1)
. regulations re burial
disposal, etc 8(l)(o)
. removal for reinterment 35(1)
. transportation of 30(2)
Books of accoimt
. audit, examination of 12
Borrowing
. owner's power re 21
Burials—See also Interment
. owner's duty re conduct of 22(1) (c)
regulations re 8(l)(a)
. sale of lots for lack of 28(1)
By-laws
. cremation, re 54
. Department's approval for ...41(2)
. passed by council 39
CEMETERIES—Con. Sec.
By-laws—Con.
. prohibiting interment 42
. registration of 19(1)
. regulations re 8(l)(y)
. transferring control to
cemetery board 45, 46
. vesting cemetery control
in park board 44
Canal
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Cemetery
. defined 1 (o)
Cemetery board
. control of cemetery by ...45,46




. death outside Ontario ....56(2)
. medical practitioner's 55
Department, registration of ..19(1)
disinterment, for 31(2)
election of trustees, for 51(6)
. form of 51(6)
. registration of 51(7,8)
free grave, for 29
removal and reinterment, re 35(7)
. registration of 35(8)
Charges
. maintenance, for 18





. application of Act to 59
. compartment in 14
. defined 1(6)
. establishment of 53
Companies
. adjoining cemeteries 52
Contagious disease
. cremation where 55
. disinterment where 30(1)
. transportation where 30(2)
Conveyance
. cemetery, of 40
. lot not regfistered 14
Copings
. regulations re 8(1)(<:)
Coroner
. certificate for cremation 56




by-laws passed by 41
by-laws prohibiting interment . .42
cemetery conveyed by ...40(1) (a)











by-laws, etc., re 54
certificate for 55, 56
communicable disease, where . . 55
fees for 54
regulations re 54
right to refuse 57
time for 55
Crematorium
. application of Act to 59
. defined 1(c)




. crematorium 1 (c)
. department 1 (d)
. local board \{e)
. Minister 1 (/)
. owner 1 (gr)
. regulations l(/i)
Department
. by-laws approved by 41(2)
. defined l(rf)
. establisbment of cemetery
approved by 2
. local board's report to ....9(l)(cJ)
. payment of expenses of 7
. powers in unorganized
territory 11
. powers re enlargement
of cemeteries 19
. report re closing of cemetery ... 34
Disinterment
. Attorney-General's order for 33(2)
. certificate for 31(2)
. contagious disease 30(1)
. contravening Act, penalty for 31(3)
. coroner's order for 33(3)
. court or*der for 33(1)
. regulations re 8(l)(a)
. supervision of 31(1)
CEMETERIES—Con. Sec.
Drains—See Sewers and drains
Election
. trustees, of 51
Enlargement of cemeteries
. application and material for 3
. by-laws re 41(1)(0
. departmental approval for 2
. procedure, re 19(1)
Establishment of cemetery
. application and material for ... .3
. departmental approval for 2
Execution
. cemeteries unaffected by 14
Executor
. owner notified of bequest by 16(6)
. payment of bequest by 16(7)
Exemption of cemeteries
. provision of Act, from 19(3)
Expropriation of cemetery
. council, by 39
Fees
. cremation, for 54
Fences
. destruction of, penalty for 37(1) (a)
. owners duty re 22(l)(o)
. regulations re 8(l)(c)
Firearms
. discharge forbidden 37(l)(rf)
Forms
. certifitate of election 51(6)
. notice of meeting re
election of trustees 51(2)
Funerals
. by-laws re 41(1)(6)
Games
. forbidden in cemetery . . .37(l)(f)
Gases
. prevention of 32
Gifts
. maintenance of cemeteries,
for 16(1)
Grants
. by-laws re 41(1) (a)
Graves
. charge for opening 16(9)
. free 29
Gravestones
. mutilation of, penalty for 37(1 (o)
. regulations re 8(l)(f)
Headstones
. removal and re-erection ...35(6)
Incumbrances




. free graves for 29
Information
. collected by local board ..9(l)(c)
. regulations re 8(1) (6)
Inspection of cemeteries





distance from buildings 25(1)
. penalty for failure re 25(2)
Investigations
. conditions, conduct of
cemeteries re 12
Investment of funds
. owners, by 16(5)
. sale of plot, from 28(3)
Judge
. application to, re sale of plot 28(1)
. certificate of, re reinterment 35(7)
. payment by bequest
directed by 16(7)
Judgment
. cemeteries unaffected by 14
Land for cemeteries
. by-laws re sale, etc 41(l)(rf)
. conveyance to trustees ...48(1,2)
. . limitation on 48(3)
. . submitted to Department 4
. . submitted to local board 3
. regulations re 8(1) (&)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. cemeteries closed by 34
. cemeteries exempted by 9(3)
. power re investigations 12
. regulations made by 8, 58
. reinterment directed by 35(1)
Local board
. application to, re establishment
of cemetery 3
. defined \(je)
. notice to owner by, re
maintenance 27
. payment of expenditures of .... 10
. powers, duties of 9(1)
. . delegation of 9(2)
. statement of opinion of 4
Lots—See also Owners of lots
. agreement re maintenance of 16(3)
. conveyance not registered 14
. granted to cemetery owner ..16(2)
. ownership of 13
. regulations re 8(l)(rf)
. repurchase of 15
CEMETERIES—Con. Sec
Lots—Cott.
. sale of, where unused for
twenty years 28(1, 2)
Maintenance of cemeteries
bequests for 16(1)
. notice of 16(6)
. payment of 16(5)
local boards duty re 9(l)(e)
regulations re funds for ...8(1)(^)
right to charge for 18
Management of cemeteries
. by-laws re 41(l)(e)
. transferred to cemetery board 45, 46
. vested in park board 44
Markers




. certificate for disinterment ..31(2)
. powers in unorganized territory 11
Medical practitioner
. certificate for cremation 55
Meeting for election of trustees
. chairman and secretary for . .51(4)
. date of 51(3)
. publication of notice of 51(2)
Minister
. appropriation of cemetery
approved by 39
. approval order signed by 5(1)
. defined 1(/)
. regulations recommended by 8
. revocation order signed by ..5(3)
Misconduct
. penalties for 37
Monuments
. charge for erecting 16(9)
. mutilation of, penalty for 37(1) (a)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
. removal and re-erection 35(6)
Mortgage
. cemeteries unaflFected by 14
. owner's powers re 21
Municipal Act
. application of 19(1), 39
Municipal board
. cemetery vested in trustees by 49
. road allowance closed by 50
Mimicipality—See also Council;
Township
. deemed cemetery owner 38




. application for removal .35(2,3)
. election of trustees, for 51(2)
Nuisance





. disposal of 24(1)
. failure re, penalty for 24(2)
Ontario Gazette
notices publis'hed in 35(2, 3)
Order for disinterment
made by court 33(1)
Order for payment of bequests
. made by judge 16(8)
Order for road allowance
. registration of 50
Order of approval
. registration of 5(2)
. revocation of 5(3)
signing of 5(1)
Order vesting property in trustees
. registration of 46
Owner of cemetery—See also
owners of lots
. agreement re maintenance,
etc., by 16(3)
application for payment by . . . 16(7)
bank release given by 16(10)
charges by 16(9)
cremation refused by 57






. failure re, penalty for ...24(2)
duties
. default re 27
. general 22(1)
. place of interment re 25
removal of bodies, re 35(4)
funds invested by 16(5)
investigation of conduct of ... 12
lots granted to 16(2)
lots repurchased by 15
maintenance charges by 18
ma'ntenance gifts, bequests to 16(1)
notified of bequest 16(6)
payment of bequest to
Public Trustee by 17
penalty for default of duty . .22(3)
power re cremation 54
power to borrow 21
CEMETERIES—Com. Sec.
Owner of cemetery—Con.
. power to sell to municipality .43
. registration of 26(1)
. . failure re penalty for 26(2)
. regulations made by 20
. regulations re 8(1) (p)




.election meeting called by 51(2)
. trustees elected by 51
Penalties
. burial too close to buildings 25(2)
. default of duty by owner for 22(3)
. disinterment contravening
Act 31(3)
. disposal of offensive
matter, re 24(2)
. failure to obtain approval, for ...6
. general provision re 60
. misconduct in cemeteries for . 37
. paid to municipal treasurer 61(1)
. paid to Treasurer of Ontario 61(2)
. pollution of water, for 24(2)
. violation of regulations, for 8(2)
Personal representative
. bequests paid over by 16(4)
Plans of cemetery
. regulations re 8(1)(6,/)
. sent to Department 4
. submitted to local board 3
Plants
. by-laws re 41(1) (d)
. destruction, penalty for .37(1) (6)





. by-laws by 41
. interment in, prohibition of ... .42
Pollution of water
. liability for 24
Ponds
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Public Health Act
. application of 55
Public Inquiries Act
. application of 12
Public Parks Act
. application of 44
Public Trustee




. meeting re election of trustees .51
. order closing cemetery ...35(2,3)
Registrar-General
owner registered with 26(1)
Regfistrar of Surrogate Court
owner notified of bequest by 16(6)
Registration
. cemetery plans,
regulations re 8(1) (/)
. certificate of Department .19(1)
. certificate of election
of trustees 51(6)
. certificate re removal
of bodies 35(8)
. conveyance of lot, unnecessary 14
. municipal by-law 19(1)
. order of approval 5(2)
. order re road allowance 50
. order vesting property
in trustees 49
. owner, of 26(1)




. cremation, re 54
defined 1(A)
made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 8, 58
. made by owner 20





. directed by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 35(1)
. duties of owner re 35(4)
. judge's certificate re 35(7)
. person other than owner by . . .36
. publication of notice of
application re 35(3)
. publication of notice of
order re 35(2)
. time of 35(4)
Repair
owner's duty re 22(1)(6)
Report
local board, by 9(l)(rf)
Reservoir
. pollution of 24(1)
penalty for 24(2)
Resolutions
. board's expenditures, re 10
CEMETERIES—Cow Sec.
Rivers
. pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Road allowance
. closing of 50
Sanitary inspector
. power in unorganized territory 11
Sewers and drains
. cemetery closed for lack of ... 34
. making of 23
Shrubs
. destruction of, penalty for 37(1) (6)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
Strangers
. free graves for 29
Streams
pollution of 24(1)
. . penalty for 24(2)
Siunmary Convictions Act
. application of 60
Tombs
. mutilation of, penalty for 37(1) (a)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
Tombstones
. charge for erecting 16(9)
Townships
. cemetery board for 46(1)
. cemetery establis'hed by 48(1)
. cemetery, trustees for 48
Transportation
. bodies, of 30(2)
Treasurer of municipality
. board's expenditures paid by ..10
. penalties paid to 61(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. penalties paid to 61(2)
Trees
. destruction of, penalty for 37(1) (&)
. regulations re 8(l)(c)
Trustees
. adjoining cemeteries, for ...52(1)
. bequests paid over by 16(4)
. by-laws passed by 41
. by-laws prohibiting interment . .42
. cemetery conveyed to ...40(l)(a)
. cemetery taken over by 49
. deemed owners 51(9)
. election of, where no other
provision made 51
. land conveyed to 48(1)
. money, securities
assigned to 40(1) (6)




. powers of 48(2)
. road allowance vested in 50
. vacancy by, filled 51(10)
Unorganized territories
. application of Act to 11
Vaults
. by-laws re 41(l)(d)
. charge for erecting 16(9)
. regulations re 8(1) (c)
Villages
. cemetery board for 46(3)
War Memorial Committee
. establishment of 47
Water
. pollution of 24(1)
. penalty for 24(2)
Weed Control Act
. application of 22(2)
CENSUS





See Agricultural Societies Act
CEPI CORPUS











See Public Accountancy Act
CERTIORARI




See 'Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
CHANCROID Sec.
See Venereal Diseases Preven-
tion Act
CHANGE OF NAME
Change of Name Act,
Vol. 1, p. 437.
See also Adoption Act; Vita!
Statistics Act
Act
. exceptions under 2
Actions, pending
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to s'heriflFs,
county clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (A)
Address of applicant
. stated in application 12(1) (o)
Adoption Act
. application of l(rf),2(l)
Adult
. applicant must be 3(1)
Affidavit
accompanying application . . . 12(2)
. . copy sent to
Registrar-General 17
. application for annulment, for 21(2)
. publication of additional
notice, re 11 (3)
. publication of notice
of application 14(c)
Ages
. stated in application 12(1) (k)
Annulling order—See also
Application for annulment
. copy sent to Registrar-
General, etc 21(5)
. made by judge 21(4)
Applicant
. additional notice required by 11(3)
. affidavit for application 12(2)
. certificate issued to 19
. defined 1(a)
. particulars of, in application .... 12
. qualifications of 3
Application for annulment
. affidavit for 21(2)
. hearing of 21(3)
. made to judge 21(1)
Application for change of name
. applicant's affidavit for 12(2)
. change of given name, for
. . married man, by 4(2)
. . widow or widower, by 5(2)
GENERAL INDEX 391
CHANGE OF NAME—Con. Sec.
Application for change of name—Con.
cliange of surname, for
. married man, by 4(1)
. widow or widower, by 5(1)
consent for—see Consent for
application
defined 1(6)




deserted wife, by 8
divorced persons, by 6
married man, by 4
widow, by 5
widower, by 5
judge unable to hear 10(2)
made to judge 10(1)
notice of—see Notice of application
particulars contained in 12
persons qualified to make 3
refusal of 16(1)
time of 13(2)
unmarried mother, by 7
widow, re-married by 7
Appointment
hearing of application, for 10
. filing of 14(d)
Bankruptcy Act
. application of 12(3) (b)
Birth of applicant
. particulars re, stated in
application 12(1) (a)
British subject
. applicant must be 3(1)
. particulars re stated
in application 12(1) (e)
Certificate of bankruptcy
application, for 12(3) (6)
Certificate of executions
. accompanying application 12(3) (o)
. . filing of 14(6)
Certificate of order
issued to applicants 19
surrender of 21(6)
Change
. defined 1 (c)
made prior to June 26, 1939 2(2, 3)
Chattel mortgages
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to slieriflFs,
court clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (h)
CHANGE OF NAME—Con. Sec.
Child
application on behalf of
. deserted wife, by 8
. divorced person, by 6
. married man, by 4
. widow, by 5
. widower, by 5
defined 1 (d)
proof of custody of 6(2)
Clerk of cotirt
certificate issued by 19
copy of annulling order
sent to 21(5)
documents filed with 14
judgments, liens, etc.
. entered under new name by 18(2)
. sent to 18(1)
order entered by 17
particulars of order sent
to sheriflfs by 18(1)
Consent for application
Children, by 9(1)
deserting husband, by ...8,9(2,3)
dispensed with 9(3)
divorced father, by .. .6(4), 9(2, 3)
husband, by 7, 9(2)
wife, by 9(1)
Convictions
. particulars of, stated
in application 12(1) (g)
Definitions
. applicant l(o)
. application 1 (b)
. change 1 (c)
. child 1(d)
. given name 1 (e)
. name 1(f)
. Registrar-General l(ff)





. consent of 8, 9(2)
. . dispensed with 9(3)
Divorced persons
. application by 6(1)
. . consent for 6(3)
. . exceptions 6(4)
. . requirements for 6(2)
Documents
. filed with application 14
. substitution of new name on . . .20
392 GENERAL INDEX
CHANGE OF NAME^—Con. Sfx.
Encumbrances
. entered under name as
changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to sheriflf,
tourt clerk 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (/t)
Examination
. hearing, at 15(1)
Executions
. certificate re 12(3) (o)
. . filing of 14(&)
Fees
. certificate of order, for 19
. regulations re 23 (b,c)
. substitution of name on
documents, for 20
Forms
. regulations re 23(a)
Fraud
. annulment of order for 21(1)
. penalty for 22
Given name
. application for change of
. . married man, by 4(2)
. . widow or widower, by 5(2)
defined l(^)
Hearing
. appointment for 10
. . filing of 14(d)
. examination on 15(1)








annulment ordered by 21(4)
application for annulment
heard by 21(3)
application granted by 16(2)
application made to 10(1)
application refused by 16(1)
appointment made by 10







. certificate re 12(3) (a)
. . filing of 14(b)
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
CHANGE OF NAME^—Co«. Sec.
Judgments—Con.
. particulars sent to sheriffs,
court clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (A)
Liens
. entered under name
as changed 18(2)
. particulars sent to sheriiT,
court clerks 18(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (A)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. regulations made by 23
Marriage
. dhange of name on 2(1)
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (ft)
. proof of dissolution of 6(2)
Married man
. application by 4
. particulars of, stated in
application 12(1) (b-d)
Married woman
. application by, prohibited 3(2)
. application on behalf of 4
. dhange of name on marriage . 2(1)
. consent of 9
Misrepresentation
. annulment of order for 21(1)




. . encumbrances, etc.,
entered under 18(2)
. persons affected by
application 12(1) (/fe)
. previous change, stated
in application 12(1) (;)
. proposed to be adopted,
stated in application ....12(l)(t)
. reasons for change, stated
in application 12(1) (/)
. . substituted on documents ...20
Notice of application
. additional 11(3)
. publication of 13(1)
. . affidavit of 14(c)
. service of 9(3)
Objections
. hearing, at 15(2)
Occupation
. particulars stated in
application 12(1) (/)
GENERAL INDEX 393
CHANGE OF NAME—Con. Sec.
Offences—See also Penalties







change of name, for
. certificate of 19
. copy sent to Registrar-General 17
. granting of 16(2)






. failure to surrender
annulled certificate 21(6)
. fraud, misrepresentation, for . . .22
Profession
. particulars stated in
application ..12(1)(/)
Publication
. notice of application, of ...13(1)
. . additional 11(3)
. . affidavit of 14(c)
Registrar-General
copy of annulling order
sent to 21(5)
. copy of order sent to 17
. defined 1 (^r)
Regfistrar in Bankruptcy
. certificate by 12(3) (6)
. . filing of 14(6)
Regulations





. . dispensed with 11(1,2)
Sheriff
copy of annulling order
sent to 21(5)
. judgement, lien, etc., entered
under new name by 18(2)
. particulars of judgments,
liens, etc., sent to 18(1)
Sheriff's certificate
. application, for 12(3)
. . filing of 14(&)
CHANGE OF NAME—Co«. Sec.
Surname
. application for change of
. . married man, by 4(1)
. . widow or widower, by ....5(1)
. change of, on marriage 2(1)
. defined 1(A)
Time
. application, for 13(2)
Unmarried mother
. application by 7
Vital Statistics Act
. application of 1(^7), 2(1), 20
Widow
. application by 5
. re-married, application by 7
Widower
. application by 5
Wife
—
See Married woman; Widow
CHARGES
See Assignment of Book Debts
Act; Corporation Securities
Registration Act; Land Titles
Act; Liens; Mortgages Act;
Mortgage Tax Act; Registry
Act; Settled Estates Act;




Vol. 1, p. 447.
See also Charities Accounting
Act; Companies Act
Accounts
. examination of 3(5>
. profit and loss, shown in
annual return 3(4) (&)
Act
. contravention of, penalty for . . . .8
. retroactive effect 2(2)
. time for compliance with 2
Agent





. interest in business subject to 1(3)
Assets and liabilities










. disposition of interest in—see
Disposition of interest in business
. interest in—see Interest
in business
. profits of
. . determination of 3(1, 3)
. . distribution of 3(2)
Certificate





application re investment 5
Compliance with Act
. time for 2
Contravention of Act
. penalty for 8
Court
. approval of acquisition
of interest by 4
. powers of 7
. profits determined by Z{i)
. time for compliance with
Act set by 2(2)
Director
. acquisition of interest by 4
Disposition of interest in business
approval of court, re 4
investment of proceeds of S




Public Trustee, by 3(2)
Employee
. acquisition of interest by 4
Gifts—See Interest in business
Income for life




Disposition of interest in
business
. exceeding fifty per centum 3
. portion disposed of 1(1)
. . exception to 1 (2)
. rights of acquisition of 4
. subject to life interest 1(3)
. vested after commencement
of Act 2(2)





. Treasurer of Ontario, by 6
Investigator
. appointment of 6(1)
. powers of 6(2)
Investment
. proceeds of disposition, of 5
Liabilities
. annual return, sliown in .3(4) (a)
Life interest, etc.





. acquisition of interest by 4
. annual return verified by ... .3(4)
Penalties
. contravention of Act, for 8
Proceeds




. . Public trustee, by 3(1)
. . Supreme Court, by 3(3)
. distribution of 3(2)
Public Inquiries Act
. application re investigations . . .6(2)
Public Trustee
. annual return delivered to . . . .3(4)
. examination of accounts,
records by 3(5)
. profits determined by 3(1)
. . failure to 3(3)
Records
. examination of 3(5)
Return
. annual, delivered to
Public Trustee 3(4)
. verified by certificate 3(4)
Salaries
. annual return, shown in . 3(4)(rf)
Supreme Court—5"^^ Court
Time
. compliance with Act, for 2
Treasurer of Ontario
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See also Assessment Act; De-




Act; Municipal Act; Parents'
Maintenance Act
Accounts
. regulations re 4(«)
Aid—See Provincial aid
Application of Act
. certain institutions excluded 2
. institutions aided in 1930 ...3(1)




. revocation 3(3), 10
Buildings
. regulations re 4(c)
By-law—See also Regulations




. regulations re 4(d)




. regulations re 4(a)
Female refuges
. provincial aid to 8(1) (c)
Finances
. regulations re 4(A)
Home for the aged
. Act inapplicable to 2
Homes for the Aged Act
. home for the aged under 2
Hospital
. Act inapplicable to 2
Hospitals and Charitable
Institutions Act
. institutions aided under 3(1)
Indigent female
provincial aid re 8(1) (c)
Indigent person
. provincial aid re 8(1) (o)
Infant in orphanage
. provincial aid re 8(1)(&)
Inmates
. regulations re
. . admission, etc., of 4(/)
. . rates, etc, for 4(y)
Legislature
. appropriations by, as
provincial aid 1(c)




. approval revoked by 3(3)
. distribution of provincial aid
to institutions approved by 8(1)
. new institutions approved by Z{2)
. powers of institution
approved by 6
. provincial aid restored by 11
. provincial aid to self-supporting
institution directed by 9
. regulations approved by 7
. regulations by 4
Management of institutions
. regulations re 4(6)
Minister
. approval suspended by 3(3)
. charitable institution
declared by 1 (o)
. defined 1(6)
. powers re regulations 5
. regulations recommended by 4
. restoration of aid
recommended by 11
New institutions
. application of Act to 3(2)
OScnce—See Penalty
Orphanage
. provincial aid to 8(1) (fr)
Penalty
. provision for 12
Powers of institution
Private hospital
. Act inapplicable to 2
Private Hospitals Act
. private hospital under 2
Provincial aid
. calculation of 8(2)
. defined 1(c)
. distribution of 8(1)
. received in 1930 3(1)
. regulations re 4(j)
. restoration of H
. self-supporting institutions, re . . .9
. withdrawal of 10
Public Hospitals Act
. hospital under 2
Public welfare
. Minister of—see Minister
Refuge
. provincial aid to 8(l)(a)
Regulations
. application by Minister 5
. approval of 7





conflict with other Act 6
contravention of
. withdrawal of aid 10




. scope of 4
Sanatoria for Consumptives Act
. sanatorium under 2
Sanatorium
. Act inapplicable to 2
Staff
. regulations re 4(e)
CHARITABLE TRUSTS
See Mortmain and Charitable
Uses Act
CHARITABLE USES
See Mortmain and Charitable
Uses Act
CHARITIES
See Charitable Gifts Act; Charit-
able Institutions Act; Charities
Accounting Act; Mental In-
competency Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Public Trustee Act
CHARITIES ACCOUNTING
Charities Accounting Act,
Vol. 1, p. 455.
See also Charitable Gifts Act;
Public Trustee Act; Wills Act
Accounts
. passing of 4
procedure in passing,
rules re 6(1) (&)
Action
. notice of, re will 6(4)
Application
. Act, of 7,8
. letters probate, for 6(3)
. order re defaulting trustee, for ... 5
Audit
. accounts, of 4
Beneficiary
. notice of gift to 1(1)
. Public Trustee to act for 6(4)
Costs









. notice of 1
Information
. furnishing of 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 6(1)
Notices
. action re will, to
Public Trustee 6(4)
. form of, rules re 6(l)(a)
. originating—see Originating notice
. property left or given to
charity, re 1
Order
. defaulting trustee, re 5
Originating notice
. application by 5
Penalty
. defaulting trustee 5(k)
Practice
. courts, of, application to Act 6(2)
. regulations re 6(1), (b,d)
Probate
. application for 6(3)
Public Trustee
accounts ordered passed by 4
. application to Supreme Court by 5
copy of will, etc., to
accompany notice to 2
. copy of will transmitted to . 6(3)
. information to 3
. notice of action re will to . . . .6(4)





. Accountant of, order
transferring property to 5(/)
. judge, application re
defaulting trustee to 5
. practice of, applied 6(2)
Surrogate court
. accounts passed by 4
. practice of, applied 6(2)
. registrar's duty re
transmission of will 6(3)
Time







See also Public Trustee
. application of Act to 7
. default of 5
. duty re accounts 4
. information supplied by 3
. notice from, re gifts 1
. replacement of SCg, I)
. statement of property received by 2
wai
. action to set aside, etc.,
notice of 6(4)
. application for probate 6(3)
. copy to accompany notice
of gift 2
. property left to charity
under, notice of 1
CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS
See Public Accountancy Act
CHARTERPARTY
See Frustrated Contracts Act
CHATTEL MORTGAGES
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Change of
Name Act; Conditional Sales
Act; Costs of Distress Act;
Execution Act
CHATTELS
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Conditional Sales Act;
Corporation Securities Regis-
tration Act; Trustee Act;
Warehousemen's Lien Act
CHEESE FACTORIES
See Consolidated Cheese Factor-
ies Act; Dairy Products Act
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS




See Public Health Act
CHILDREN
See Adolescent School Attend-
ance Act; Adoption Act; Ap-
prenticeship Act; Auxiliary
Classes Act; Change of Name
-Act; Children of Unmarried
CHILDREN—Com. Sec.
Parents Act; Children's Main-
tenance Act; Children's Pro-
tection Act; Dependants' Re-
lief Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act;
Devolution of Estates Act;
Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Fatal Accidents
Act; High Schools Act; In-
fants Act; Juvenile and Fam-
ily Courts Act; Legitimation
Act ; Maternity Boarding
Houses Act; Matrimonial
Causes Act; Minors' Protec-
tion Act; Municipal Act; Par-
ents' Maintenance Act; Public
Schools Act; School Attend-
ance Act; Separate Schools
Act; Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act; Succession Duty





Children of Unmarried Parents
Act, Vol. 1, p. 455.











. fraud or new evidence, on . . 16(1)




binding estate of father 23(1)
subject to review 23(2)
effect on new evidence 16(1)
enforcement of 17(2), 18
funds payable to Public
Trustee 29(1)
. invested 29(2)
granted at hearing 13
limitation of time for 9
maintenance on—see Maintenance
rescinded or varied on
reopening 16(2)







api)rovaI by judge 24(1)
voidable without 24(2)
binding estate of father 23(1)
subject to review 23(2)






. appointment for hearing 10
. limitation of time for 9
. making of 8
reopening of 16(1)
Arrest—See also Warrant for arrest
default of order .. 17(2), 18(1) (a)
Child
advice re, to mother 6
birth registered 3
. father's liability to 13
mother's liability re maintenance 14










. person having, application
for affiliation order by 8(f)
Definitions
judge 1(a)
. provincial officer 1 (t)
regulations 1 (c)
Deputy Registrar-General
notice by, re illegitimate birth .3
Division court
. enforcement of order in 18(3)
order filed with 18(l)(fe)
Division registrar
notice by, re illegitimate birth . 3
Documents
production of, as evidence . . 26(1)
Enforcement
. officers, clerks, appointments of 2(1)
. affidavits taken by 2(2)
order, of 17(2), 18
Evidence
. child, re 4
. compulsion 26(1)






. hearing, at 13
default of appearance 12
new, effect of 16(1)
Father
. agreement or order binding
estate of 23(1)
. . subject to review 23(2)
voidable without 24(2)
. agreement with mother,
subject to judge's approval 24(1)
. appointment for hearing re 10
. . service of 11(1)
. arrest of, security by 11(2)
. liability of 13
. limitation of time for
order against 9
. proceedings in default of
appearance 12
Fees
. regulations re 7(6)
. witnesses, of 26(2)
Fraud
. effect of 16(1)
Funds
. payable to Public Trustee . 29(1)
. . invested 29(2)
Guardian
. application by 8(c)
Hearing
appointment for 10










. provincial officer, by 4
Judge
agreements approved by 24




discretion re mother's liability 14
hearing in chambers 20
leave for action after
father's death 23(1)
leave to reopen 16(1)
order rescinded or varied on 16(2)
power re costs 27







. proceedings in default of
appearance 12
. proceedings on appearance 13
. security demanded by 17(1)
forfeiture of 17(2)




. appointment of officers,
clerks, etc 2(1)
. judge appointed by 1(a)
. regulations by 7
Maintenance
. agreements with provincial
officer, re 25(1)
. . affiliation order upon
default 25(2)
. amount of 15
. father's liability for 13
. mother's liabihty for 14
Mother
advice re child by 6




death of, not bar to proceedings 22
evidence corroborated 19
liability for maintenance 14
liability of father 13
Next friend
. application by 8(c)
Notice
. hearing, of 11(1)
. leave to proceed after











. costs of 27
. death of mother not bar to 22
. default of appearance 12
. hearing in chambers 20
Proof






. agreement with, binding
estate of father 23(1)
. . subject to review by Judge 23(2)
. agreement with mother
recorded with 24(1)
. agreements with persons
assuming maintenance 25(1)
. . affiliation order in default of 25(2)
. application by
affiliation order, for 8(^)
enforcement of payment 18(2,3)
. application of proceeds
of security 17(2)
. application to, for advice 6
death of mother not bar to
proceedings by 22
. defined 1(b)
. duties, re investigations 4
funds payable to Public
Trustee 29(1)
. notice to
illegimate birth, re 3
. proceedings, of 21
. regulations re assistants to ...7(d)
regulations re payment of ...7(c)
. restrictions on interference by ...5
Public Trustee
. funds payable to 29(1)
. . invested 29(2)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 7
Security
. alleged father, by 11(2)
. performance, for 17(1)
. . forfeiture of, on default 17(2)
Service
. notice of hearing, of 11(1)
Summary Convictions Act
. enforcement of order ....18(l)(o)
Time
. imprisonment, of 1'8(2) (c)
. liability for support, of 13
. limitation of, re affiliation 9
. notice of hearing, of 11(1)
Vital Statistics Act
. births registered under 3
Warrant for arrest
. failure of appearance on
summons 18(2)







. evidence by, compelled 26(1)
. fees for 26(2)
CHILDREN'S AID
SOCIETIES
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See also Children's Protection
Act; Deserted Wives' and
Children's Maintenance Act
Child
. ability to maintain self 1
. liability re maintenance of 1
penalty for failure 2
. remedial treatment 3
Education
. liability for 1
. . penalty for failure 2
Maintenance of children
. liability for 1
. . penalty for failure 2
Parent
ability and means considered ...1
. liability for maintenance 1
penalty for failure 2
. remedial treatment approved by. 3
Penalties




See also Adoption Act; Assess-
ment Act; Children of Un-
married Parents Act; Chil-
dren's Maintenance Act; De-
partment of Public Welfare
Act; Juvenile and Family




Crown, by, re false returns
by societies 31 (2)
Administration of Act
. regulations re 41 (/i)
CHILDREN'S
PROTECTION -Cou
Administration of Justice Expenses
Act
fees re local constables 8
Adoption Act
powers of children's aid society
'c 13(1)
Age
presumption re proof of 25
Agreements
foster homes, re 13(3)
joint shelters, for 4(5)
Applications
additional maintenance, for 10(9)
production of child, for .. .26(1)
Begging







. Superintendent to keep 2(f)
Child
application for production of 26(1)
begging, penalties re 17(l)(a)
brought into Ontario 30(1)
conditions re 30(2)
. records of 31
supervision by societies 32
defined 1(c), 12
delivery, order re 26(3)
illegitimate, religion of 27(4)
juvenile offenders—see Juvenile
offenders
loitering in public place after
9 p.m. prohibited 16(1)
. violation of 16(2)
penalty for parent 16(3)
maintenance—see Maintenance
neglected—see Neglected children
performing for profit, prohibition
re ....17(l)(b,c)
. permission under licence ..17(2)
permanent custody of
powers and duties of children's
aid society re 13(1)
permission to visit 28
religion of 27








. street trades prohibited re
. . boys under 12 15(1)
. . boys under 16, after
10 p.m 15(2)
girls under 16 15(1)








authority to bring children into
Ontario 30(1)




constitutions and by-laws 34(3)
copy of order to 7(12)
defined 1(d)
directors, duties of 34(4)
dissolution of 35
powers of Minister re 34(5)
establishment of 2(d)
fees for temporary shelter . . .4(4)
formation of 33
foster homes provided by ...13(2)
government and officers of 36
grants to 40(1)
amount of 40(2)
. appropriated by legislature 40(3)
incorporation of 34(1)
. regulations re 34(2)
inspection by Superintendent of 28
instruction and supervision of 2(b)
juvenile oflfenders committed
to 23(1)
interference prohibited . . .23(2)
local superintendents appointed
by 37
. powers of 38
members as probation officers . . .6
neglected child committed to ...9
notice of complaint against
child to 22(1)
officer to inquire into ....22(2)
- order on 22(3)
order re child's return,
supervision by 7(8) (a)
order re permanent custody
by 7(8)(c)
power to hold property of ..34(1)
powers and duties of 13(1)






. regulations re duties and
qualifications of 41 (^)
. revocation of approval of 39
. Superintendent to act in lieu of . .3
. supervision of shelters by 4(3)
. temporary custody—see Temporary
custody
. wards of, interference with . 19(1)
. . penalty for 19(2)
Children's committees
. establishment of 5(1)
. powers of 5(2)
Children's courts
. trial of juvenile offenders in 21(3)
. . public excluded 21(5)
Children's home
. temporary shelter as 4(2)
Committal
. juvenile offenders, of 23(1)
interference prohibited .23(2)
. neglected child 9
Complaint
. child against, notice to children's
aid society 22(1)
officer to inquire and report
on 22(2)
. . order on 22(3)
Constables
. child loitering in public place
warned by 16(2)
penalty for parents 16(3)
. employed by Superintendent ... .8
. neglected children apprehended
by 7(1)
Constitution
. children's aid societies, of .34(3)
. . duties of directors under ..34(4)
. . regulations re 34(2)
Court
—
See Judges; Supreme Court
Crown attorney






. Municipalities, by, re temporary
shelters 4(6)
Definitions
. board 1 (a)
. boarding home 1(6)
. child 1(c), 12
. children's aid society 1(d)










neglected child 1 (;)
. parent \(k)
place of safety 1(/)
^ public place 1 (tn)
Superintendent l(w)
Deserted Wives' and Children's
Maintenance Act
. enforcing maintenance order
as under 14(3)
. enforcement of order 11 (3)
Education
foster homes, in 13(2) (o)
Enforcement
order re maintenance and access,
of 14(3)
order to contribute, of 11(3)
Evidence
certified copy to Superintendent
of 7(14)
residence of child, re 10(2)
witnesses, of 7(5)
Expenses
conveyance of neglected child,
for 7(13)
Fees
. local constables, of 8
regulations re 34(2)
temporary shelter, for 4(4)
Forms
regulations re 41 (cf)
Foster homes
. agreements re, filed with
Superintendent 13(3)
. compensation for temporary
custody in 10(1)
. conditions re 13(2)
. defined l(^)
. inspected, etc 2(d), 28
. religions not to be mixed in .27(1)
Grants
children's aid societies, to 40(1)
amount of aid to 40(2)




















. . interference prohibited . . . 23(2)
Information
. oath, under, re neglected
child 18(1)
Investigation
. attendance of witnesses,
compelled at 7(3)
. child represented at hearing 7(6)
. neglected children, re, by
judge 7(2)
. notice to parents of 7(4)
Judge—See also Supreme Court
. application for additional
maintenance to 10(9)
. committal of juvenile offenders
by 23(1)
. defined K/)
. orders by—see Order
notice to parents re investigation
by 7(4)
. powers to sentence or suspend. .20
proceedings upon apprehension
of neglected children 7(2)
. trial of juvenile offenders in
separate court 21(3)
public excluded 221(5)
. warrant for search of neglected
child by 18(1)
. witnesses compelled to attend
investigation by 7(3)
Justice of peace





officer to inquire and report 22(2)
imprisonment separate from
adults 24
placement of, order re 22(3)
presumption as to age 25
separate custody for 21(1)
. municipality to provide 21(2")
temporary custody pending
trial 21(4)







. child performing for profit,
for 17(2)




approval of formation of societies
by 33
authority of, to bring children
into Ontario 30(1)
dissolution of societies by 35
grants for maintenance by.. 10(10)
grants to children's aid societies,
by 40(1)
incorporation of societies by 34(1)




revocation of approval of
societies by 39
Local superintendents
. appointment of Zl
. defined 1(g)
. employment of local constables
by 8
. powers of 6, 38
. regulations re appointment
of 41(/)
Maintenance
. appeal by municipality from
order for 10(7)
application for additional . . . 10(9)
compensation by parent for. 26(2)
conveyance re neglected
child 7(13)
grants in relief of 10(10)







notice of, to municipality ...7(15)
order for contribution by
parents 11(1)
. municipality not relieved ..11(2)
order re deserted or neglected
child 14(2)
. . enforcement 14(3)
Minister
. annual reports by Superintendent
to 2(e)







. recommendation for grants
by 10(10)
Money
agreements re foster homes,
under 13(3)
. books of account, re 2(f)
. delivered to Superintendent on
dissolution of society 35
. municipalities raising by by-laws 29
Mother
. residence of, taken as child's. .10(3)
Municipalities
. agreement for joint shelters. .4(5)
. borrowing money re temporary
shelters 4(6)
. by-laws to raise money 29
. computation of term of residence
in 10(4)
. defined 1 (»)
. grants to 10(10)
. . amount of 10(11)
. . appropriated by
legislature 10(12)
. liability for maintenance ...11(2)
. licences granted re child
performing for profit 17(2)
. . officer to supervise 17(3)
. notice re maintenance to . . .7(15)
. order for maintenance during
temporary custody by 10(1)
. order sent to clerk of 10(6)
. places of safety provided by . .4(1)
. recovery from other
municipalities 10(8)
. residence of child in 10(2)
. residence of mother taken as
child's ...10(3)
. separate custody for juvenile
offenders 21(2)





. apprehension of 7(1)
. . proceedings before judge on 7(2)
. committal of 7(9)
. defined K/)
. expense of conveyance to shelter
or industrial school 7(13)
. notice re maintenance of ....7(15)
. order re permanent custody 7(8) (c)
. order re temporary custody 7(8) (&>
. . maintenance on 10(1)





. places of safety for 4(1)
. . orphanage as temporary 4(2)
. procedure re temporary
custody 7(9)
. search for 18(1)
name not needed 18(3)
. . right of entry by ofTicer 18(2)
Notice
complaint against child . . 22(1)
officer to inquire and
report 22(2)
order on 22(3)
. investigation, of, to parents .7(4)
Oath
. evidence of witnesses under .7(5)
. information on, re neglected
child 18(1)
Occupation
child to be taught 13(2) (ft)
Officers—See also Probation officers
. appointment of 2
. children's aid societies, of ... 36
Order
child returned subject to
inspection 7(8) (a)
. committal of neglected child
on 7(9)
. contribution by parents on .11(1)
. . municipality not relieved 11(2)
. copy sent to clerk of
municipality 10(6)
. delivery of child to parent,
on 26(3)
. enforcement against parents
of 11(3)
. filed with Superintendent and
society 7(12)
. juvenile oflfenders, placement
of 22(3)
. liability disputed by municipality
on 10(7)





. permanent custody of neglected
children 7(8) (f)
. religious education, re 26(4)
. temporary care of child pending
hearing 7(7)
temporary custody of neglected
child 7(8)(fc)
Orphanage





application for production of
child by 26(1)
compensation re maintenance
of child by 26(2)
defined i(k)
delivery of child to 26(3)
interference of with committal,
prohibited 23(2)
notice to, re investigation 7(4)
order for contribution by 11(1)
penalties for neglecting,
deserting, etc 14(1)
penalty re child loitering in
public place 16(3)
temporary return to 7(9)
Penalties
child loitering in public place 16(3)
. false returns of children brought
to Ontario 31(2)
. interfering with wards of
children's aid society 19(2)
neglecting, deserting, etc. . 14(1)
. person causing child to
beg 17(1) (a)







officer to supervise 17(3)
Place of safety
. defined !(/)




child loitering in public place
warned by 16(2)
penalty for parent 16(3)
. local superintendent as 6
neglected children apprehended
by 7(1)
proceedings before judge on 7(2)
Proof
age of juvenile offender, of 25
Public Authorities Protection Act
powers of local superintendents
under 38
Public places
child loitering after 9 p.m.
prohibited 16(1)








. defined 1 (nt)
. penalties re begging, performing
for profit 17(1)
permission under licence ..17(2)




. delivered to Superintendent on
dissolution of society 35
. regulations re 41(c)
. societies to keep 2(c)
Regulations
. incorporation of societies, re . . .34
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 41
Religion
. determination of child's .27(3,4)
. . illegitimate child 27(4)
. institutions not to mix 27(1)




annual, by Superintendent ...2(e)




computation of term of 10(4)
disputed by municipality ....10(7)
mother of, taken as evidence 10(3)
other cases 10(5)
Salaries
. Superintendent, etc., money
appropriated by Legislature ...2
School Attendance Act
powers of local superintendents
under 38
Search
. neglected child, for 18(1)
. . name not needed 18(3)
. . right of entry by officer .18(2)
Shelters





boys under 12 15(1)
boys under 16, after 10
p.m 15(2)
girls under 16 15(1)
Subscriptions








. agreement re foster homes
filed with 13(3)
. appointment and duties 2
. children's committees
established by 5(1)
. copy of evidence to 7(14)
. defined 1(«)
. employment of local constables
by 8
. inspection of societies and
foster homes by 28
. power to act in lieu of societies. .3
. records and money delivered to,
on dissolution of society 35
. records of children brought into
Ontario filed with 31(1)
Supreme Court See also Judge
. application to, for production
of child 26(1)
Temporary custody
. juvenile offenders 21(4)
. order on 7, 8(a, b)
. . maintenance 10(1)
. . procedure re 7(9)
Temporary shelters
. agreements for joint 4(5)
. compensation for temporary
custody 10(1)
. debentures to pay cost of . . . .4(6)
. fees charged for 4(4)
. provision for 4(2)
. supervision of 4(3)
Term
. appeal from order by
municipality, of 10(7)
. computation of 10(4)
. residence of child, of 10(2)
residence of mother, of . ..10(3)
. temporary custody on
order 7(8)(6)
. procedure after lapse of .7(9)
Training Schools Act
. enforcement of, by local
superintendent 6
Treatment
. foster homes, in 13(2) (c>
Trial
. juvenile offenders 21(3)
. . public excluded 21(5)
Warrant
. search, for neglected child ..18(1)
. . name not needed 18(3)
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Anaesthetics
administration of, prohibited. 4(6)
Application of Act
. practising under other Acts 7(a)
Board
. appointment of officers of . . .2(4)
. defined 1(a)
. establishment of 2(1)
. regulations by 3
. term of office 2(2)
. vacancies 2(3)
Certificates
. registration, of 6
Chiropodist
. administration of anaesthetic
prohibited 4(fc)
. administration of drugs
prohibited 4(a)
. admission of, regulations re. 3(a)
. defined \(b)
. discipline and control,
regulations re 3(rf)
. penalties for practising after
suspension 5
. practice of medicine prohibited 4(f)
. qualifications, regulations re . .3(b)
. titles, regulations re 3(e)







administration of, prohibited 4(a)
Education
. regulations re 3(b)
Emergencies




. proof of registration 6(1)
Fees
. regulations re 3(^)
First Aid
. saving clause 7(c)
Investigations
. regulations re 3(m)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of officers of Board
by 2(4)
. approval of regulations by
Board 3
Medical Act
. regulations re titles
contravening 3(/)
Medicine
. practice of, prohibited 4(c)
Members
. Board, of 2(1)
term of office 2(2)
. . vacancies of 2(3)
Midwifery
. practice of, prohibited 4(f)
Nurses
. saving clause 7(6)
Officers
. appointment of 2(4)
Penalties
. practising after suspension, for .5
Prayer
. treatment by, saving clause . 7(d)
Proof
. registration of 6(1)
PubHc Health Act
. compliance with, not aflfected . 8
Register
. absence of name, proof of
non-registration 6(2)
. copy as proof of 6(1)
. regulations re ^(^^
Registration






. first aid 7(c)
. nurses 7(b)
practising under other Acts .7(a)
. treatment by prayer 7(d)
Surgery




. members of Board, of 2(2)
Title
. regulations re 3(0
Unregistered persons
. penalties for practising 5
Vacancies
. members of Board of 2(3)
Vaccination Act
compliance with, not aflfected .8
Vital Statistics Act
. compliance with, not aflFected . . .8
CHIROPRACTORS
See Drugless Practitioners Act
CHOLERA
See Public Health Act
CHOSE IN ACTION
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act
CHRISTMAS DAY
See Interpretation Act; Munici-
pal Act
CHURCHES
See Assessment Act; Egress
from Public Buildings Act;
Execution Act; Local Im-
provement Act; Municipal
Act; Provincial Land Tax
Act; Public Lands Act; Reli-
gious Institutions Act
CINEMATOGRAPHS
See Theatres and Cinemato-
graphs Act
CIRCUSES
See Municipal Act; Travelling
Shows Act
CITIES
See Assessment Act; Building
Trades Protection Act; Elec-
tion Act; Highway Improve-
ment Act; Highway Traffic
Act; Local Improvement Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal Cor-
porations Quieting Orders
Act; Planning Act; Repre-
sentation Act; Suburban Area
Development Act; Surveys
Act; Territorial Division Act;
Voters' Lists Act
CIVIL ENGINEERS Sec.
See Professional Engineers Act
CIVIL RIGHTS
See Property and Civil Rights
Act
CIVIL SERVICE
See Jurors Act; Public Auth-
orities Protection Act; Public
Officers Act; Public Officers'
Fees Act; Public Service Act
CLAIMS
See Division Courts Act; Inves-
tigation of Titles Act; Mech-
anics' Lien Act; Woodmen's
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Act








. regulations re 5
. weed seeds 1 (/>
Definitions
grain l(fl)
. impurities 1 (6)




. seized, directed by Minister . .6(2)
Forfeiture of grain
. contravention of Act, for ...6(2}
Grain
. defined 1 (c)
. forfeiture of 6(2)
. imported, to comply with
Act 3(1,2)
. sampling, etc., regulations re ..S(«)
. seizure of 6(2)
. unclean, sale prohibited 4
. under shipment presumed to be
sold in Ontario 3(3)
Imported grain
. cleaning of 3(1)





imported grain cleaned of 3(1)
regulations re
. cleaning of 5(d)
. designation of 5(b)




. compliance with Act marked
on 3(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. grain designated by 1(a)
. regulations made by 5
. seed designated by 1(a)
Minister
. defined 1(c)
. disposal of grain directed by.. 6(2)
. regulations recommended by ....5
Penalties
. sale contravening Act 6(1)
. seizure of grain as 6(2)
Regulations
. compliance with, marked on
invoice 3(2)
. defined 1(d)
. imported grain to comply
with 3(1)
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 5
Sale
. contravention of Act, in, penalty
for 6(1)
. presumption re 3(3)
. sell defined 1(e)
. unclean grain, of,
prohibited 3(1), 4
Sampling of grain
. regulations re 5(e)
Seed
. designated by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 1(a)
Seizure of grain




. regulations re 5(e)
Unclean grain
. sale of, prohibited 4
Weed-seeds
. defined 1(/)
. imported grain cleaned of 3(1)
1 regulations re cleaning 5(d)
. regulations re designation of 5(a)
CLEANERS AND DYERS Sec.
See Municipal Act; Unclaimed
Articles Act
CLERGYMEN
See Religious Institutions Act
CLERK OF THE
ASSEMBLY
See Legislative Assembly Act
CLERK OF THE PEACE
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Division Courts
Act; Election Act; Estreats
Act; Public Officers Act;
Railways Act; Voters' Lists
Act
CLERKS




See Forest Fires Prevention Act
CLOSED SEASON
See Game and Fisheries Act
CLOTHING
See Unclaimed Articles Act
CLUBS
See Companies Act; Liquor Li-
cence Act; Municipal Act
COAL
See Alberta Coal Sales Act; Fuel
Supply Act; Mining Act;
Municipal Act
COAL OIL
See Factory, Shop and Office





See Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act
COINAGE




Loans Act; Game and Fish-
eries Act; Municipal Act
COLLECTION AGENCIES
Collection Agencies Act,
Vol. 1, p. 499.


















bond, on forfeiture 15(a)
Attorney-General




. banks under, exempted 11(0
Bankruptcy Act (Canada)
forfeiture of bond under. .12(1) (&)




excepted under Act 11(a)
Bond
application for licence, on 4(1) (rf)
approval of 4(2) (a)
. assignment of 15(a)
. cancellation of 12(2)
, forfeiture of—see Forfeiture of
bond




- regulations re 32(/)
- sale of security on forfeiture
of 14
- term of 12(3)
COLLECTION AGENCIES Sec—Con.
Books and records
. investigations re 23
. kept by collection agency 19
. regnilations re ^2{e)
Branch office
. licence issued for 6(1) (&)
. licence required by 3
. licences to be displayed .• 22
Broker
. insurance, exempted 11(6)
. real estate, exempted IIW
Certificate
. financial condition, re 9
. registrar, of 26(3)
Collection agency
. defined 1 (a)
Collectors
. accounting by 17(1)
. . demand for 17(2)
. application for licence by 5
. changes of information filed
with Registrar 7(2)
. defined 1(6)
. forfeiture of bond—see Forfeiture
of bond
. licences issued to 6(1) (c)
. licences required by 3
. notice of directions to 24
. . request for hearing upon . .25(1)
. notice re money collected by . .21
. penalty for violation of Act ... .30
. practices prohibited—see Practices
prohibited
. regulations re—see Regulations
. trust account for money
collected 18
Companies Act
. proceedings under, re forfeiture
of bond 13
. trustees, etc., under, excepted 11(c)
Consent
. Superintendent, of, before
proceedings taken 31
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. fee deposited in 10
Convictions for offences
. forfeiture of bond on ....12(l)(o)
. . proceedings where no claims
filed 16
Counsel






. address unknown 17(3)
collection agency, of, payment
of 15
Crown




. appointment of 13


















. hearing, at 25(3)
Exemptions
. tanks 11(e)
. barrister or solicitor 11(a)
. brokers 11(d)
. loan or trust companies ....11(e)
. insurers 11(b)
. isolated collection 11(f)
. Province of Ontario savings
office ll(^)
. trustees, etc 11(c)
Expiry date







renewal of licence 6(2)
Financial statements
. collection agencies to file 9
Forfeiture of bond
. agency or collector, of
. . bankruptcy proceeedings
on 12(l)(b)
. . convicted of offence ...12(l)(c)
. . judgment against . . 12(l)(o)(iii)
. assignment on 15(o)
. payment to creditors 1S(&, c)





. proceedings upon 13
. sale of collateral security 14
Guarantee Companies Securities Act
. bond approved under 4(2) (a)
Guarantor
. security by, on bond 4(2) (c)
Hearing
evidence at 25(3)
notice of decision 25(5)
powers of Superintendent at. .25(4)
requested 25(1)
. notice of, by registrar ....25(2)
Information
changes in, filed with registrar 7(1)
. regulations re 32(c)
Insurance Act
. exceptions under Act 11(b)
Insurer
. exemption of 11 (b)
Investigations
. books and records 23
Judgment
. forfeiture of bond, on 12(1) (a) (iii)
. . proceedings where no claims
filed 16
Judicature Act
. proceedings under, re forfeiture
of bond 13




. bond prescribed 4(1) (d)
. collector, by 5
. copies of agreements
with 4(1)(6>
. copies of stationery 4(l)(c)
fees on 4(1) (o)







issued by Superintendent ...6(1)
. expiry date 6(1)
regulations re 32(a)
renewal of 6(2), 9
service of notices re 24
. request for hearing 25(1)








. appointment of 13
exemption of 1 1 (c)
Loan and Trust Corporations Act
. loan or trust companies under,
excepted 1 1 (^)
Loan corporations
. exemption of 11 (^)
Method of collection
. regulations re 32(A)
Moneys
agency to account for ....17(1), 19
. . demand for 17(2)
. notice by collectors re 21
. paid to Treasurer of Ontario,
where creditor not located 17(3)
. practices prohibited re—see
Practices prohibited
. trust acccount for 18
Notice
. cancellation of bond, of 12(2)
. change of address 7(l)(a)
. . collector's 7(l)(c),7(2)
. . members 7(1) (fr)
. collection of moneys, of 21
. directions of Superintendent, of 24
. hearing, appointment for . . 25(2)
. motion for appeal 26(2)
. review, application for 25(1)
Order
. notice, of 24
. penalty for non-compliance ... .30
. review of 25
. Supreme Court, of 27
. . further direction on 28
Penalties
. employment of unlicensed
agency, for 29
. violation of Act, for 30
Practice
. appeals, re 26(2)
Practices prohibited
. excess of money collected . .20(a)
. excessive fees charged 20(&)
. forms of agreement not filed 20(d)
. forms of stationery not filed. .20(^)





Real Estate and Business Brokers
Act
. brokers or salesmen under,
excepted ll(rf)
Receivers
. exemption of 11(0
. interim, appointment of 13
Records
—
See also Books and records
. hearings, of 25(3)
Reftmds
. fees, of 6(4)
Registrar
. application for licence to ...4(1), 5
. books and records investigated
by 23
. certificate of 26(3)
. changes of information filed
with 7(1,2)
. changes of stationery filed with. .8
. defined K/)
. disposition of fees 10
. notice of hearing by 25(2)
. notice of motion for appeal
served on 26(2)
. reduction of fees 6(5)
Regulations
. defined }(^)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by ...-• 32
. penalties for violation of 30
Renewals
. regulations re 32(a)
Returns





. rules re practice set by ... .26(2)
Ruling See Order
Salesman
. exemption of 11(d)
Security
. bond, on, by g^iarantor ....4(2)(c)
. . regulations re 4(3)
. personal bond, on 4(2)(&)
. . regulations re 4(3)
. regulations re 32(^)
. sale of 14
term of bond, during 12
Stationery
. application for licence
accompanied by 4(1) (&, c)







accounting demanded by .... 17(2)
administration of Act by 2
cancellation of bond 12(2)
consent of, before proceedings
taken 31
defined 1(g)
discretion re licence 6(3)
financial statement received by .9
liearinR by 25(2)
investigations autliorizcd by .23
licences issued by 6(1)
notices of orders, etc., by 24
request for hearing upon . 25(1)
order by Supreme Court, efTect
on 27, 28
order of appeal from 26(1)
powers re review 25(3, 4)
proceedings to enforce forfeiture
of bond 13






certificate of registrar to . . .26(3)
. counsel appointed to assist . 26(4)





. fees handled by 10
. moneys paid to, where creditor
not located 17(3)
. powers re bond 15
. refunds by 6(4)
. sale of collateral security by . . .14
. securities for bonds deposited
with 4(3)
Trust accounts







proceedings under, re forfeiture
of bond 13




Rights of Labour Act
Act;
COLLECTORS Sec.





See Medical Act; Vaccination
Act
COLLEGES




See Department of Education
Act; High Schools Act; Muni-
cipal Act; Teachers' Super-








See Rights of Labour Act
COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS
See Vocational Education Act
COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES
See Highway Traffic Act; Pub-
lic Conmiercial Vehicles Act
COMMISSION
MERCHANTS
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Sec also Division Courts Act;
Evidence Act; Interpretation
Act; Justices of the Peace
Act; Notaries Act; Territorial
Division Act
Administration of oaths
appointment of commissioners for
. . judges, by 7





. commissioners duty re 11






. improperly sworn, penalty for
use of 13
Aldermen
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Appointment of commissioners
. forfeiture of 14
. judges, by 7
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 5,
6
. period of 6(2)
. style of 6(3)
Authority of commissioners
. extent of 8,9
Clerks
. county court of, as
commissioners 3
. municipal, as commissioners . 2(3)
Commission
. appointment by 6,7
. forfeiture of 14
. indication of expiry of 6(4)
. period of 6(2)
. revocation of 10
Controllers




. signature of H
. oath by 11
Declarations
improperly sworn, penalty for
use of 13
. jurat signed without oath,
penalty for 12
. power of commissioners re 9
Definitions
. county 1




. oath by 11
. signature of 11
Deputy reeve
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Duties of commissioners




. regulations re 15
Government employees
. appointed as commissioners 5
Judges
. commissioners, as 3
. commissioners appointed by 7
Jurat
. signing of H
. . oath not administered, penalty
for 12
Lieutenant-Governor
. commissioners appointed by . . 5, 6
. commissions revoked by 10
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations re fees by 15
Mayors
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Members of Assembly
. commissioners, as 2(1)
Oaths
—
See Administration of oaths
Officers of Department of National
Revenue
. appointed commissioners 5
Officers of Supreme Court
. commissioners, as 4
Penalties
. forfeiture of commission 14
. jurat signed without administer-
ing oath 12
. use of affidavit improperly
sworn - 13
Reeves
. commissioners, as 2(4)
Regulations
. fees, re 15
Revocation of commissions
. Lieutenant-Governor, by 10
Solicitors and Barristers
. commissioners, as 2(2)
Style of commissioners 6(3)
Treasurers





See Commissioners for taking
Affidavits Act; Public Inquir-








See Absentees Act; Agricultural
Committees Act; Conveyanc-
ing and Law of Property Act;
Mental Incompetency Act;
















See Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Municipal Act;
Public Health Act; Public
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See also Municipal Act
Athletic field
. grant to municipality for ... 2(1)
. grant to school board for 8
. included in community centre 1(a)
Board of education









school trustees as 5(5)
term of office 6(4)
vacancies on 6(3)
By-laws
acquisition of land in other
municipality 4(2)
centre established by 4(1)
debentures issued under 5(2)
. petition for 5(1)
property vested by 5(5)
transmission to other
municipalities 5(7)
union school section centre,
re 5(6)
Charges









profits applied to pay 5(3)
township debt, as 5(4)
Definitions





. regulations of 8
Disposal of centre
. approval re 9
Establishment
. petition for 5(1)
. provision for 4(1)
. system of 6
union school section, in 5(6)
Grants
. municipalities, to 2
. other bodies, from 7
. school boards, to 8
Hall
. combined with skating arena,
. cost of building, grant re . . . 2(1)
. grant re 2(3)




. agreement betweeen municipalities
re 4(1)
Land
. acquisition in other
municipalities 4(2)
. exemption from taxation . . . .4(3)
. liability for rates 5(10)
Legislature
. money appropriated by, grant
from 2(4)
. . disposal of centre after 9
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations by 10
Maintenance







. aid granted by 2
. defined 1(6)
. disposal of centre approved by ..9
. grants to school boards by 8
Mimicipal Act
. debentures issued under
. . municipality 4(4)
. . township 5(2)
Municipality
. adjoining
. . land acquired in 4(2)
. . exemption from taxation in 4(3)
. board of management appointed
by 6(1)
. "by-laws sent to other 5(7)
. debentures issued by 4(4)
. establishment of community
centres by 4
. . union school section, in ....5(6)
. grants from others 7
. grants to 2
. payment of share by other .5(9)
. property vested in 3
. rates collected by other 5(8)
Outdoor skating rink
. grant to municipality for ... .2(1)
. grant to school board for 8
. included in community centre r(a)
Petition
. centre in township, re 5
Profits
. application to debentures .... 5(3)
Public Schools Act




. petition by 5(1)
Rates
. collection of 5(8)
. land liable for 5(10)
. share of 5(9)
Regxilations
. defined 1 (c)
. making of 10
Rules
. board may make 6(5)
School
. board, grant to 8
. section, community centre for 5(1)
. trustees, property vested in .5(5)
Share
. other municipality, payment of 5(9)
Skating arena
. combined with hall, g^ant re. .2(3)
. grant re 2(1)
. included as community centre l(o)
Taxation
. exemption of land from 4(3)
Township
. application of Act to school
area 5(11)
. debentures as debt to 5(4)
. petition re establishment to 5
. property vested in school trustees
by 5(5)
Union school section
. establishment in 5(6)
COMMUTATION
See Statute Labour Act
COMPANIES
Companies Act,
Vol. 1, p. 519.
See also Assignments and Pre-
ferences Act; Business Records
Protection Act; Charitable
Gifts Act; Companies Infor-
mation Act; Conveyancing and




Tax Act; Credit Unions Act;
Division Courts Act; Extra-
provincial Corporations Act;
Guarantee Companies Securi-
ties Act; Housing Develop-
416 GENERAL INDEX
COMPANIES— Con. Sec.
nient Act; Insurance Act; In-
terpretation Act; Limited Part-
ncrsliips Act; Loan and Trust
Corporations Act; Mortmain
and Charitable Uses Act;
Municipal Act; Municipal
]*^lectric Railways Act; Ontario
Food Terminal Act; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Part-
nerships Act; Partnerships
Registration Act; Provincial
Land Tax Act; Public Hos-
pitals Act; Public and Other
Works Wages Act; Public
Utilities Act; Public Utilities
Corporations Act; Railways
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Securities Act;
Security Transfer Tax Act;
Stock Yards Act; Succession
Duty Act; Telegraph Act;
Telephone Act; Trustee Act;




benefits to '.290(2) (c)
Accountants





See also Books and
records
access to, by auditors 117(1)
annual audit of 110
bonks of 107
. inspection of, of public
utility company 169
disposal of, on winding
up 210(3), 211(2)
. liability on 210(4)
falsified, of society, special
audit re 296(1)
. duties of officers re 296(3)
. expense of 296(4)








. application of 139(1, 2), 213






. . insurance companies, to 217(1,2)
. . internal management of
mutual insurance corpora-
tions, re 254
. . public utilities, re 158
reserve fund of mutual insur-
ance corporations, re . .273(6)
winding up of insurance
companies, re 307(1)
compliance with, re fees 120
. contravention of, penalty for 138(1)
. . relief from 138(2)
. directory provisions of 26
. relief from compliance with . . 214
Action
corporation, against
. books as evidence in 106
. winding up, on 178(1)
directors, against, for unpaid
wages 98(2)
liability of shareholders to . . 74(1)
power of liquidators to
bring or defend 181(1) (a)
sale of mining shares, for, on
non-payment of calls ...136(6)
shareholders, against, dissolu-
tion of company, on ...33(1,2)
. members reduced, when . . 30(1)
validity of call, re 136(7)
Adjournment





. correct statement of
capital in 100(1)
. . penalty re 100(2)
meeting, of, re establishment
of mutual fire insurance
corporation 227
Advertising
. power of company re . 23(1)(m)
Affidavit
. form of, re list of
shareholders Form 6, 105(2)
. procurement of list of
shareholders, re 105(2)
. proof of matters under Act by 126
Agent
. corporation, of
. . duration of authority of 128(3)
outside province 128(2)





. . confirmation of 224(2)
. . joint 11(2)
. . life insurance companies,
of 223,224(1)
. . submission to share-
holders 11(3,4)
. memorandum of 4(3)
. memorandum of, re no share
capital company 6(3)
. . form of 6(4)
. . regulations in 7
Agricultural property
. fire insurance on, by mutual
fire insurance corporation ...234
Allotment
. no par value shares, of 5(4)
. shares, of, by-laws re ...92(1) (a)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)
Amalgamation
. agreement, confirmation of . .224(2)
. . effect of 224(3)
. corporations, of 11(1,2)
. fraternal societies, of 280(1)
. insurance companies, of 223
. . acceptance of securities
re 298(1)0")
. mutual insurance corporations,
of 272
Amendment
. by-laws, of 92(3)
Ancillary powers
. company, of 23(1)
Annual meeting
. cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tion, of, re conversion to
joint stock company 245(2)
. company, of 46(1)




. repeal of by-laws at 92(3)
. resolution at, re
investigation 109(4)
Annual returns
. default in filing 29(2)
Annual statement
. mutual insurance corporation,
of 256(2)
Appeal
local judge, from, to Supreme
Court 204




. officers, of, before court,
on winding up 200(1)
Applicants
. incorporation, for 4(1)
. insurance, for, rights of 260
Application
. appointment of liquidator,
for 197(1)
. company, shareholders, by,
for meeting re compromise 64(2)
. conversion to joint stock insur-
ance company, re, notice
of 245(3)
. incorporation, for
. . mutual fire insurance
corporation, of 232(1)
. . public utility companies, of . . 159
. inspection of books, for .... 102(3)
. investigation, for 109(1)
. . production of books on .109(6)
. letters patent, for, sufficiency
of documents filed on 17
. life insurance company, by, for
reduction of capital stock 221(2)
. notice of, re increase of
share capital 241(2)
. report of company
furnished on 46(5)
. . penalty for refusal to send 46(6)
. shareholder, by, re appointment
of auditors 114
. supplementary letters patent,
for 16(2)
. Supreme Court, to, re rectifi-
cation of books 104(1)
. tariflf of fees on 119(1)
. . variation of 119(2)
. variation in powers and obliga-
tions of corporation, for . .212(1)
. . notice of 212(2)
. winding-up order, for 193(1)
Appointment
. auditors of 111,112
. . remuneration of 114, 116
Apprentices
. liability of directors for wages
of 98(1)




. company, of. in balance sheet 46(3)
. co-operative corporation,
of, distribution of 152(1)
. disposition of, on winding







. . court, by 211(1)
. . winding up, on . . 15(1), 179(a, ft)
. division of, surrender of
charter on 31(l)(o)
. society, of, return re 297
Assignments and Preferences Act
. application of, reproving claims 190
Association
. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. . exceptions to 141(5)
. . penalty for 141 (4)
Attachment
. corporation, of, on winding
up 178(1)
Attorney-General
. petition of, re liquidation
of insurer 300(2)
Auction
. sale of corporation's property
by on winding up 181(l)(c)
Audit
. accounts, of 110
'
. special, of books of society 296(1)
Auditors
. annual audit by 110





. resolution, by 112
co-operative corporation,
of, report of 155(1) (<:,(i)
notice by, re accounts 301(2)
. failure re 304
remuneration of 114, 116
report of 46(2) (c)
. joint stock insurance
company 301(1)
rights and duties of 117(1, 2)
shareholders, as 113
vacancy in office of 115
Authentication
documents, of, by corporation 122
Balance sheet
. assets and liabilities shown in 4€(3)
. certification of, of insurance
company 301 (1) (/)
. . failure re 304
•. contained in report 46(2) (a)
. insurer, of, delivery of 303
/ -. . failure re 304
COMPANIES—Co«. Sec.
Ballot




deposit of money in,
hy liquidators 183(1)
. purchase price of redeemed
shares paid into 151(4)
Bankrupt
. director not to be 87(1)
Beneficiary
. liability of, as shareholder .76(2)
. rights and remedies of,
by-laws re 292
Benefit
. funeral, by society 290(2)(^)





. power of liquidator
to endorse 181 ( 1 ) (?)





. power of liquidator
to endorse 181(1)(?)





. co-operative corporation, of,
consent to transfer of
shares by 145(1)
election of 84
election of chairman of 91(2)
executive committee of 86(1)
joint stock life insurance
company, of 306(1)




. business by 85(1)
. fixing of 91(1)
right of shareholders to select 80(1)
society, of
appointment of 289(1)
. by-law by, re management
of funds 289(2)
. vacancies in 85(3)
Bonds
. by-law re issue and






. mortgages to secure 82(1)
. . filing of 82(2)
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(l)(&)(i)
. security, as, by officers of
mutual insurance company 271(2)
. subject to redemption, consent
of holders to 81
Bonus
. distribution of assets of
company as 23(1)(/)
. payment of, when
company insolvent 95(1)
Book debts
. mortgage of 82(1)





access to, by auditors 117(1)
corporation, of 101
. audit of 20
disposal of, on winding
up 210(3), 211(2)
. liability on 210(4)
entry of issue of share
warrant in 69
. date of 69(c)





order for inspection of,
on winding up 199(3)
place of keeping of 102(1)
. exception to 102(3)
production of, on
investigation 109(6)
. refusal re, penalty for ...109(8)
rectification of 104(1)
refusal to allow inspection of,
penalty for 105(6)
removal of, penalty for 102(2)
. exception to 102(3)
untrue entries in 103(1)
. liability for 103(2)
Borrowing
. general power of 78(3)
. money, by-laws re 78(l)(a)
British Offices' Select Life
Aimuity Tables, 1893




. payment of 99(3)
Buildings
. power of corporation
to construct 24(1) (o)
By-laws
chairman, of board, re 91(2)
. confirmation of 91(4)
. powers of 91(3)
confirmation of, written 125
co-operative corporation, by
. borrowing, re 143(2)
. compulsory lending, re ..150(4)
. confirmation of 154(1)
. delegates, etc., re 153(1)
. distribution of assets, re 152(2)
. distribution of surplus . . 149(2)
. filing of l55(l)(o)
. payment of patronage return,
re 149(4)
. reserve funds 148(o)
copy as evidence of 121
corporation, of, record of ..101(a)
creation of share capital, re 9
deposit of proxy, re S3
directors by
. co-operative corporation, re 10(1)
. no par shares, re 5(8) If 1,2
directors, re, of mutual
insurance corporation 262(2)
distribution of assets, re ....15(1)








. failure re 304
investment of patronage
return, re 150(1)
. notice of 150(2)
joint stock life insurance
company, of, re directors 306(1)
life insurance company, by, re
reduction of capital stock 221(2)
member loans, re 143(1)
mining company, of
. issue of shares at discount, re 133
. verified copy to Provincial
'Secretary 134(1)
money, borrowing of ....78(l)(c)
municipal corporations, of,
compliance with, by clubs ... .28
municipality, of, authorizing




. mutual benefit society, of 288, 289(1)
. number of directors varied by 91(1)
. payment of dividends, re 95(5)
. preference shares, re 78(2) (a, 6), 80
. public utility company, of, re
control and management . .167(1)
. redeemable preference shares,
re, filing of 80(3)
. remuneration of directors, re, of
mutual insurance corporation 263
. securities, re, issue and
disposal of 78(1) (6, c)
. signing of certificates, re ....54(2)
. society, of 291(1,2)
. . benefits, re 290(2)
. . rights of beneficiaries, re . . .292




mining company shares, on 136(1)
. action re validity of 136(7)
recovery of, other
proceedings for 202
shares, on, by-laws re ..92(l)(a)
. confirmation of . .92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
unpaid, liability of shareholder 57(4)
unpaid, mortgage of 82(1)
. filing of 82(2)
Cancellation
. letters patent, of 29(2)
. share certificate, of, of
co-operative company ... 151(4)
. share warrant, of -67
Capital
. application re increase
or decrease of 16(1) (a)
. authorized, correct
statement of 100(1)
. . penalty re 100(2)
. by-law increasing, decreasing 80(2)
. company, of 4(2) ((f)
. co-operative corporations, of 143(1)
. decrease of, liability
of directors re 95(1)
. minimum 5(6)
. public utility company,
of, report re 168(&)
. reduction of 95(3)
. . creditors' rights on 16(3)




. guarantee, mutual insurance
corporation with 247(1)
. life insurance companies, of 220(2)
. . reduction of 221(2)
Cash-mutual insurance corporations—See also Mutual insur-
ance corporations
application of Act to 240
dividends of 244
guarantee capital stock of 239
guarantee capital stock,
with 247(1)
. distribution of 253
. division into shares of . . .247(2)
. payment of loss out of 249
. retirement of 251(1,2)
increase of share capital of. .241(1)
joint stock company, as . . . .245(1)
. application re 245(2)
. liabilities of 246
loans and investments by . . .298(3)
. value of 298(3) (c)
report of auditors of 301(1)
Casting vote
. chairman, of 50(3)
Caveat
. shareholder, by 61(2)
Certificate—See also Share
certificate
adoption of agreement, of .... 11(4)
auditors, of 117(2)
evidence of title, as 54(3)
false, penalty for 108
loss of 55
no par shares, of 5(3)
preference shares, of 80(1)
share, co-operative company,
of 142(2)
share, delivery of 54(1)
. fee for 54(5)
shares, of, by-laws re issue
and registration of 92(l)(a)
. confirmation of 92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
shares, of mining company,
printing on 135
. shareholder, re, as evidence . . . 121
Cestui que trust
. trustee of, as shareholder . . . .73(1)
Chairman
. appointment of, re winding
up 199(1)
. board of directors, of 91(2)






. meeting, of 48
. . adjournment of 49
. powers of, under by-law ....91(3)
Charge
. insurer's property, on, priority
of on winding up 310(6)
. winding up, of, priority of 180
Charitable organizations
. distribution of assets to 152(2) (c)
Charter




. petition for, re mutual
benefit society 286(1)
. . contents of 286(2)
. revival of 27(4)
. revocation, cancellation,
of 29(1. 2), 30(3)
. society, of 285
. surrender of 31(1), 32
. . acceptance of 31(2)
. . liability of shareholders on 33(1)
notice of 31(1)(0
Choses in action
. corporation, of, power of
liquidator to sell 181(l)(c)
Claims
. compromise of 187
. policyholders, of, on winding
up of insurer 310(5)
. proof of 190
. unpaid, auditors' report
re 301(1)<:()
Clerks
corporation, of, priority of
claims of, on winding up 179(b)
Collateral security
. liability of mortgagee holding
shares as T7
Commission
payment of. on subscription
to shares 99(1)
percentage of share money
used for, of insurance
companies 220(7)
shares or capital as 99(2)
Committee See Trustee
Common shares
. distribution of, on winding up 15(1)
Common stock












application of Act to 2l3(a,b,d,f)
board of directors of 84
by-laws of, re preference
shares 78(2)
. confirmation of 79
commission by, on subscription
to shares 99(1)
common law powers of 215
contracts with, interest
of director in 94(1, 2)
. exception to 94(3)
corporate name of 36(1, 2)
. abbreviation of 36(4)
. exception to use of 36(3)
defined 1(a), 140
deposit of proxy with 52(6)
deposit of testamentary
instruments with, re




issue of share warrants by 65
liability of
entry of transfer, on 61(4)




for default of 75
list of shareholders of 105(2)
unauthorized use of 105(3)
loans to shareholders by 97
minimum capital of 5(6)
. exception to 5(7)
no par shares of 5(1)
. certificate of 5(3)
equality of 5(2)
notice of meetings of 45
other business by 23(l)(a)
payment of brokerage by . . . 99(3)
power to dispose of 23(l)(o)
power to promote other . .23(1) (A)
president, vice-president, of . .89(c)
private, name of. on seal
and share certificate 37
. default re 38
relief from compliance
with Act by 214
reorganized, stocks of 298(2)






share capital, petition for
incorporation of 4(2)
shares purchased by, for
benefit of employees 130(1)
special general meeting of 47(1-3)
transfer on books of, on
declaration of dividend 59
unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. exceptions to 141(5)
. penalty for 141(4)
wasting assets, with, declaration
of dividends by 95(2)
. approval of 95(6)
. by-law confirming 95(5)
Companies Information Act
. annual summary prescribed
by 40(1)
. returns verified as under 168
Compromise
. confirmation of 64(3)
. debts, claims, of 188
. shareholders and company,
between 64(2)
. power of company
to acquire 23(l)(c)
Conditions
. letters patent, in compliance
with 19
Confirmation
. amalgamation, of, petition for 11(5)
Consent
. by-laws to, by shareholders . . 125
.. directors, of, to transfer
of shares 57(1)
. . liability of 57(2)
. election as director, to 88
Consideration
. no par shares, for 5(4)
Construction
. powers of company re . . 23(1)(;)
Contract
. company, with, voting by
directors re 94(1)
. . exception to 94(3)
Contractor
. power of company as . . . .23(1) (/)
Contributories
. adjustment of rights of . . . . 179(»)
.. application by, for stay of
winding up proceedings ...203
. application by, for winding
up order 193(1)
. notice of 193(2)





. compromise with 188
. death of, liability on 173
. demand for payment from . . \79{h)
. inspection of books by,
on winding up 199(3)
. letters of administration of,
power of liquidator re 181(l)(i;)
. liability of, on winding up of
corporation 172
. list of
. . determined by court 198
. . determined by liquidators 179(p)
. meeting convened by, re vacancy
in office of liquidator 185
. order for delivery of
property by 199(2)







. confirmation of 10(2)
by-laws binding on 154(2)
by-laws of, re delegates, etc. 153(1)
. confirmation of 154(1)
. delivery of 155(6)
. filing of 155(a)
capital of 143(1)
compliance with Act by,
relief from 157(o, 6)
directors of 147
distribution of assets of 152(1,2)
distribution of net
surplus of 149(1,2)
duties of. re filing by-laws
and balance sheet 155(1)
. failure re 155(2)




name, as part of
corporate name 141(1)
powers of, re educational work 156
purchase of shares for
redemption by 151(1) (a)
. prohibition re lSl(2)(o-c)
reserve funds and
dividends of 148(o, h)





. par value of 142(1)







. effect of 44
. notice of 43
company, of 36(1)
. used by another 40(1-3)
co-operative corporation,
of 141(1,2)
. . penalty for unauthorized
use of 141(3)
. investments of insurance
company in 298(4)
. objections re 39
. . change of name on 41
Corporations — See also Cash-
mutual fire insurance corpora-
tions; Co-operative corpora-




Mutual weather insurance cor-
porations
acquisition of trust property
on incorporation of 24(2)
action against, on
winding up 178(1)
. exception re 178(2)
action in name of, on
winding up 201(1)
action on behalf of,
by liquidator 181(1) (o)
affidavit of, re list
of shareholders 105(2)
amalgamation of 11(1)
. confirmation of 11(5)
. joint agreements re 11(2)
. rights of creditors 14
. submission to shareholders
of 11(3)
annual summary by 40(1, 3)
application by, for
winding-up order 193(1)
powers of court on 195
application of
Act to 139(l,2),213(c,0
audit of accounts of 110
authentication of documents by 122
books and records of 101
business of, carried on
by liquidator 181(1) (6)
by-laws by
. bonds, debentures, re ..78(1), 79
. evidence of 121
. supplementary letters
patent, re 16





commencement of existence of 22
common law powers of 215
compromise of claims,
debts, etc., by 188
corporate name of 141(1)
. abbreviation of 141(2)
defined l((i),140
dissolution of 31(2), 32,
207(2), 208(1)
. liability of shareholders on 33(1)




winding up of 179
false statements by,
penalty for 100(2)
first auditors of Ill
forfeiture of charter of 27(1)
. rights of creditors on 27(3)
incidental powers of . . .24(l)(a,6)
incorporated by letters patent 2(1)
incorporation of, without
share capital 6(1)
. petition for 6(2)
inspection of books of 20
insurance by 129
investigation of affairs of . . .109(1)
expense of 109(2)
production of books on . . . 109(6)
land of, restrictions re 25(1)
. extension of time
for holding 25C3)
. forfeiture of 25(2)
liability to contribute
to assets of 172
meetings of
winding up, during 184(1)
. winding up under
order, on 199(1)
municipal, clubs not exempt
from by-laws of 28
notice to, of application
for winding-up order 193(2)
officers of, examined
under oath 109(7)
official seal of 128(1)
agent authorized to affix . .128(2)
petition for amalgamation by 11(5)
power of attorney by 127
powers of, on winding up .... 176
powers or obligations
of, varied 212(1)







. reincorporation of 12
. . extension of powers on .... 13
. . rights of creditors
preserved on 14
. resolution by, re investiga-
tion 109(4)
. service of notices by 123
. . time of 124
. shareholders of, personally
liable when members
reduced 30(1)
. protest by 30(2)
statement of capital of 100(1)
. penalty re 100(2)
statement of lands held by,
to Provincial Secretary . . .25(4)
subsisting, proof of 40(1-3)
surrender of charter by 31(1), 32
. acceptance of 31(2)
. liability of shareholders on 33(1)
. notice of 31(l)(c)
trustee, as. officer of, as
director 84(3)
trustee shareholder, as 73(3)
unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. exceptions to 141(5)
. penalty for 141(4)
untrue entries in books of ..103(1)
. liability for 103(2)
winding up of I74(a-c)
. commencement of 175
. notice of 177
. proceedings on 178(1)
winding up of. under order .... 192
. commencement of 194
without share capital, creation
of capital by 9
Costs
. advertising sale of
mining shares, of 136(4)
. rectification of books, re . . . .104(6)
. security for, on investigation 109(3)
. special audit of accounts of
society, of, security for . .296(2)
. winding up, of, priority of .... 180
. winding-up order, of 195
Court
. appointment of liquidator
by, on application 197(1)
. approval by, of reinsurance 310(3)
. direction by, re disposal of
books and accounts 210(3), 211(2)




. examination of officers
before, on winding up . . . .200(1)
. leave of, to action on
winding up 178(1)
. list of contributories
determined by 198
. meetings convened by,
on winding up 199(1)
. order—See Court order
. powers of
. . application for winding-up
order, re 195
. . compelling repayment of
misapplied funds, re ...200(2)
Court order
. authorizing proceedings by
shareholder, on winding up 201(1)
. discharging liquidator 211(1)
. disposition of books and
accounts, re 211(2)
. dissolving corporation 208(1)
. . report of 208(2)
. inspection of books, for ....199(3)
. production of pass-book, re 183(5)
. sale of shares under 60
. stay of winding-up
proceedings, re 203
Court of Appeal
. appeal to, from Supreme Court 205
Creditors
. application by, for opinion of
master on liquidation ..191(1,2)
. application by, for winding-up
order 193
. arrangement with, re powers
of liquidators 182
. company, of
. . liability of holder of
no par shares to 5(5)
. . rights preserved on
reduction of capital 16(3)
, compromise with 187
. consent to surrender
of charter by 31(1)(&) (iii)
. corporation, of, inspection
of books by 105(1)
. inspection of books by,
on winding up 199(3)
. liability of directors to 57(2)
. . relief from 57(3)
. liability of shareholders to,
on dissolution 33(1)
. preferred, of insurer 310(1)
. rights of
. . forfeiture of charter, on 27(3)
. . forfeiture re insurer 300(1)




. contributory, of, liability on .... 173
. employees, of, funeral
benefit on 209(2)(^)
. liquidators, of, meeting
called on 185
. member, of, of co-operative
corporation 144
. transfer of shares on 62(2)
Debenture stock
. public utility company, of,
conditions of disposal of .... 165
Debentures
. by-law re issue and
disposal of 78(1) (b. c)
. mortgages to secure 82(1)
. . filing of 82(2)
. public utility company, of,
conditions of disposal of .... 165
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(1) (6) (ii)
. subject to redemption, consent
of holders to 81
Debtors
. compromise with 188
. other proceedings against .....202
Debts
. claim for wages as 98(2)(6)
. corporation, of, paid by
liquidators 179(t)
. liability of contributory as .... 172
. payment of, assignment of
judgment to director on . . . .98(4)
Declaration
. issue of no par shares without 5(8)
Decrease
. capital, of, by-laws re 80(2)
Deeds
. corporation, of, by power
of attorney 127
. power of liquidator
to execute 181 (1) (<i)
Default
. shareholder, by, sale of
mining shares on 136(4)
. . surplus of proceeds on . . . 136(5)
Defects
. form, in, preliminary to
issue of letters patent 26
Defence
. shareholder, of, set-off 74(2)
Definitions
. arrangement 64(1)
. company 1(a), 140




. insurer 298(12), 307(2)
. money received on account
of shares 220(1)
. parent corporation 284(a)
. private company 1 (c)
. public company 1 (d)
. society 284(6)
. subsidiary corporation 284(c)
. surplus to policy-holders ...221(1)
Delegates
. election of, of co-operative
companies, by-laws re 153(1) (c)
. qualifications of 153(3)
Delivery
. share certificate, of 54(1)
. . fee for 54(5)





. incapacitated, benefits to
employees when 290 (2) (rf)
. pensions to, by society .290(2) (6)
Deposit
. instrument, of, appointing
proxy 52(6)
. testamentary instruments, of,
re transmission of shares 62(1,2)
Deposit account
. separate, of liquidators 183(3)
Deposition
. proof of matters under Act by 126
Directors
. appointment of first
auditors by Ill
. approval by, re joint stock
insurance company 245(2)
. assignment of judgment to,
on payment of wages 98(4)
. authentication of documents by 122
. bearer of share warrant
disqualified as 68
. books of account by 107
. by-laws by 78(1, 2)
. . no par shares, re 5(8) 1[ 1, 2
. . payment of dividends, re . . .95(5)
. . shares, etc.. re 92
. calls in instalments by 63(1)
. change of, return re 118
. consent of, to transfer
of shares 57(1)
. consideration for no par






. convening of special
general meeting by 47(1, 3)
co-operative corporation, of
. qualifications 147
. termination of membership by 144
. voting by 146(3)
corporation of
. amalgamation, on 11(2)
. record of 101(d)
delegation of powers of 86(1)
dissent by, recording of 270(2)
election of 83,89
. co-operative companies,
of, by-laws re 153(1) (fe)
. failure re 90
examination into misapplication
of funds by, on winding up 200(2)
false entries in books by ...103(1)
. liability for 103(2)
hospitals, of 88
information from, required by
auditors 117(1)
instrument of authority, of . .137(2)
insurance company of
. interest in investments . . .298(4)
. liability re investments .298(11)
. loans to 198(6)(<i)
interim vacancies among, of
mutual insurance corporation 269
joint stock insurance company,
of, qualifications of 305
liability of
. loans to shareholders, for 97
. transfer of shares, on . . . .57(2,3)
. when company insolvent . . .95(1)
meetings called by, of mutual
insurance corporation . . . .258(2)
mining companies, of
. absence of 137(1)
. contravention of Act by,
penalty for 138
mortgage of property by 82(1)
. filing of 82(2)
mutual fire insurance
corporation, of
. election of 231(1)
. first meeting of 231(3)
mutual insurance corporation, of
. election of ..256(0,257,268(1-3)
. qualifications of 261
. quorum of 270(1)
. remuneration of 263
notice to owner by, re applica-







. powers of, on winding up . . . 179(e)
. provisional 4(2) (/)
. . first meeting of society
called by 288
. . mutual benefit
society, of 286(2) (e)
. proxy, as 52(7)
. qualifications of 87(1, 2)
. refusal by
. . inspection of books,
penalty for 105(6)
. . registration of transfer
of shares, re 58, 61(1)
. remuneration of,
by-laws re 92(1) (c)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)
. . validity of 93
. report to shareholders by . . . 46(2)
. . contents of 46(2)(a-d)
. . exception to 46(4)
. retirement of, of mutual
insurance corporation 264
. society, of. election of 288,289(1)
. stock dividends issued by 96
. time for deposit of proxy
prescribed by 52()6)
. vacancies in, of mutual
insurance corporation 265
. vacancies re board filled by . .85(3)
. vacancy re auditors filled by ..115
. voting by, re contracts
with company 94(1)
Discharge
. receipt of shareholder as 72(2)
Disclosure
. director by, re interest in
contracts with company . . .94(2)
Discontinuance
. insurer, by, forfeiture
of charter on 300(1)
Discount
. issue of mining shares at .... 131
. . by-law authorizing 133
Disposal
. securities, of, by-laws re 78(1) (f)
Dissolution
. co-operative company, of,
distribution of assets on . .152(2)
. corporation, of 31 (2), 32
207(2), 208(1)
. . forfeiture of property on 34
. preference re payment on . . .80(1)
Distress





. assets, of, on ceasing to
carry on business 15(1)
Dividends
. amount and rate of, paid by
public utility company . . . 168(d)
. by-laws re declarations
and payment of 92(l)(t)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)
. cash-mutual insurance
corporation, of 244
. co-operative corporation, of 148(6)
. declaration of, when
company insolvent 95(1)
. payment of 95(4)
. . approval of 95 (5)
. . validity of 95(6)
. preference re 80(1)
. priority of shareholders re . . .95(2)
. provision for payment of 65
. reduction of reserve fund
by payment of, prohibited 273(5)
. semi-annual, of holders of
guarantee capital stock 248
. stock, issue of 96
. transfer books closed on
declaration of 59
. unclaimed on dissolution,
disposition of 209
Documents
. authentication of 122
. corporation, of, correct state-
ment of capital in 100(1)
. . penalty re 100(2)
. disposal of. on
winding up 210(3), 211(2)
. . liability on 210(4)
. false statements in,
penalty for 108
. filing of, on payment of fees 119(3)
. official seal on, effect of ...128(5)
. power of liquidator
to execute 181(l)(rf)
. tender of, re fees 120
Easements
. expropriation of, by public
utility company 171(1)
Education
. co-operatives, re 156
Election
. annual, re vacancies in directors
of mutual insurance company 265
. board of directors, of 84
. directors, of 83, 89









. . mutual benefit
society, of 288,289(1)
. . mutual insurance
corporation, of 268(1-3)
executive committee, of 86(1)
false entries in books by 103(1)
. . liability for 103(2)
. loans to, for purchase
of shares 130(2)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, eligibility of, as
directors 267(1,2)
. parent corporation, of
. . by-laws, re 291(l)(c)
. . pensions 290
. . priority of claims of,
on winding up 179(6)
. purchase of shares for
benefit of 130(1)
Employees' mutual benefit society—See also Society
. incorporation of 283
Endowment funds
. conversion of, into life
insurance funds 311(3)
. resolution re, on winding up
of fraternal society 311(1)
- . filing of 311(2)
Entry
false, in books of corporation 103(1)
. . liability for 103(2)
Evidence
books and accounts of insurer as 314
. by-laws, of 121
. company books as 106
. liability of contributories,
of 179(g)
. under oath 18
Examination
. before court or liquidator . 200(1)
Exchange
. shares, of 54(4)
Execution
company, against, unsatisfied 74(1)
. corporation, against,
on winding up 178(1)
. unsatisfied, claim for
wages re 98(3)
Executive committee






;il.strac:t of 46(2) (t)
. statement of, of co-operative
corporation 155(1), (c,d)
Expenses
. delegates, of, by-laws re 153(1) (t)
. . incorporation, of 23(1)(m)
. payment of, from reserve fund
•of mutual insurance
corporation 273(4)
. promotion, of insurance
coni])anies, percentage of . .220(7)
. winding up, of, priority of ... 180
Experts




term of existence, of, of
jniblic utility company 170
Expropriation




corporations licensed under 141(5)
Fees
. directors, of, taking applications
for mutual insurance
corporation 267(2)
. i)ayment of, re issue of
letters patent 119(3)
. renewal, for, of destroyed
certificate 55
. requirements re payment
of 119(3), 120
. revival of charter, on 27(4)
. share certificate, for 54(5)
. tarifT of 119(1)
Filing
. by-laws, of, re remuneration of









. power of company re
registration in 23(1) (r)
Foreign currency





charter, of, for non-user . 27(1)
insurer, by 300(1)
. revival of 27(4)
notice of 25(3)
property, of, on dissolution . . . .34
real property, of,
of corporation 25(2)
shares, of, by-laws re ....92(l)(a)
. confirmation of 92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
unpaid shares, of 63(2, 3)
Forms
affidavit, of, re list
of shareholders . . . Form 6, 105(2)
annual statement, of, of mutual
insurance corporation . . . .258(3)
defects in, preliminary to
issue of letters patent 26
instrument appointing proxy,
of 52(4)
letters patent, etc., of,
regulations re 35(b)
memorandum of agreement,
of 4(2, 3), 6(3). Forms 2. 4
share capital company, of 6(3), 7
petition for incorporation with-
out share capital .. .6(2), Form 3
petition, of, for letters
patent 4(2), Form 1
proxy, of 52(4), Form 5
Fraternal societies
amalgamation of 280(1)
. agreements re 280(2)
. confirmation of 281
consent to winding up of . . .308(3)
foreign, incorporation of ..278(1)
. approval of 278(3)
incorporation of 274
. local branch of 279
organization meeting, of 277
proposed name of 276(2) (a)
resolution re endowment
funds on winding up of .311(1)
distribution of 311(2,3)
Freeholders
. meeting of, re mutual fire
insurance corporation ...226,228
. advertisement of 227
. subscription book of, re
establishment of mutual fire
insurance corporation 228
. . entries in 229





. misapplied, power of court to
compel repayment of ... .200(2)
. society, of 289(2)
. . -by-laws re 291 (2) (a, &)
. . contribution to, by
parent corporation 294




. appointment of auditors at ...112
. by-law re remuneration of
directors passed at 93
. by-laws, re 79
. chairman of 48
. election of directors, re 90
. notice of 45
. representation of shares at 71
. resolutions at 50(1, 2)
. winding up of corporation,
re 174(&,c)
Government securities
. purchase of, by insurance
corporations 298(l)(a)
Guarantee capital
. mutual corporation with,
incorporation of 225(1)
. payment of losses out of 249
Guarantee capital stock
. cash mutual insurance
corporation, of 239
. distribution of, by mutual
insurance corporation 253
. dividends of holders of 248
. mutual corporations
without 225(2), 234-237
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, division into shares of 247(2)
. mutual insurance
corporation with 247(1)
. retirement of 251(1,2)





. change of location of 91(1)
. company, of 4(2) (c)
. corporation, of, records
kept at 102(1)
. . exception re 102(3)
. mutual fire insurance
corporation, of 231(1)
Holder
. no par shares, of, liability of 5(5)
Holding companies
. insurance company, of 298(8)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec
Hospitals
. directors of 88
Housing corporations
. insurance company, of 298(8)
Housing Development Act
. loans by insurance corporations
guaranteed under 298(l)(iir)
Housing projects
. investment in, by insurance
company 299
Illness
. employees incapacitated by,
benefits to 290(2) (c)
Improvements
. public utility company,
by. report re 168(/)
Incidental powers
. company, of 23(1)
. corporation, of 24(1) (a, 6)
Income
. abstract of 46(2) (6)
. statement of, of co-operative
corporation 155(1) {c, d)
Incorporation






. regulations of 7
costs of 23(1) («)
false statements re 1(X)(2)
foreign fraternal society,
of 278(1)
fraternal societies, of 274
insurance company, of 218
. notice of intention to apply
for 219(1.2)
letters patent, by 2(1)
mutual benefit societies, of 282(1)
. name of 282(2)
mutual corporation, of . . . .225(1,2)




pension fund and employees'
mutual benefits societies, of . .283
petition for 4(2)
. without share capital 6(2), Form 3
private company, of 2(2)
public utility company, of,
application for 159
Increase




. directors, of, contracts re . . . .94(3)
Infant
. guardian of, as shareholder .73(1)
Insolvency
. company, declaration of
dividends when 95(1)
. co-operative company, of . . . 150(6)
Inspection
. books, of 105(1)
. . application for 102(3)
. . order for, on winding up 199(3)
. . penalty for refusal re ....105(6)
. . public utility company, of . . 169
Inspectors
. application by
. . opinion of master on
liquidation, for 191(1)
. . production of pass-book,
re 183(5)
. appointment of
. . corporation, by 109(4)
. . investigation of corporation,
re 109(1)
. approval of bank by 183(2)
. examination of books
and documents by 109(6)
. oaths taken by 109(7)
. report of 109(5)
. resolution of, re compromise
of debts 187, 188
. shareholders as, re
appointment of liquidators . . 182
Instnmient
. authority, of, to act for
absent mining director .... 137(3)
. . filing of 137(5)
Insurance
. amount of
. . mutual live stock insurance
corporation, re 235(2)
. . mutual weather insurance
corporation, re 237(2)
. payments toward,
by company 23(1) (^)
. reciprocal 129
Insurance Act
. amalgamation under 223
. application of Act to insurance
companies as provided by . . .213
. approval of amalgamation
pursuant to 212
. definition of words in 216
. fraternal society licensed under 274
. licensing under 218, 220(6)
. offence under 304
COMPANIES—Cow. Sec.
Insurance Act—Con.
. withdrawal of members of
mutual insurance
corporation subject to ...255(3)
Insurance corporations— See also
Cash-mutiial fire insurance
corporations ; Insurers ; Life
insurance company ; Mutual
live stock insurance corpora-
tions; Mutual weather insur-
ance corporations
acceptance of other




annual statement of 221(1)
application of Act to ...213,217(2)
books and accounts of,
as evidence 314
by-laws of, re investments 298(10)
capital stock of 220(3)
disposal of unauthorized
investments of 298(11)
holding companies of 298(8)
incorporation of 218
investments by 298(1)
. corporate name, in 298(4)
. housing projects, in 299
loans hy 298(1)(/)
. directors 298(6) (rf)
partial reinsurance by,
on winding up 310(2)
. approval of 310(3)
preferred creditors of,
on winding up 310(1)
promotion of other
companies by 298(7)
renewal of licence of,
for winding-up purposes ... 312
restrictions re loans and
investments by 298(6) (o-?)
voluntary winding up of ... .308(1)
. consent to 308(3)
. notice of 308(2)
winding up of 307(1)
Insurers
. corporate name not
applicable to 36(6)
. defined 298(12), 307(2)
. delivery of balance sheets, etc.,
to Superintendent by 303
. . failure re 304
. delivery of by-laws to
Superintendent by 302






. forfeiture of charter of,
for non-user 300(1)
. . rights of creditors on 300(2)
. investment of funds by ... 298(1)
Interest
. member loans, on 143(1)
unpaid call, on 63(1)
Intestacy





. corporation, of 109(1)
. security for costs of 109(3)
Investments
. by-laws re, of insurance
companies 298(10)
. eligibility of stocks as, of
reorganized companies . . . 298(2)
. holding companies, in, by
insurance company 298(8)
. insurance corporations, by . .298(1)
. joint stock insurance
company, by 298(3)
. patronage return, of 150(1)
. powers of company re ...23(l)(v)
. restrictions re, by insurance
companies 298(6)(a-c)
. unauthorized, of insurance
company, disposal of . . . .298(11)
Issue
. no par shares, of 5(4)
. trial of 104(3)
. . appeal from 104(4)




. . approval of application re 245(2)
. . lia'bilities on formation of . .246
Joint stock insurance company
. liabilities of 246
. loans and investments by .298(3)
- . value of 298(3) (c)
. priority of members in
subscribing to stock of ...245(4)
. qualifications of directors of 305
. report of auditors of 301(1)
Joint stock life insurance company
. annual meeting of 306(5)
. directors of, by-law re 306(1)




. confirmation of compromise
by 64(4)
. Supreme Court, of
. . direction by, re application
on liquidation 191(1)
. . meeting called by 64(2)
Jurisdiction
. courts, of 104(5)
Labourers
. liability of directors
for wages of 98(1)
. . exception to 98(2)
Land
. corporations, of, forfeiture of 25(2)
. . notice of 25(3)
. expropriation of, by public
utility company 171(1)





. loans on security of, by
insurance corporations 298(1) (^)
Letters of administration
. power of liquidator to
take out 181(1)(<7), (3)
. production of, re transmission








appointment of auditor author-
ized by 20
by-law confirmed by 9
commission authorized by . .99(1)
application of capital as ..99(2)
conditions imposed in 19
confirming amalgamation ...11(5)
copy of, in records
of corporation 101(a)
defects in form preliminary to
5ssue of 26
forfeiture of, winding up on 192(d)
form of petition for . .4(2), Form 1
fraternal society, of 274
. issue of 277
incidental powers of
company withheld by ... .23(2)
incorporation by 2(1)
insurance companies, of, ap-





. mutual live stock insurance
corporation, of 236
. mutual weather insurance
corporation, of 238
, notice of application for,
regulations re 35 (o)
. notice of granting of 21
. payment of fees before
issue of 119(3)
. petition for provisions in ....4(5)
. powers of mutual fire insurance
corporation limited by 234
. public utility company, of ....161
. revocation of 29(1), 30(3)
. society, of 285
Letters probate
production of, re transmission
of shares 62(1,2)
Liability
company, of, in balance sheet 46(3)
contributories, re
. death of 172
. evidence of 179 (p)
. winding up of corporation,
on 172
corporation director,
of, as trustee 87(4)
directors, of
. declaration of dividends when
company insolvent, re ...95(1)
. investments 'by insurance
companies, re 298(11)
. loans to shareholders, for ... .97
. transfer of shares, on 57(2)
insurance company, of
repayment of 298(9)
members, of mutual insurance
corporation 255(2)
shareholders, of
. dissolution of corporation,
on 33(1)
. forfeiture of shares, on ...63(3)
. mining companies, of 132
. reduced on issue of
stock dividend 96
. unpaid shares, for 74(1)
. when members reduced .30(1)
society of, return re 297
Licence
failure to obtain, by insurance
companies 220(6)
insurer, of, renewal of, for
winding-up purposes 312
power of company
to acquire 23(1) (c)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Lien
. insurer's property, on,
priority of on winding up 310(6)
Lieutenant-Governor
. application to, by life insurance
company for reduction of
capital stock 221(2)
. time of 221(4)
application to, for supplement-
ary letters patent 16(1)
. time of 16(2)
application to, re co-operative
corporation 10(1, 2)
change of name, etc., by 8
charter of foreign fraternal
society granted by 278(1)
charter of fraternal society
granted by 274
charter of society granted by 285
defects in proceedings by 26
dissolution of corporation
by 31(2), 32
liability of shareholders on 33(1)
incorporation by 2(1)
petition to, for confirmation
of amalgamation agreement 11(5)
petition to, for incorporation . .4(1)
petition to, for incorporation
of fraternal society 276(1)
. contents of 276(2)
. other documents with ...276(3)
petition to, for incorporation
without share capital 6(1)
. form of 6(2)




approval of by-laws of public
utility company by 167(1)
approval of distribution
by-law by 15(2)
. assent of, to increase in share
capital of cash-mutual insur-
ance corporation 241(1)
. . notice of application for 241(2)
. change of corporate
name by 41,42(1,2)
. . effect of 44
. . notice of 43
. extension by, re holding land 25(3)
. extension of existence of public
utility company by 170
. letters patent of public utility
company issued by 161
. . limitations in 163






. powers of corporation
varied by 212(1)
. powers of, re co-operative
corporations 157 (a, b)
. relief by, from compliance with
Act 214
. relief by. from provisions re
removal of books and
records 102(3)
. regulations by 35
. revival of charter by 27(4)
. revocation, cancellation, of
letters patent by . .29(1, 2), 30(3)
. revocation of charter by . . . .30(3)
. rules re winding-up procedure
made by 206
. tariff of fees regulated by 119(1)
Life insurance company
. amalgamation of, with
mutual corporation 224(1)
. by-law by, re reduction of
capital stock 121(2)
. . confirmation of 121 (4)
. . contents of 121 (3)
. capital stock of 220(2)
. reduction of capital stock of 221(2)
. resolution of, re application
of Act 222
Life insurance fund
. conversion of endowment
fund into 311(3)
Life policies





. . restrictions re 298(6) (o-*)
. joint stock insurance
company, by 298(3)
. letters patent, in, of public
utility companies 163
. powers of mutual fire insurance
corporation, of 234
. powers of mutual live stock
corporation, of 236
. powers of mutual weather in-
surance corporation, of 238
Limited
. use of word 36(1,2)
. . penalty for unauthorized 36(5), 38
Liquidation
. company, of, claim
for wages on 98(2)(&)
. insurer, of, appointment
of receiver re 300(1)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec
Liquidators
. acceptance of shares by, as
consideration for sale on
winding up 189(1)
action in name of,
on winding up 201(1)
appearance of officers before,
on winding up 200(1)
application by, for opinion
of master on liquidation 191(1)
application by, for winding-up
order 193(1)
. notice of 193(2)
. powers of court on 195
application of Trustee Act to ..186
appointment of
. application, on 197(1)
. inspectors, by 182, 185
. winding up, on 179(c, d)
. winding-up order, in ....196(1)
compromise with creditors,
etc., by 187,188
deposit of money by 183(1)
deposit of money by, on
dissolution 210(1)
. disposition of 210(2)
discharge of 211(1)
dissolution order reported by 208(2)
. penalty on default re 208(3)





. demand for payment by . . 179(A)
meeting called by, when
corporation wound up ...207(1)
. return re 207(2)
meeting convened by, re
vacancy in office of liquidator 185
powers of 181 (1) (a-h)
production of bank pass-book
by 183(4.5)
reinsurance by, on winding
up of insurer 310(1)




. penalty for selling or
purchasing 105(5)
. procurement of 105(2)
. unauthorized use of 105(3)
Live stock insorance





Live stock insurance corporations
—
See also Mutual live stock
insurance corporations
. qualifications of directors
of 261(l)(a)













. examination into misapplication
of funds by, on winding up 200(2)
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, as director 266
Master




See also Annual meet-
ing; General meeting;
Special general meeting
* . account of liquidator at, when
corporation wound up . . . .207(1)
adjournment of 49
appointment of liquidator at 179(c)
auditors' report at 117(3)
by-laws re 79, 92(1) (rf)
. confirmation of 92(2)
. repeal of 92(3)
called by liquidators 184(1,2)
chairman of 48
change in directors of mutual
insurance corporations, re 262(2)
. certified list of 262(4)
. notice of 262(3)
company, of, notice of 45
corporation, of, on winding
up under order 199(1)
delegates, of, by-laws re 153(1) (/)
. authority of, by-laws re 153(1) (^)
. voting by 153(2)
delegation of powers to
inspectors at 182
directors, of, disclosure
of interest at 94(2)
establishment of mutual fire





. establishment of mutual weather
insurance corporation, re. .237(1)
. fraternal society of, re distribu-
tion of endowment funds on
winding up 311(1)
. held outside province ...102(1,3)
. life insurance company, of, re
confirmation of by-law ..221(4)
. organization of fraternal
society, re 277




powers of directors on winding





repeal of by-laws at 92(3)
shareholders entitled to vote at,
consent to by-law by 125
shareholders, of
. board elected at 84
. compromise, re 64(2-4)
. confirmation of by-law, re 91(4)
. co-operative by-law, re ... 10(2)
. delegation of powers
of directors, re 86(1)
. directors elected at 83
. hospital, of, re election
of directors 88
. mining company, of, re
confirming by-law 133, 134(1)
society, of, first 288
special general, convening
of 47(1-3)
vacancies in board, re ....85(4,5)
vacancy in office of liquidator,
re 185
Member loans
. co-operative corporations, of 143(1)
. priority of, on distribution
of assets 152(1)
Members
. adjustment of rights of ....179(i)
. application by, for appointm.ent
of liquidator 197(1)
. application by, for winding-up
order 193(1)
. . notice of 193(2)
. . powers of court on 195







application by, re production
of pass-book 183(5)
approval by, re joint stock
insurance company 245(2)
co-operative corporation, of
. borrowing from 143(2)
. distribution of assets
among 152(2)
. loans from 143(1)
. patronage return to 149(3,4)
corporation, of, inspection
of books by 105(1)
corporation, of, record of
names and addresses of 101 (&,c)
distribution of assets among,
on winding up 179(a)





. annua! statement to 258(3)
. voting powers of .250,259(1-3)
priority of, in subscribing




. benefits from 201(2)
service of notices on 123
. time of 124
society of
. by-laws re 291(1)(&)
. request by. for special
audit 296(1)
. . transfer of interest in funds
by 295
Membership
. co-operative corporation, in
. . termination of 144
. . transfer of 145(2)
Memorandiun of Agreement
form of 4(3), 6(3), Forms 2, 4
no share capital company . . . .6{Z)
. form of 6(4)
. regulations in 7
petition accompanied by ... .4(3)
Mentally incompetent





. absent directors of 137(1)
. . authority of substitutes for 137(3)
. contravention of act by,
penalty for 138(1)





dividends declared by 95(2)
. approval of 95(6)
. by-law confirming 95(5)
issue of shares of, at a discount 131
. by-law authorizing 133
liabilities of shareholders of . . 132
notices on documents issued by 135
Minister of Lands and Forest
. report, from, re incorporation
of public utilities company
Minutes
. books of 107
. evidence, as, of resolution ..50(1)
. mention of production of
pass-book in 183(4)
. retirement of directors
entered in 264
Money
. by-laws re borrowing 78(1) (a)
. power of company to lend 23(1) (&)
. power of liquidator to
raise 181(1)(/).
. received on account of shares,
defined 220(1)
Mortgage
. insurer's property, on, priority
of, winding up 310(a)
. property, of, by directors . . 82(1)
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(1) (c)
. registration of 82(2)
. . exception to 82(3)












. by-law of, authorizing incor-
poration of public utilities 159(f)
. rights of, preserved, on incor-
poration of public utility
company 166
Mutiial benefit societies
. incorporation of 282(1)
Mutual corporation
. amalgamation agreement
binding on members of ..224(3)
. confirmation of 224(2)
. amalgamation of, with joint
stock company ...224(1)
incorporation of 225(1, 2)
436 GENERAL INDEX
COMPANIES—Com. Sec.
Mutual fire insurance corporations
. application for incorporation
of 232(1)
. . documents accompany-
ing 232(l)(a-d)
. directors of 231(1)
. . election of 256(1)
. . meeting of, first 231(3)
. letters patent of 234
. meeting to establish 226,229
. . advertisement of 227
. . notice of 230(1,2)
. name of 231(1)
. proceedings for incorporation
of, correctness of 233
Mutual insurance corporations
amalgamation of 272
annual meeting of 256(1)
. notice of 258(1)
annual statement of 256(2)
. audit of 258(3)
board of directors of 262(1)
. increase, decrease in
number of 262(2)
directors of 256(1)
. number of 262(1)
. qualifications of 261(1, 2)
. remuneration of 263
dissent by director of 270(2)
guarantee capital stock, with 247(1)
. distribution of 253
. division into shares of . . .247(2)
. payment of loss out of 249
. retirement of 251(1, 2)
internal management of . . .255-270
manager of, as director 266
members of 255(1)
. liability of 255(2)
. meetings of 256(1)
. withdrawal of 255(3)
president, vice-president of 268(4)
reserve fund of 273(1)
. income from 273(3)
. investment of 273(2)
. reduction of 273(5)
. use of 273(4)
security by accountants of 271(2)
vacancies in directors of . . . .265
voting powers of
members of 259(1-3)
Mutual live stock insurance
corporations
. formation of 235(2)
. letters patent of 236
. meeting to establish 235(1)
. . mode of calling 235(2)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Mutual plan
. insurance by live stock
insurance corporation ...235(1)
. insurance by weather
insurance corporations on 237(1)
Mutual weather insurance
corporations
. letters patent of 238
. meeting to establish 237(1)
. . mode of calling 237(2)
Name—See also Corporate name
. company, of 4(2)(o)
. co-operative corporation,
of, change of 157(6)
National Housing Act (Canada)
. formation of housing corpora-
tion as defined in 298(8)
loans by insurance
corporations under .. 298(1) (^)
. investment of funds of
insurance company under ...299
Negotiable instruments
. power of company re ...23(1)(/)
Newspapers
. notice of general meeting in . . .45
notice re surrender
of charter in 31(1) (c)
Notices




. incorporation of public
utility company, of 162
. increase of share
capital, of 241(2)
. sanction of compromise, re 64(4)
. surrender of charter, re 31(1) (c)
. winding-up order, for ....193(2)
appointment of liquidator,
of 196(1)
approval of by-laws of public
utility company, of 167(1)
arrangement, of 64(4)
change in directors, re, of mut-
ual insurance corporation. .262(3)
. certified hst of 262(4)
change in powers of
corporation, of 212(2)
change of name, of 43
corporation, by, service of .... 123
default, of, re annual returns 29(2)
director, by, of protest
to transfer 57(3)
forfeiture, of 25(3)
form of, regulations re 35(c)






. granting of letters patent, of .21
. intention, of
. . application for incorporation
of fraternal society, of ...275
. . application for incorporation
of insurance company 219(1,2)
. . application re conversion to
joint stock insurance
company 245(3)
. . retirement of guarantee
capital stock, publication of 252
. investment of patronage
return, of 150(2)
. meeting, of
. . completion of subscription
re mutual fire insurance
corporation, on 230(1, 2)
. mutual insurance corpora-
tions, of 258(1)
. organization of fraternal
society 277
proposed incorporation of
mutual benefit society 287
protest by director, re
payment of dividends 95(1)
Provincial Secretary, by, re
subsistence of corporation 40(1, 2)
sale of mining shares, of . . .136(1)
special general meeting, of . . .47(4)
transferor, to, re application
for entry of transfer 61(1)
trust, of 72(2)
winding up, of 177
insurer, by 308(1, 2)
Oaths
. examinations under 109(7)
taken by Provincial Secretary . . 18
Objection
. corporate name, to 39
Objects
company, of 4(2) (6)
. . application re
extension of 16(1) (c)
Offences See also Penalties
. Insurance Act, under 304
Officers
. company, of, appointment of 89(c)
. corporation of, charter granted
to re pension fund society . .285
. fraternal society, of 277
. mining company, of, penalty
for contravention of Act
by 138(1)
. . relief from 138(2)
. parent corporation, of,
pension to 290(2) (o)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec
Ontario Gazette
. advertisement re mutual fire
insurance corporation in 227
. copy of by-law re chairman
published in 91(5)
. notice in
. . application for incorporation
of fraternal society, re ...275
. . change in powers
of corporation 212(2)
change of name in . . . .• 43
default re annual returns 29(2)
. . granting of letters patent, of 21





surrender of charter, re 31(l)(c)
. . winding up, of 177
Ontario Joint Stock Companies'
General Clauses Act
. application of provisions
of, to company .. 213 (rf), 215(d)
Order in Council
. amalgamation approved by 223
Orders
. authorized proceedings by
shareholder, on winding
up 201(1)
corporation dissolved by 208(1)
rectification of books, re
application for 104(1)
reference, of, adding all
shareholders to action 33(2)
. winding up, by Supreme Court 192
Organization
company, of, cost of 23(1)(«)
. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141 (3)
exceptions to 141 (5)
. penalty for 141(4)
Owner
. shares, of, caveat by 61 (2)
Par value
. co-operative shares, of 142(1)
. insurance company shares,
of 220(4)
Parent corporation
approval by, of by-laws 291(3)
. by-laws re 291(1)(0








. power of company to enter
into 23(l)(rf)
. representation of, on board of
mutual insurance corpora-
tion 261(4)
. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. . exceptions to 141 (S)
. . penalty for 141 (4)
Pass-book
. production of, at general
meeting 183(4)
Patents
. power of company to
acquire 23(1) (c)
Patronage returns
. distribution of assets on basis
of 152(2)(&)
. investment of 150(1)
. . notice of 150(2)
. lending of 150(4)
. limitation of payment of ...149(4)
. members of co-operative
corporation, to 149(3)
. priority of, on distribution of
assets 152(1)
Payment
. dividends, of 95(4)
Penalties
. by-laws re, of society 291 (2) (c)
. contravention of Act, for, re
mining companies 138(1)
. contravention of by-law, for, of
public utility company .... 167(2)
. failure to comply with Act, by
co-operative corporations. .155(2)
. failure to deposit money on
dissolution, for 210(1)
. failure to make returns, for ...118
. failure to report dissolving
orders, for 208(3)
. false returns, for 108
. false statements, for 100(2)
. non-compliance re discount by-
laws of mining companies 134(3)
, non-production, for 109(8)
. refusal to allow inspection of
books, for 105(6)
refusal to send reports, for . .46(6)
. removal of books and records,
for 102(2)
. . exception to 102(3)
- sale or purchase of shareholders'
list, for 105(5)
. unauthorized use of share-





. unauthorized use of word
"co-operative", for HI (4)
. unauthorized use of word





. incorporation of 283
Pensions
. employees, officers, to, by
society 290(2) (o)
. payment of, by society .. 290(2) (o)
. power of company to
grant 2Z{\){g)
Personal estate
. shares as 56(1)
Personal property
. power of company to
acquire 23(1) («)
Personal representative
. contributory, of, liability of . . . 173
Petitions
. accompanied by memorandum
of agreement 4(3)
charter, for, of fraternal
society 276(1)
. incorporation, for 4(2)
. without share capital 6(2), Form 3
incorporation of mutual benefit
society 286(1)
. . notice of 287
. letters patent, for, form
of 4(2), Form 1
surrender of charter, for 32
. liability of shareholders on 33(1)
Petitioner
. subscriber, as 4(4)
Policyholders
. participating, in joint stock life
insurance company 306(1)
. payment of claims of, on
winding up of insurer ....310(5)
. refund of unearned premium to,
on winding up 309
. reinsurance of, on winding up
of insurer 310(1)
. . approval of 310(3)
. . partial 310(2)
. vote of, re retirement of
guarantee capital stock ..251(2)
Policyholders' directors
. joint stock life insurance
company, of 306(1)
. qualifications of 306(4)
PoU




. corporation, by 127
Powers
. chairman, of, under by-law .91(3)
. company, of, incidental 23(1)
. . withholding of 23(2)
. corporate, forfeiture of 27(1)
. corporation, of,
incidental 24(1), (o,&)
. directors, of, delegation of .86(1)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
of, re co-operative
corporations 157(o, b)
. liquidators, of 181(l)(a-A)
. mutual live stock insurance
corporation, of, limitation of 236
. mutual weather insurance
corporation, of, limitation of 238
Preference shares
by-laws creating 78 (2) (o), 80
. conversion of 78(2) (6), 80
convertible, by-law re 80(3)
distribution of, on winding up 15(1)
. subject to redemption, consent
of holders to 81
Preferred stock
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(l)(&)(iii)
Premium note plan
insurance by mutual fire
insurance corporation
on 225^2), 234
. insurance by mutual live stock
insurance corporation on . . . .236
Premiums
. unearned, auditors* report
re 301(1)(6)
President
board of directors, of, as
chairman 48
books of account, etc., verified
by 107
company, of 89(c)
delegation of duties of, to
chairman 91(3)
mining company, of, affidavit
of 134(1)
mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
mutual insurance corporation,
of, election of 268(4)
remuneration of, by-laws
re 92(1)(0
. confirmation of 92(2)
repeal of 92(3)
. validity of 93
COMPANIES—Cow. Sec.
Principal
. powers of company as ...23(1)(^)
Private company
. converting, into public
company 16(1) (k)
. . consent of shareholders to 16(2)
. defined 1(c)
. incorporation of, to lend and
invest money 2(2)
. name of, on seal and share
certificate 37
. . default re 38
Procedure
. meetings, at, by-laws re ..92(l)(rf)
. resolutions, re 50(1,2)
Proceedingfs
. form of, prescribed by Lieuten-
ant-Governor in Council ..119(1)
. winding up, stay of 203
. winding up, under order 198
Production
. books and documents, of . 109(6)
Profits
. cash-mutual insurance cor-





. power of liquidator to
endorse 181(1)(0
. eflFect of 181(2)
Proof
. claims, of 190
. methods of 126
. user, of, by corporation 27(2)
Ptoperty
. forfeiture of, undisposed on
dissolution 34
. non-hazardous, fire insurance
on 234
. sale of, share accepted as
consideration for 189(1)
. . confirmation of 189(2)
Provincial Secretary
acceptance of fees by 120
application for incorporation of
public utility company, to . . . 159
material produced on ..159(o-/)
. notice of 162
referring of, to experts 160
application for inspection to 102(3)
auditor's account approved
by 296(4)
auditors appointed by 20, 114
authority to act for absent mining
director filed with 137(5)




. by-law re issue of shares at
discount sent to 134(1)'
. effect of filing of 134(2)
. faiiure re 134(3)
by-laws of co-operative corpora-
tion filed with 155(1) (a)
. failure re 155(2)
by-laws of society filed with ..288
copy of by-law re redeemable
preference shares filed with 80(3)
correctness of proceedings
determined by 233
defects in proceedings 'by 26
depositions before 126
dissolution order reported to 208(2)
documents sent to, on application
for incorporation of mutual
fire insurance corporation
. certification of 232(1)
. original 232(2)
mortgages filed with 82(2)
notice by
. granting of letters patent, of. .21
. refusal of corporation to
increase members after,
re 30(3)
. supplementary letters patent,
of 212(2)
notice to
. contravention of Act, of . .138(2)
. director, by, re payment of
dividends 95(1)
. winding up, of 177
oaths taken by 18
powers of 3
provision for audit of society's
accounts by 296(1)
. expense of 296(4)
. security for costs on 296(2)
return to
. change of directors, re 118
. final meeting, re . .207(2), 208(3)
. society, by 297
statement of lands held by
corporation to 25(4)
. supplementary letters patent
by 5(8)112
Provisional directors
. replacement of 83
Proxy
by-laws re 92(1) (d)
director as 52(7)
instrument appointing 52(1)
. deposit of 52(6)
. form of 52(4), Form 5
. revocation of 52(5)
officer of company as 72{2)
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Proxy—Con.
. qualification of 52(2)
. votes by 51
. voting by, re co-operative
corporations 146(1)
Public auction
. sale of mining shares at ...136(1)
. . notice of 136(2)
. . surplus of proceeds on ...136(5)
Public company
. converting, into private
company 16(1) (/)
. . consent of shareholders to 16(2)
. defined 1(d)
Public Hospitals Act
. directors of corporations
operating under 88
Public utilities
. companies operating 158
Public utility company
additional returns by 168
application for incorporation of 159
. notice of 162
. referring of, to experts 160
by-laws of, re control and
management 167(1)
. contravention of 167(2)
extension of existence of 170
inspection of books of 169
letters patent of 161
. limitations in 163
report re necessity for 160
rights of municipality to
acquire 166
supp'ementary letters patent of 164
. contents of 165
Purchaser
. director as, re contracts with
company 94(1, 2)
. . disclosure of 94(3)
Qualifications
. delegates, of 153(3)
. directors, of 87(1,2)
. . co-operative corporation, of .147
. . joint stock insurance company,
of 305
. . mutual insurance corporation,
of 261(1-4)
. proxy, of 52(2)
Quorum
. 'board of directors, of 85(2)
. . fixing of 91(1)
. directors, of, of mutual insur-
ance corporation 270(1)
. mutual fire insurance corpora-




. application of Act to 213
Railways Act
. expropriation as under 171(1)
Real estate
. loans on security of, by insur-
ance corporations ... .298(1) (i?)
Real property
. corporations, of, restrictions as
to holding 25(1)
. power of corporation to
acquire 24(1) (6)
Receiver







. books, of, on application re 104(1)
Redemption
. consent of shareholders to 81
. purchase of shares for, by co-
operative company . . 1 5 1 ( 1 ) (a, fr)
. . prohibition re 151(2)(a-c)
Reduction
. capital stock, of, of life insur-
ance companies 221(2)
Refund
. unearned premium, of, on winding
up of insurer 309
Registration
. mortgages, of -• 82(2)
. shares, of, refusal re 58, 61(1)
Regulations
. executive committee subject
to 86(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council,
by 35
. no share-capital company, of 6(3), 7
Reincorporation
. corporation, of 12
Reinsurance
. fraternal societies, by 280(1)
Re-issue
. redeemed shares, of,
prohibited 151 (3)
Remedy
. policyholder, of, on winding up
of insurer 309
Remuneration
. auditors, of 114
. liquidator, of 179(c)
Renewal
. share certificate, of, on loss ....55
COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Repairs
. public utility company, by,
report re 168(^)
Repeal
. by-laws, of 92(3)
Reports
. auditors, of 117(2)
. . joint stock insurance
companies 301(1)
. false, penalty for 108
. inspectors, by 109(5)
. refusal to send 46(6)
. shareholders, to 46(2)
Reserve funds
. co-operative corporation of 148(a)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of ...._. 273(1)
. purchase of shares with, by
co-operative company . . 151 (2) (a)
Resignation
. liquidators, of, meeting called
on 185
Resolution
. appointment of auditors by ...112
. compromise of debts, re . . 187, 188
. disposal of books and accounts,
re .210(3)
. endowment funds, re, on wind-
ing up of fraternal society 311(1)
. . distribution of 311(2,3)
. forfeiture of unpaid shares,
re 63(3)
. investigation, re 109(4)
. life insurance company, by, re
application of Act 222
. proof of carrying of 50(1)
. separate, re sale of property on
winding up 189(3)
. shareholders, of, re executive
committee 86(1)
. winding up, re 174(6)
. . publication of 177
Restrictions
. loans and investments by insur-
ance companies, re . .298(6) (a-^)
Returns
. additional, by public utility
company 168
. annual, default in filing 29(2)
. company, by, re changes 118
. false, pena'-ty for 108
. tariff of fees on 119(1)
. . variation of 119(2)
. tender of, re fees 120
Revenue
. society, of, use of 293
442 GENERAL INDEX
COMPANIES—Com. Sec. COMPANIES—Con. Sec.
Reversionary interests
. purchase of, by insurance
corporation 298(1)(0
Revocation
. instrument appointing proxy,
of 52(5)
. letters patent, of 29(1). 30(3)
Salary
. manager, of, of mutual insur-
ance corporation 266
Sale
. approval of, by shareholders 189(2)
. liquidator, by, of property of
corporation 181 (1) (c)
. mining shares, of
. . action re right to ^ 136(7)
. . non-payment of call, on .136(1)
. property, of, on winding up,
shares accepted as considera-
tion for 189(1)
. shareholders' list, of, penalty
for 105(5)
. shares, of, under execution ...60
Seal
. common, official seal to have
same eflfect as 128(5)
. mining company, of, words
engraved on 135
. official, of corporation 128(1)
Sealing
. date and place of 128(4)
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, ad interim 231
Secured creditors
. insurance company, of, rights
of on winding up 310(6)
Securities
. additional, re investments of
insurance companies 298(9)
. by-law re issue and disposal
of 7S(\)(b.c)
. loans on, by insurance
corporations 298(1) (/)
. mortgage to secure 82(1)
. . filing of 82(2)
. public utility company, of
disposal of 165
. transmission of 62(1) (a, &)
Servants
. liability of directors for wages
of 98(1)
. . exception to 98(2)
. notice of sale of mining
shares 136(3)
Service
. notices by corporation, of 123
Set-o£F
. shareholders defence of 74(2)
Share capital
. converting of, on
amalgamation 1 1 (2)
. co-operative companies, of .142(1)
. . payment of dividends on..l48(&)
. corporation without, creation of . .9
. increase of, by cash-mutual
insurance corporation ...241(1)
. reorganization of 64(1)
Share certificate
co-operative company of
. form of 142(2)
. refusal to surrender 151(4)
lost, renewal of 55
name of private company on ...37
. default re 38
signing of 54(2)
Share warrant
. bearer of, as shareholder 68
. eflfect of 66
. issue of 65
. . removal of shareholder from
books on 69
. shares represented by, as part
of stock 71
. shares to include 54(6)
. surrender of 70
. . entry as shareholder, for 67
Shareholders
address of, record of 101(c)
adjustment of rights of ....179(i)
amalgamation agreement
submitted to 11(3)
. approval of 11(4)
annual meeting of 46(1)
application by








for 193(1, 2), 195
approval by
. joint stock insurance com-
pany, re •. 245(2)
payment of dividends, on.. 95(5)
auditors as 113
bearer of share warrant as 68
board of directors elected by . . 84
by-law re chairman confirmed
by 91(4)






call for unpaid shares from .63(1)
. notice of forfeiture in 63(2)
cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tion, of 242
caveat by 61 (2)
confirmation of by-law by ..10(2)
confirmation of compromise
by 64(3)
confirming by-law by 79
co-operative corporation, of
. borrowing from 143(2)
. compulsory lending by ..150(4)
. confirmation of by-laws by 154(1)
. consent of, to redemption
of shares lSl(l)(o)
. delegates to represent 153(1) (c)
. delivery of by-law, balance
sheet to 155(1), (6, rf), (2)
. director to be 147
. distrrbution of assets
among 152(2)
. division of, by-laws re 153(1) (a)
. patronage return to 149(3,4)
. voting by 146(1, 2)
director as 87(1)
. joint stock insurance com-
pany, in 305
directors elected by 83
dissentient votes by, re
compromise 64(4)
distribution of assets among 15(1)
. winding up, on 179(a)
entry re, on surrender of share
warrant 70
general meeting of, calling of . .20
indebted to corporation, refusal
to register shares of 58
influence of, voting of 105(4)
inspection of books by 105(1)
liability of
. call unpaid, where 57(4)
. default of company, for 75
. dissolution of corporation,
on 33(1,2)
. members reduced, when . . .30(1)
. mortgagors as 77
. trustees as 76(1, 3)
. unpaid shares, for 74(1)
list of, penalty for selling or
purchasing 105(5)
list of, procurement of 105(2)
. unauthorized use of 105(3)
loans to, liability for 97
meeting called by 85(4,5)
meeting re compromise 64(2)







of, annual meeting of 256(1)
notice of meetings waived by . .45
notice to, re application for
entry of transfer 61(1)
omission of name from
books 104(1)
payment of dividend to 59
preferred, by-laws
re 78(2) (a, 6), 80(1)
priority of, re dividends 95(2)
private company, of, limited . .2(2)
proceedings by, on winding
WP 201(1)
. benefits from 201 (2)
proxy of 52(1,3)
purchase of shares on behalf
of 150(3)
record of 101 (&)
number of shares held by 101 (^)
reduced liability of 96
report of auditors to 117(2)
reading of 117(3)
request by, for special general
meeting 47(1,2)
. notice of 47(4)
resolution of, re executive
committee 86(1)
rights and privileges of 9
sale on winding up binding
on 189(2)
service of notices on 123
. time of 124
special general meeting of. .5(8) 1[ 2
trustees as 73(1)
votes of 51
voting by, of mutual insurance
corporations with guarantee
capital stock 250
. written consent of, to by-laws . . 125
Shareholders' directors
. joint stock life insurance
company, of 306(1)
Shares
. acceptance of, as consideration
for sale on winding up .189(1)
. allotted as payment for
property acquired 23(l)(j)
. application of money received
on account of, re insurance
companies 220(5)
. application re division of capital
into smaller or larger ..16(1)(&)
. arrangement of 64(1)
. by-laws re 91(l)(a)
. . confirmation of 92(2)





company, of 4(2) (d)
co-operative, transfer of ...145(1)
entry of transfer of 60
forfeiture of 63(3)
insurance companies of, par
value of 220(4)
issue of
. foreign currency, in 54(4)
. stock dividend, as 96
joint holders of 73(2)
mining companies, of, issue at
discount 131
mining, sale of, on non-
payment of call 136(1)
. action for 136(6)
new par value of, re life
insurance companies 221(3)
no par value 5(1)
. certificate of 5(3)
. consideration for 5(4)
. equality of 5(2)
. holder of 5(5)
. issued without declaration ..5(8)
other company, in, director
holding 94(2)
payment made re, receipt for 71(2)
. application of money on .71(3)
petitioner as subscriber for . .4(4)




public utility company, of,
conditions of disposal of 165
purchaser of
. behalf of shareholder, on 150(3)
. benefits of employees, for 130(1)
record of amounts paid on . .101(/)
record of number of 101 (^)
record of transfer of 101 (p)
redeemed, re-issue of,
prohibited 151(3)
refusal to register 58, 61 (1)
represented by share warrant,
as part of stock 71





. consent to 57(1)
. restrictions on 56(2)
. winding up, on, effect of .... 176
transmission of 61(1) (o,fe)




board of directors of 289(1)
by-laws of 291(1)
. additional 291 (2)
. rights of beneficiaries, re ...292
. sanction of 291(3)
charter of, 'by letters patent . . .285
defined 284(&)
first meeting of 288
funds of 289(2)
• use of 290(2)
head office of . . . .286(2) (c), 287(6)
member of, transfer of interest
in funds by 295
payment of benefits by 290(2)
petition for incorporation of 286(1)
. contents of 286(2)
. notice of 287
powers and object of 290(2)
proposed name of 286(2) (a)
return to Provincial Secretary
by 297
special audit of books of . .296(1)
. duties of officers re 296(3)
. expense of 296(4)
. security for costs of 296(2)
unauthorized use of word
"co-operative" by 141(3)
. exceptions to 141 (5)
. penalty for 141 (4)
use of revenue of ; . . . .293
Special general meeting
. cash-mutual insurance corpora-
tion, of, re conversion to
joint stock company 245(2)
. life insurance company, of, re
application of Act 222
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, notice of 258(1)
. request for, by shareholders 47(1,2)
. resolution at, re investigation 109(4)
Statement
. annual, of insurance
companies 221(1)
. insurer, of, delivery to
Superintendent 303
. . failure re 304
. liquidator, by, re deposit of
money on dissolution . . . .210(1)
Statutory declaration
. proof of matters under Act by 126
Stay
. winding-up proceedings, of ... 203
Stock
. reorganized companies, of . 298(2)





. issue of 96
Subscribers
. meeting called by, of proposed
mutual fire insurance cor-
poration 230(1)
election of directors at .231(1)
notice of 230(2)
number of subscribers at 231(2)
shareholders, as, of cash-mutual
insurance corporation 242
Subscription book
freeholders, of, re establishment




pensions to employees of 290(2) (a)
Substitutes
absent directors of mining
companies, for 137(1)
Succession Duty Act
. transmission of shares subject
to 62(1,2)
Superintendent of Insurance
. annual statement of insurance
company filed with 221(1)
approval of
. distribution of endowment
funds 311(2)
letters patent 217(3)
. petition re incorporation of
foreign fraternal society 278(3)
reinsurance 310(3)
assent of, to retirement of
guarantee capital stock ..251(2)
by-laws filed with, re remun-
eration of directors 263
consent of, to voluntary winding
up 308(3)
insurer's licence renewed by ..312
notice to, by insurer, re
winding up 308(1)
. contents of 308(2)
notice to, of intention to apply






. application for, by life insurance
company, re reduction of
capital stock 221 (2)
time of 221(4)
. application for, by public
utility company 164
. contents of 159





. by-law re 16(1)
. . confirmation of 16(2)
. by-laws re increase, decrease
in capital confirmed by 80(2)
. compromise confirmed by ...64(3)
. co-operative corporation, re ..10(1)
. corporation relieved from
obligations by 212(1)
. extension of existence of public
utility company by 170
. Provincial Secretary, by ..5(8) If
2
Supreme Court
action for sale of mining shares
in, on non-payment of
calls 136(6)
. appeal from, to Court of
Appeal 205
appeal to, from local judge . . . 204
application to, re rectification
of books 104(1)
direction by judge of, re
application on liquidation 191(1)
inspector appointed by 109(1)
. report by 109(2)
meeting called by judge of ..64(2)
receiver appointed by 300(1)
taxing officers of 180
trial of issue by 104(3)
. appeal from 104(4)
. costs of 104(6)
winding-up order of 192
. insurers, re 313
Surplus
. co-operative corporations, of,
distribution of 149(1, 2)
. decrease in capital, from ...221(5)




. costs of winding up taxed by . . 180
Testator
executor of, as shareholder . .73(1)
Tide
. certificate as evidence of 54(3)
. decisions re 104(2)
Tolls
. received by public utility
company 168(c)
Transfer
. membership, of, in co-operative
corporation 145(2)
Transfer of shares
. by-laws re 92(1) (a)
. . confirmation of 92(2)






. call unpaid 57(4)
. consent to 57(1)
. co-operative shares, of 145(1)
. death, on 62(2)
. delivery of share warrant, by . . .66
. entry of 60
. entry of, after notice 61(3)
. . liability of company on ...61(4)
. entry of, on declaring dividend.. 59
. failure to do business with
co-operative company. . 151(1) (6)
. mode 56(1)
. record of 101 (^)
. refusal to register 58, 61 (1)
. restrictions on 56(2)
. winding up on, effect of 176
Transferee
. liability of, where call unpaid 57(4)
Transferor
. liability of, where call unpaid 57(4)
Transmission
. shares, of 62(1) (o,&)
Treasurer
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
. security by, of mutual insurance
corporation 271(1)
. . minimum 271(2)
Treasurer of Ontario
. unclaimed dividends paid
to 209,210(2)
Trial
. issue, of 104(3)
Trust company
. application of Act to 213
. funds of society managed by 289(2)
. money received on account of
shares paid into, re insurance
companies 220(5)
Trustee
. director, as 87(3)
. . liability of 87(4)
. order for delivery of property
by 199(2)
. personal liability of 76(1, 3)
. power of company as . . . .23(l)(/>)
. purchase of shares by, for
employees 130(1)
. shareholder, as 73(1)
Trustee Act
. application of, to liquidators ..186




. voting powers where property
insured by 259(3)
Trusts
. incorporation subject to 24(2)
. notice of 72(2)
. share, subject to, company's
obligations re 72(1)
Vacancies
. auditor's office, in 115
. board of directors, in 85(3)
. directors, among, of mutual
insurance corporation 265
. interim, among directors of
mutual insurance
corporation 269
. liquidators, among 182,185
Validity
. call, of, action re 136(7)
Valuations
. standard of, on reinsurance 224(4)
Vendor
. director as, re contracts with
company 94(1)
Verification
. additional returns, of, of public
utility companies 168
. books of account, of 107
Vice-president
. mutual fire insurance corpora-
tion, of, election of 231(3)
. mutual insurance corporation,
of, election of 268(4)
. remuneration of, by-laws
re 92(l)(c)
. . confirmation of 92(2)
. . repeal of 92(3)






. director, by, re contracts with
company 94(1, 2)




. shareholders, by 51
. trustees, by 73(1)
Wages
. liability of directors for 98(1)
. . exception to 98(2)
. payment of, assignment of
judgment to director on . . .98(4)
Waiver















. claim for wages on 98 (2) (6)
. commencement of 175
. . under order 194
. costs of 180
. meeting during 184(1)
. order re 192
. proceedings in winding up after 198
. Supreme Court by, re
insurers 313(2)
. preference re payment on 80(1)
. proceedings, stayed 203
. publication of notice of 177
. rules of procedure re 206
. voluntary 174(c-c)
. . consequences of 179
. . insurance company, by . . .308(1)
Winding-up Act (Canada)
. proceedings taken under ...178(2)
COMPANIES INFORMATION
Companies Information Act,
Vol. 1, p. 643.
See also Companies Act
Accountant
. appointed on application of
shareholders 4(2)
Affidavits
. fee not chargeable 6
. return verified by 3(3)
Annual meeting
. particulars in return 3(l)(t)
Application





particulars in return 3(1) (w)
Audit of books
accountant appointed for 4(2)
expenses of 4(3)
Bonds and debentures




. particulars in return 3iX)(d,e)
COMPANIES Sec.
INFORMATION—Con.
By-laws re issue of shares
. particulars in return Z{\){s,t)
Capital
. particulars in return 3(1) (ir)
Circulars
. untrue statements in, liability
for 5(1)
Commissions re shares
. particulars in return . : . . . .3(1)(^)
Companies Act
. application of 3(6)
Company
. defined 1 (a)
Corporations
. defined l(o)
. incorporated before July 1,
1907, returns of 3(5)
. return by 3(1)
Creditors






. company 1 (a)
. corporation 1 (c)
. promoter 5(2)
. securities I (6)
Director
affidavit of verification by . .Z(.Z)
. default re returns, penalty
,
.fof - 3(4), 4(1)
failure to file prospectus,
penalty for 2(2)
. liability of, for untrue
statements 5(1)
. particulars of, in return 3(1)(/)
Discount re shares
. particulars in return 3(l)(i«)
Expense
. audit of books, of 4(3)
Fees
. annual return, for 3(1)
. exemption of Z{7)
filing of summary, for 3(6)
exemption of Z{7)
regu'-ations re 7(c, e)
Filing
. prospectus of 2(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 2(2)
. . regulations re 7(b, e)
. return, of 3(1)






. particulars in return 3(l)(o)
Head office
. annual return posted in 3(2)
. particulars in return 3(l)(/»)
Incorporation
. particulars in return . . . .3(l)(b,c)
Information
. prospectus, in 7(b)
. returns, in 3(1), 7(/,p)
Insurance Act
. application of 3(1)
Interest rate
. particulars in return 3(l)(y)
Liability
. untrue statements, for 5(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 7
Loans and Trust Corporations Act
. application of 3(1)
Manager
. particulars in return . . . .3(l)(5',.r)
Name
. corporation, in return 3(1) (a)
Notice






. audit expenses paid by 4(3)
. default re returns, penalty
for 3(4)
. failure to file prospectus,
penalty for 2(2)
Ontario Companies Act
. application of 3(5)
Penalties
. default re returns, for ..3(4), 4(1)
. failure to file prospectus, for . .2(2)
Preference shares
. particulars in return 3(l)(r)
Premiums
. particulars in return 3(1) (m)
President
. affidavit of verification by ....3(3)
. particulars in return 3(1) (p)
Principal office
. annual return posted in 3(2)
. particulars in return 3(1) (h)
Promoter
. defined 5(2)




. filing of 2(1)
. . penalty for failure re 2(2)
. regulations re 7(a-e)
. untrue statements in, liability
for 5(1)
Provincial Secretary
. accountant appointed by 4(2)
. annual returns delivered to ...3(1)
. fees exempted by 3(7)
. payment of audit expenses
directed by 4(3)
. prospectus filed with 2(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 2(2)
. summary filed with 3(6)
. time for delivery enlarged by 3(7)
Rate of issue of shares
. particulars in return 3(l)(v)
Real estate
particulars in return 3(l)(k)
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 7
. prospectus, re
. . exemption from filing 7(d)
. . fees payable 7(c,e)
. . filing of 7(a)
. . information in 7(b)
. returns re
. . filing of 7(f)
. . information in 7(g)
. . verification of 7(h)
Returns
. corporations incorporated before
July 1, 1907 3(5)
. default re, penalty for 3(4)
. delivered to Provincial
Secretary 3(1)
. fee for 3(1)
. posted for inspection 3(2)
. required by Provincial
Secretary 4(1)
. . default re, penalty for 4(1)
. summary filed in lieu of 3(6)
. verified by affidavit 3(3)
Secretary
. particulars of, in return ...3(l)(g)
Securities
. defined 1(b)
. prospectus filed before issue of 2(1)
. . penalty for failure re 2(2)
Securities Act
. application of 1 (b)
Share capital





. particulars of, in return ..3(l)(g)
Shareholders
. application for appointment of
accountant by 4(2)
. audit expenses paid by 4(3)
. inspection of return by 3(2)
Shares
. particulars of, in return 3(1) (w-r)
. subscription for, liability re .5(1)
Statements
. liability re truth of 5(1)
Subscriptions
. prospectus, etc., for 5(1)
Simmiary
. fee for filing of 3(6)
. . exemption of 3(7)
. filed in lieu of return 3(6)
Time
. delivery of return, summary,
for, enlarged 3(7)
. making returns, for 4(1)
Treasurer
. particulars of, in return ...3(1)(^)
COMPENSATION
See Arbitration Act; Blind
Workmen's Compensation Act;
Fatal Accidents Act; Indus-
trial and Mining Lands Com-




See Summary Convictions Act;
Voters' Lists Act
COMPRESSED AIR




See Labour Relations Act
CONDITIONAL SALES
Conditional Sales Act,
Vol. 1, p. 651.
See also Bills of Sale and Chat-
tel Mortgages Act; Costs of
CONDITIONAL Sec
SALES—Con.
Distress Act; Factors Act;




. execution on discharge 13(6)
. registration of contract
verified 13(2)
. renewal statement verified ...4(2)
. verification Form 6
. verifying notice Form 2
Application of Act
. error in name or description ..2(6)
. goods brought into Ontario
after contract 11
. hire receipts 2(2), 4(4)
. musical instruments 2(5)
. repossession by seller, re ....8(6)
. rolling stock sold to railway
company 2(7)
Certificate
. discharge Form 3
Claim
. particulars, of, seller's duty re . .7
Contract
. conditional sale, notice of . . Form 1
. court fees re 5
. delivery to purchaser 3
. discharge of 12
. errors in copy of 6
. notice of, registration 13
. outside Ontario 11
. renewal of 4
. requirements 2(1)
Corporations
. provisions re 14
Court
. order for delivery of contract
to purchaser 3
. contract filed in 2(1) (6)
. fees 5





. effect of 2
Discharge of contract
. certificate of 13(6), Form 4
. form 12(2), Form 3
. procedure 12(1)
. registration fee 13(7)
Error
. immaterial, effect 6










. affidavit of verification . . . . Form 6
. aflidavit verifying notice . . Form 2
. certificate of discharge Form 4
. conditional sale contract,
notice of Form 1
. discharge 12(2), Form 3
renewal statement Form 5
Goods
. affixed to realty, rights re . . . 9(1)
. brought in, after contract
outside Ontario 11
. defined 1
. delivery of possession, eflfect ... .2
. landlord's right to distrain 10
. repossession, seller's duty after . .8
. resale 2(3,4)
Hire receipts
. application of Act to ...2(2), 4(4)
. filing of, deemed notice 9(3)
. notice of Form 1
Land Titles Act
. registration under 13(1) (rf)
Landlord
. distraining rights 10
Mining machinery
. rights re 9(2)
Musical instruments
. application of Act to 2(5)
Notice
affidavit verifying Form 2
conditional sale contract ...Forml
corporations, by 14(1)
filing of contract, etc., deemed 9(3)
hire receipt Form 1
intention to sell, after
repossession 8
. registration of 13
Penalties
claim, particulars, of, failure to
supply 7(1)
Possession
goods after delivery, effect 2
Railway company
. rolling stock sold to 2(7)
Realty
. goods aft"ixcd to, rights re ...9(1)
Registration












. seller's duty after 8
Resale
. delivery for, effect 2(3)
. notice of intention, after
repossession 8
. ownership on 2(4)
Stock, rolling
. sale to railway company 2(7)
Subsequent purchaser of mortgagee
. registration of contract deemed
notice to 13(3)
. rights of 2,13(4)
CONDUITS







Vol. 1, p. 663.
Sec also Ditches and Water-
courses Act; Lakes and Rivers
Improvement Act; Municipal
Drainage Act; Natural Gas
Conservation Act; Ontario
Municipal Board Act; Public
Lands Act; Pulpwood Conser-
vation Act; Trees Act
Account of Supreme Court
. compensation paid to 28(1)
. . proceedings after 28(2,3)
Administrator
. contracts by 26(1)
Advisory boards




. report of, re damage 25(2)






. regulations re 18(c)
Appeals
Court of Appeal, to 22(9)
. failure to serve notice re 25(4)
. Municipal Board, from 22(9)
Municipal Board, to 22(6-9)
. power of Municipal Board
on 22(9)
. referee, to 25(5-8)
. review, from, not permitted ..16(4)
. time of hearing of 22(8)
Application
. Act, of 2




. . authority's power re 15(/)
. . notice of, sent to councils. . 16(1)
. . reviewed by Municipal
Board 16(2-5)
. costs, for maintenance of
schemes 36(2)
. . portion of municipality, for 36(3)
Assessment of land
. Hydro Commission, of 32(1)
Authority
. appointments by 11, 12
. assessment of lands of 32(1)
. borrowing powers of 4(4)
. capital expenditures determined
by 35(1)
. chairman of—see Chairman of
authority
. compensation paid by 25(4)
. corporation, as 4(3)
. cost of work borne by 19(2)
. . rebuilding necessary, where 31(4)
. defined 1(b)
. determination of name of 4(2)
. employees of—see Employees
. enlargement of 6(4)
. . meeting for 6(1-3), 7
. establishment of 4(1)
. first meeting of 8(3)
. . appointments at 10(1)
. grants made to 39
. labour employed by 15(0
. land abandoned by 24
. land for re-interment conveyed
by 33(6)
. meeting to establish 3(1)
. members of—see Members of
authority






municipality not entitled to
representation on 17
notice of apportionment sent
out by 16(1)
notice re compensation sent to
owners by 22(5)
objects of 13
payment for expenses enforced
by 36(4)
plans, description of schemes
. filed by 14
. questioned by 21(4)
powers of
. entry on land, re 19(1)
. general 15
regulations made by 18
removal, re-interment of bodies
by 33
report of advisory board to .25 (2)
requested by council 3(1)
. three or more, where 5
require particulars of land, to .29
resistance to, warrant issued
where 30(1)
rights re water power 34(1)
secretary-treasurer—see
Secretary-treasurer
statement re compensation filed
with 22(4)





. claim investigated by 25(2)
Boards See also Advisory boards
. authority's power to collaborate
with 15(*)
Bodies
. removed, to new cemetery 33
Borings on land
. power to make 19(1)
Borrowing
. powers of authority re 4(4)
By-laws
. raising money for limited
benefits for 35(5)
Canal
. power re, for scheme 19(1) (a)
Capital expenditures
. determined by authority ....35(1)
Cemetery
. notice re acquisition of 33(23)





. al)sciicc of, effect 10(3)
. death of, cfTcct 10(2)
. election of 10(1)
. land expropriated by 20
. no; ice re rai.'^ing money signed
by 35(3)
. plans, description signed by. 21(1)
Crown lands, re 31(1)
Chairman of executive committee
. appointment of 12(3)
Charge
. statement re 29
Chief engineer




approval of by-laws re money
for limited benefits 35(5
defined l(c
member of executive committee,
as 12(2
plan, description, certified for
appeal 22(7
plan, description signed by .21(1
Crown lands, re 31(1
powers
. compensation for water
power, re 34(3





investigated by engineers ... 25(2
Committee
. contracts bj^ 26(1
Compensation for damage
. character of 23
. claimed by owner 22 (2) (c
. contract for 26(1
. damage caused by schemes, for 2
. determined bj' advisory
board 22(3), 25(3
. fixed by referee 25(8
. investment of 28(2




. land abandoned, cfTect on . .24(2,3
. notice of, sent to owner 22(5
. order re distribution of ....28(2,3
. paid by authority 25(4
. paid into court
. . interest on 28(1






. payment of, up to $100 27
. statement re, filed with
authority 22(4)
. use of water power, for . . . .34(2-5)
Contracts
. compensation, for 26
regulations re 18(c)
. tenants, executors, etc., by 26
Corporation
. authority to be 4(3)
Costs of work
. borne by authority 19(2)
. . roads, bridges, hydro, re .31(4)
. review of apportionment, for 16(4)
Councils of municipalities
application for review of
apportionment by 16(2)




three or more, where 5
members of authority appointed
by 8(1)
notice of apportionment sent
to 16(2)
notified of meeting for
enlargement 6(l)(t)
power to raise money 37
representatives appointed by . 3(2)
Court
. compensation paid into 28(1)
. . proceedings after 28(2,3)
Court of Appeal
. appeal to 22(9)
Crown lands
. scliemes affecting 31
Curator
. contracts by 26(1)
Dams
. construction of 15(/;)
Debentures
. money raised by 35(3)
Definitions







. participating municipality . . . .l(k)
. referee 1 («')
. scheme 1(/)





. authority's power to collaborate
with 15(h)
Ditches and Watercoxirses Act
. application of 25(1)
Drains
. power re, for scheme 19(1) (b)
Electors
. assent, re money not required . .37
Electric wire
. power re, for scheme ...19(1) (6)
Employees
. appointment of 11(1)
. power to enter on land 19(1)
. salaries of 11(1)
Encmnbrances
. converted to a claim 23
. statement re 29
Engineer
. appointed by referee 25(7)
. power re compensation for
water power 34(3)
Errors
. plan, description, in,
corrected 21(3)
Executive committee
. appointment of 12(1)
chief officer member of 12(2)
. defined 1(d)
. delegation of powers to,
regulations re 18(c)
Executor
. contracts by 26(1)
Expenses
. approval for payment of 38




power re, for scheme ....19(1)(&)
Grants
. made to authority 39
Guardian
. appointment of 26(2)
contracts by 26(1)
Headstones




. appeal, time, place for 22(8)
. . referee, to 25 (7)
. review of apportionment, for 16(2)
Hydro Commission
. interference with work of 31
. rights re water power 34
Interest
. compensation paid into
court, on 28
. money borrowed by
authority, on 4(4)
Judge
. appointment of guardian by . .26(2)
. order of, re compensation . . . 28(2)
. warrant for possession
issued by 30(1)
Labour
. authority's power re
employment of 15 (^)
Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
. application of 15(&), 25
Land
. abandoned, effect on
compensation 24(2, 3)
. assessment of 32(1)
. authority's power re 15(c,g)
compensation for, effect of . .22(9)
. conveyed for re-interment ...33(6)
. defined l(^)
. limited interest in, held
by authority 24(1)
. notice of expropriation of 22(1,2)
particulars of, required
by authority 29
. plan, description of—see Plan,
description of land
. power to enter on 19(1)
. vesting in authority 21(1)
Lien
. statement re 29
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. authority enlarged by 6(4), 7
authority established by 4(1)
. chairman of authority
appointed by 10(1)
. chairman of executive
committee appointed by . . . 12(3)
. grants made by 39
. member of authority
appointed by 8(2)
. name of authority
determined by .4(2)






. apportionment of expense of . . .36
Materials
. authority's power re
purchase of IS(^)
Meetings
. enlargement of authority, for 6,
7
. establishment of authority, for 3,
5
. regulations re 18(a)
. set by Minister of
Public Works 8(3)
Members of authority—See also
Authority
. appointment of 8(1, 2)
. first meeting of 8(3)
. majority vote of 9(3)
. payment of salaries of 38
. quorum of 9(2)
. vote of 9(1)
Minister of Lands and Forests
. consent re planting of trees 15(t)
. plans, description of Crown
lands deposited with 31(1)
. schemes approved by 14
. . Crown lands, re 31(1)
Minister of Planning and
Development
. schemes approved by 14
Minister of Public Works
. approval re entry, etc.,
on land 19(1)
. first meeting of authority
set by 8(3)
. meeting to enlarge
authority called by 6,7
. meeting to establish
authority called by 3(1), 5
. schemes approved by 14
. . public works, re 31(2)
Money
. authority's power re 38
. council's power to raise 37
. mode of raising of 35(3)
. . limited benefits, re 35(5)
. . portion of municipality
in area, re 35(4)
. paid to authority 38
. portion raised by
municipalities 35(2)
. regulations re 18(c)
Miinicipal Drainage Act
. application of l(t), 25(1, 7, 8)






. meeting to establish
authority requested by ... 3(1)
. . three or more, where 5
Name
. authority, of 4(2)
Newspaper
. notice re cemetery
published in 33(3)
. notice re expropriation
published in 22(1)
Notice
. abandonment of land, re,
registered 24(1)
. acquisition of cemetery, re 33(2,3)
appeal to Municipal Board, of 22(6)
appeal to referee, for 25(5)
. apportionment of benefit, of 16(1)




. published, where land
expropriated 22(1)
. . contents of 22(2)
. raising of money, re 35(3)
. review of apportionment, for 16(2)
Objects
. authorities, of 13
Omission
. plan, description, in, corrected 21(3)
Ontario land surveyor
. plan, description prepared by 21(1)
Ontario Municipal Board
. appeals from 22(9)
. appeals to 22(6-9)
. apportionment reviewed,
varied by 16(2-5)
. power re raising money 35(3)
. spending of money to be
approved by 38
Ontario Municipal Board Act
. application of 22(9)
Order
. binding representatives of
persons 28(4)
Owner of cemetery
. land for re-interment conveyed
to 33(6)
Owners of land
. abandoned land revested in . .24(1)
. advisory board's report sent to 25
. appeal to referee by 25(5-8)








. consent, re planting of trees 15(t)
. defined 1 ig)
. notice sent to, after
expropriation 22(1, 2)
. statement of claim filed
by 22(2)(c)
Owners of plots
. notice to, re cemeteries 33(2)
Participating municipalities
. assessed for expenses, salaries,
etc 36
. authority's power re benefit
to 15(/)
. defined 1(h)
. designated 4(1), 6(4), 7
. municipality ceasing to be 17
. portion of money raised by 35(2,3)
. . limited benefits, re 35(5)
. . part of municipality in area,
re 35(4)
Payment for expenses
. enforcing of 36(4)
Personal property
. authority's power re 15(rf)
Persons
. appointment of representatives
of 28(4)
. contracts by, allowed 26(3)
. disability, under 28(4)
. statement re land required from 29
. unascertained, representation
for 28(4)
.unborn, representation for . . .28(4)
Plan, description of land
correction of 21(3)
Crown lands, re 31(1)
. deemed deposited 21(4)
. land required for limited time 21(2)
. preparation of 21(1)
. registration of 21(1)
. sent to Municipal Board for
appeal 22(7)
Plot owners
. notice to re cemeteries 33(2)
Possession
issue of warrant for 30(1)
Public Lands Act
. application of 34(5)
Public works
schemes interfering with ... 31(2)
Quorum
. enlargement of authority, for 6(3)






. municipal representatives, of 3(3)
. present at meeting 4(1)
Referee
. appeal to 25(5-8)
. compensation determined
by 25(3.8)
. defined 1 (i)
Registration
. abandonment of land, of ...24(1)
. expropriated land, of 21(1)
. . notice of 22(1,2)
Regrulations
. made by authority 18
Representatives
. meeting to establish authority,
at 3(2), 4(1)
. quorum of 3(3)
Research
. authority's power re 15(y)
Reservoirs
. construction of 15(6)
Resolution
. establishment of authority, for 3(1)
River
. power re. for scheme ....19(l)(o)
Road
. power re, for scheme ...19(1) (a)
Salaries
. approval for payment of 38
. municipalities assessed for .36(1)
. payment of 11(1)
Schemes See also Works
. approval for 14
. . Crown land, re 31(1)
. authority's power re IS(ife)
. capital expenditures for 35(1)
. compensation for damage
caused by 24
. defined 1 (/)
. description of, filed 31(2)
. interfering with cemetery ..... .33
. interfering with public work 31(2)
. money raised for 35
. municipality not benefiting
from, effect 17
. object of authority, as 13
Secretary-treasurer
. appointment of 11(1)
. levy sent to county clerk by 36(2)
. notice re raising money signed
by 35(3)
. notified of meeting 6(1) (6)
powers, duties, regulations re 18(6)





pcnvcr re, for scheme ...19(1) (6
Sheriff
. duties, powers of 30(2
. warrant for possession issued
to 30(1
Streams
. power re, for scheme ...19(l)(a
Streets




. power to make 19(1
Surveyor
. plan, description prepared by 21(1
Taxation
. works exempt from 32(2
Telephone poles
power re, for scheme ...\9(l)(b
Tenant for life
. contracts by 26(1
Tenant in tail
. contracts by 26(1
Time
filing of statement of claim
for 22(2)(<:
. leave to appeal to court, for 22(9
. mailing of notice of
compensation, for 22(5
. notice of expropriation, for 22(1,2
. notice of time, place of appeal,
for 22(8
Trees
. autliority's power re 15(i
Trial pits






. members of authority, of .9(1,2
Warrant for possession
. issued when 30(1
Watercourse
power re, for scheme ...19(l)(a
Water-pipes
. power re, for scheme . 19(1)(6
Water power
. authority's rights re 34(1
. compensation for use of .34(2-5





enlargement of authority for 6,
7
estal)lishment of authority for 5
investigation of 15(a)
meeting to establish
conservation, authority for . .3(1)
Work
. cost of 19(2)
Works—See also Schemes
. erection of 15(&)
. exem])t from tax 32(2)
. public, schemes interfering
with 31(2)
CONSIGNMENTS






Vol. 1, p. 63.
See also Dairy Products Act
Application
. loan, for 4(1)
Board of appraisal
. approval of factory, etc.,
by S(2)ia,b)










. named by Minister, until loan
paid 5(1)
Equipment
. factory, approved by Minister 5(1)
Factories
. approval of 5




. approval of loans by 2
. regulations for administration
of Act 6
Limitations
. loan, of 3(3)






. application for 4(1)
. co-operative society formed on 4(2)
. factory, etc., approval of ....5(2)
. granted by Minister 2
. interest on 3(2)
. limit of 3(3)
. money paid to Minister 4(4)
. secured by first mortgage . . . .3(1)
terms of 4(3)
Management
. Minister to name one director
until loan paid 5(1)
Minister
. approval of site, plan and
equipment 5(1)
. defined 1
. loans for building factories, by . . .2
. power to name one director
until loan paid 5(1)
Mortgage
. security for loan 3(1)
Plan
factorj-, approved by Minister 5(1)
Regulations
administration of Act, re 6
Shareholders
. maximum holdings of 4(5)
Site
factory, approved by Minister 5(1)
Stock
. co-operative societies, of 4(3)
. . paid to Minister 4(4)
. maximum holdings 4(5)








Act, Vol. 1, p. 685.
See also Audit Act; Executive
Council Act; Provincial Loans
Act; Public Revenue Act
Arbitrator's award
. payment of 5
Audit
Consolidated Revenue Fund, of . .2
Bequests
—
See Gifts and bequests
Charity





. vested in Treasurer of
Ontario 4(1,3)
Debentures
. municipal, settlement and
refund 4(4)
. vested in Treasurer of
Ontario 4(1,3)
Education
. gifts for 6
Executive Council Act
. application of 4(2)
Expenditures
. accounting for 5
Gifts and bequests
. interest on 6(2)
. investment of 6(1)
Interest
. gifts, on 6(2)
. municipal debentures, on 4(4)
Investment
. gifts, of 6(1)
. surplus of fund 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. investment of surplus by 3
. warrant issued by 5
Municipal debentures
settlement, refund of 4(4)
Municipality
. debentures not paid by 4(4)
Obligations
. vested in Treasurer of
Ontario 4(1,3)
Property
. interest in, vested in
Treasurer 4(1, 3)
Public monejrs
. mode of payment of S
Right of action
. vested in Treasurer 4(1, 3)
Securities
. gifts invested in 6(1)
. realizations of 4(2)
. surplus invested in 3
. vested in Treasurer 4(1)
Sources
Consolidated Revenue Fund, of .1
Surplus of fimd
. investment of 3
Treasiu-er of Ontario
. death of 4(1)
. gifts, bequests accepted by . . .6(1)
. resignation of 4(1)






. settlement re municipal
debentures by 4(4)
. warrant directed to 5
Warrant
. payment of public money, for .5
CONSTABLES
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Coroners Act;
Division Courts Act; Election
Act; Factory, Shop and Office
Building Act; Firemen's Ex-
emption Act; Haliburton Act;
Highway Traffic Act; Judica-
ture Act; Jurors Act; Legis-
lative Assembly Act; Liquor
Control Act; Mental Hospitals
Act; Mining Act; Municipal
Act; Ontario Municipal Board
Act; Police Act; Private De-
tectives Act; Public Authorities
Protection Act; Public Librar-
ies Act; Railways Act; Sher-
iffs Act; Transportation of




Vol. 1, p. 687.
See also Dominion Courts Acts;
Judicature Act
Appeals
. opinion of court, from 6,7
Attorney-General for Canada




. payment of 5
Court
. jurisdiction of 1
. notice to persons interested by . . ,4
. opinion certified to Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
. opinion deemed judgment,
appeal from 6,7
. references by Lieutenant-
Governor in Council, to 1
Court of Appeal—S^e Court
Hearings
. notice of, to Attorney-General
for Canada 3
. notice of, to persons interested . . .4




. opinion deemed, appeal from ..6,7
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. opinion of court certified to 2
. references to court, by 1
Opinion of court
. certified to Lieutenant-
Governor in Council 2
. deemed judgment 6
. . appeal from 7
Reasons
. statement of, with opinion by
Court 2
References
. Lieutenant-Grovernor in Council
by, to courts 1
. notice of hearing to Attorney-
General for Canada 3






. questions of 3
CONSTRUCTION OF
BUILDINGS
See Architects Act; Building
Trades Protection Act; Gov-
ernment Contracts Hours and
Wages Act; Municipal Act;
Public and Other Works






See Private Hospitals Act; Pub-
lic Health Act; Public Hos-





See Farm Products Containers
Act
CONTEMPT
See County Courts Act; Division
'Courts Act; Judicature Act;




See Athletics Control Act
CONTINGENT
INTERESTS






Vol. 1, p. 689.
See also Adolescent School At-
tendance Act; Department of
Education Act; High Schools
Act; Municipal Act; Public
Schools Act; Separate Schools
Act; Teachers' Superannuation
Act; Teaching Profession Act;
Vocational Education Act
Admission
. pupils, of 11
Agreements
. councils with board 6(7)
. disposal of assets on
dissolution 4(2)
. joint possession of schools . .3(4)
. sections adjoining 7
. union school sections, in 3(8)
Agricultural training
. department established for . . .9(5)
. provision for 9(4)
Attendance
. interruption of 6(8)
Boards
. agreements between adjoining 7(1)
. agreements re joint schools . .3(4)
. contributions under agreement . . .8
. costs payable by county to 8
. county representatives on . . . .3(10)
. . restriction on voting powers 3(11)
. dissolution of 4
. establishment of continuation
schools by 3(1)
. estimates submitted by 5(2)
. fees payable by
. . agreement with councils re 6(7)
. . costs to include 6(2,4)
. . lump sum in lieu 6(6)
. fees prescribed by, attendance
interrupted 6(8)
. incorporation of 3(3, 6)
. liability for maintenance 5
. management under joint 3(5)





. paj'ments re agricultural
training 9(4)
. powers of 3(2, 3, 7)
. public school, jurisdiction 14
. separate school 3(9)
. township school area 3(12-18)
. union school sections 3(8)
City
. establishment of continuation
schools 7
Classification of schools
. Minister's powers 2(2)
. regulations for 2(1)
Continuation school district
. absorption in high school
district 4(3)
. contribution agreements re ...6(7)
. . limitation 6(8)
. county representation on
board 3(10)
. defined 1(a)
. liability for fees in 6(1,2)
. . limitation 6(8)




agricultural training, re 9(4)




. agreements re 3(4)
. union school sections 3(8)
fees deductible from 6(4)
liability re county pupils 8, 10
maintenance, of
. absorption in township
school area ...3(12,13,17,18)
. agreement between boards re 7(1)
. contribution toward 8
. levy re 5(1)
. union school section, by ...3(8)
County council
. additional contributions by . .9(1)
. . distribution of 9{,2)
. payments re agricultural
training 9(4)
. . department established 9(5)
. representation on boards 3(10)
. . voting powers restricted . . 3(11)






. attendance from adjoining
sections 6(2)





. transportation of 3(3)
Course of study
. defined _ 6(3)
. fees on interruption 6(8)
. regulations re 13
. unavailable in district 6(2)
Definitions
. continuation school district ...1(a)
. county pupils l(fc)
. course of study 6(3)
. maintenance 1 (f
)
. Minister 1 (d)
. municipality l(^)
. non-resident pupils 1 (/)
. permanent improvements 1(g)
. regulations 1 (h)
. resident pupils l(t)
Department of Education Act
. regulations under 1(h)
Dissolution




. high school—see High school
district
Education
. Minister defined 1(d)
Establishment of continuation
schools
. agreements re joint 3(4)
. agricultural department 9(5)
. 'board of trustees, by 2(1)
. limitations 7
. separate school board, by ...3(9)
. tovvrnship school area, in 3(12-18)
. union school sections, in ... .3(8)
Estimates
. board's duty re 5(2)
Fees
. agreements re payment 6(7)
. deduction from costs 6(4)
. liability re pupils
. . attendance interrupted 6(8)
. . board's responsibility 6(2)
. . exemption 6(1)
. . limitation 6(5)
. payment by board 6(2)





. calculation of 6(4)
High school district
. absorption by 4(3)
. establishment of 7(1)
High Schools Act
. costs collected under 8
. district established under ....7(1)
. fees under 6(2)
. school established under 7(1)
Joint boards
. agreement re 3(4)
. management under 3(5)
. . powers of 3(7)
Levy
. county 10(2)
. separate school supporters, on 3(9)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations approved by 2(1)
Lump sixm
. payment in lieu of fees 6(6)
Maintenance
. agreements for joint 3(4)
. contributions towards 9(1)
. costs—see Costs
. defined 1(c)
. limitations on 7(1)
. powers of board re 3(2)
. union of counties, liability for 9(3)
Management
joint board, by 3(5,7)
Minister
. absorption by township school
area approved by 3(12, 13)
. agreements approved
by 3(4), 7(1, 2)
. agricultural departments
established by 9(5)
. boards approved by 3(1)
. classification of schools by . . .2(2)
. defined 1(d)
. directions re agreements 7(3)
. dissolution approved by ....4(1,2)
. name of board approved by .3(6)
. regulations by 2(1)
. schools in city approved by 7(2)
Mimicipality
. agreement with boards 6(7)
. . limitation on liability 7(1)
. board established by 3(1)
. clerk's duty on dissolution . . .4(3)
. defined K*)
. estimates submitted to 5(2)








. powers in union school section 3(8
. pupils from adjoining 8
. school situate in 9(6'
Non-resident pupils
. admission of 1
. defined 1 (/
. fees, agreement re 6(7
Permanent improvements
. contributions towards 9(1
. defined 1(^
Public Schools Act
. application of 14
. assessment under 3(8
. payments under 9(6
Pupils
. admission of 1
. county, defined 1(<7
. fees re 6
. non-resident, defined 1 (/
. resident, defined 1(«
. status of i
. transportation of 3(3
Regulations
. agreements subject to ...3(4), 6(1
. agricultural training, re 9(4
. boards subject to 3(1
. classification under 2(2
. courses of study 13
. defined l(h
. graduation under t6(3
. requirements, re 2(1
. teacher's qualifications 12
Representation
. county council on board 3(10
. . voting powers restricted . . .3(11
Requirements for schools
. regulations re 2(1
Resident pupils
. admission of 1
. attendance outside school
district 6(2
. defined l(i),'
. exemption from fees 6(1) (a




high school—see High school
district
Separate school board
. continuation school established
by 3(9)
Teachers









. apportionment of costs in . . . .3(8)





See Architects Act; Mechanics'
Lien Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act;
Workmen's Compensation Act
CONTRACTS
See Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act; Frustrated
Contracts Act; Government
Contracts Hours and Wages
Act; Investment Contracts
Act; Public Works Act; Sale
of Goods Act; Statute of
Frauds: Unconscionable Trans-










Vol. 1, p. 701.
See also Election Act; Judicature
Act; Legislative Assembly
Act; Public Inquiries Act
Abatement of petition
. costs of 72(2)
. death, on 72(1)
. notice of 72(3)
. substitution of petitioners, on 72(4)
Absence
. registrar of election court, of 35(2)
Adjournment
. trial of petition, of 36(2,3)
Affidavits






. costs re corrupt practices by 78(1)
Appeals
. disagreement of judges, on 59(1)
. hearing of 61
. judgment, from 60(1)
. judgment of election court, from 40
. notice of, to Speaker 56(2)
. precedence of 60(4)
. reference back to election
court 59(2)
. report and certificate to court
of appeal, on 53(1)
. security for costs of . . .53(2), 60(2)
. set down by registrar 60(3)
. . notice of 60(5)
Application
. substitution of petitioners, for 41(1)
. withdrawal of petitions 70
Assembly
. election set aside, rights prior
to appeal 56(1)
. Speaker to communicate report
•to 55
. special report of corrupt
practice to 52
. trial not stopped by dissolution
of 40
. vacancy of seat in 74(1)(&)
Barrister-at-law
. preliminary examination before
specially named 27(1)
Bills and vouchers
. production of, for
examination 29(1)
. . originals returned 29(2)
Candidates
. claiming seat, preliminary
examination of 26
. costs not awarded against, if
not unseated 81
. costs re corrupt practices by
agent of 78(1)
. cross petition re 13
. defined 1(a)
. knowledge of corrupt practices
by 51(a)
. petition presented by 7(a)
. two or more, as respondents to
same petition 8
Certificates
. concurrence of judges for . . . 54(1)
. concurrence re undue return 54(3)
. Court of Appeal, to 53(1)







. differences of opinion re ...54(2)
. differences re other matters . 54(4)
. indemnity, of 48
. report of corrupt practices with 51
. Speaker to communicate to
Assembly re 55
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery
. notice of petition to 14(3)
Contempt of court
. failure to obey order to attend
election court 47(1)
powers of court re punishment
for 84
Corrupt practices
agent, by costs re 78(1)
defined 1(6)
evidence of 44
prosecution of persons reported
for 86
report on 51
special report to Assembly 52




directions of prosecution . .75(15)
. fees of counsel on 75(16)
disposal of 75(6)
execution on order for
payment 75(18)
judgment bar to further
proceedings 75(13)
limitation of time for ...75(21)
notice to person charged 75(14)
order to appear at 75(3)
. service of 74(4)
penalties 75(8), 75(10)
. application of 75(19)
powers of court 75(13)
rights of persons charged 75(7)
trial to follow trial of
petition 75(20)
warrant for non-attendance 75(5)
witness fees at 75(17)
Costs
. abatement, of 72(2)
. against petitioner, recovery
of 80(1)
. . execution for 80(2)
. corrupt practices by agent,
for 78(1)







. council fees, etc., of 79(2)
. . taxation of 79(1)
. . . corrupt practices not
included in 79(3)
. discretion of court, re 76
. petition filed before notice
of disclaimer 77
. petition where candidate not
unseated 81
. security for 20(6)
. . amount of 21
. . appeal, of 53(2), 60(2)
. . returning officer and
sheriflF, to 20(a)
. . withdrawal of petition 70(6)
. sheriffs, as costs in the cause 85(2)
. special examinations, of 27(2)
. withdrawal of petition, of . . .70(8)
County
. defined 1 (c)
County court
. defined l(rf)
Court—See also County court;
Court of Appeal; Election
court; Judges; Supreme
Court
. defined 1 (e)
. directions for new trial 67
. disagreement of election court
judges, appeal to 59(1)
. discretion re costs 76
. duties of 63
. leave to withdraw petition, to 70(1)
. . order for return to be made 10
. . order for security for costs
on 70(5)
. order re disposition of deposit 65
. petition presented to 6
. power to punish for contempt
and enforce rules 84
. powers of 63
. precedence by 60(4)
. reference back to election
court 59(2)
. review of judgment 62







. appeals to 60(1)
. special case to 58(1)
. question of law, re 58(2)
Cross-examinations




. costs where candidate not
unseated 81
. trial at same time as petition . . 13
Crown attorney
. prosecution of persons reported
for corrupt practices, by ... .86
Crown Witnesses Act
. scale of witness fees re ...75(17)
Death
. petitioners of 72(1)
respondent, of 74
Definitions
. candidate 1 (o)
. corrupt practice 1(&)
. county 1(c)
. county court 1 (d)
. court 1(«)
. election 1(f)
. election court l(^)
. election list 1 (h)
. member 1(«)
. petition 1 (;)
. prescribed l(k)
. public moneys 1 (/)
. registrar 1(»»)
. rules of court 1 («)
. Speaker 1 (o)
Deposit
. disposition of 65
. recovery of costs against
petitioner from 80
Depositions
. filed after preliminary
examinations 28
. . used at trial 31
Disclaimer
. costs when petition filed before
notice of 77
. effect of. re petition 17
. notice of 18
. petition proceeded with if
corruption charged 19
Documents
. production of 29(1)
. return after examination ....29(2)
Election Act
. corrupt practice under 1(&)
. disagreement of judges, appeal
re 59(1)
. expenses of judges under . . .85(1)
. stay of proceedings under . . .48(2)
. taxation of costs re corrupt
practices 79(3)







court; Court; Court of
Appeal; Judges;
Supreme Court
. appeal from 60(1)
. assignment of judges for . . . .34(1)
. costs re corrupt practices by
agent at 78(1)
. decision of SO
. . notice to Speaker of 50
. defined 1(g)
. determination of election
upon disclaimer 17(2)
. disagreement between judges 59(1)
. election set aside 56(1)
. evidence at, not allowed
clsewlicrc 48(1)(6)
. evidence re corrupt practice at 44
. examination of witnesses, by 47(2)
. powers of judges of 39
. powers to compel attendance 47(1)
. prosecution of persons reported
for corrupt practices 86
. reference back to 59(2)
. registrar appointed for 35(1)
absence of 35(2)
. report on demeanour of
witness by 64
. report re corrupt practices by 5l
. . Court of Appeal, to 53(1)
. . special report to Assembly .52
. special case to Court of
Appeal 58(1)
. summary trial court, as 75(2)
. trial in
. . direction re corrupt
practices 75(15)
. . . fees of counsel re ...75(16)
. . . notice to person charged
re 75(14)
. . trial re corrupt practices to
follow 75(20)





. petition presented within
forty-five days after 11
questioned only in accordance
with Act 87
Evidence
answers by witnesses not
allowed as 48(1) (6)
. corrupt practice, of 44





. witnesses, of 47(2)
Executions
costs re corrupt practices by
agent, for 78(3)
. recovery of penalties on 75(18)
Expenses
. judges, of 85(1)
. sherriff's, costs in the cause 85(2)
Fees
counsel, re directions in
corrupt practices 75(16)
. salary of registrar in lieu of 35(3)
. taxation of 79(1,2)
. . costs re corrupt practices not
included in 79(3)
. witnesses, of 49, 75(16)
Forms
. petition, of 12
notice of publication of . . 16(2)
Hearing
. appeal, of 61
Imprisonment
. commencement of term of 75(11)
. default of money penalty, on 75(10)
. powers of court re 75(12)
Judges
—
See also County court;
Court; Court of Appeal;
Election court; Supreme
Court
. assignment of, for election
court 34(1)
. dismissal of petition on delay
by 41(2)
expenses of 85(1)
. leave for service of petition
out of Ontario 22(3)
. order for stay of
examinations, by 25





. reception and attendance of trial 38
. report re corrupt practices of .51
trial before two Supreme
Court, without jury 23
Judgments
. appeal from 60(1)
. . report and certificate to
Court of Appeal 53(1)





. appeal, on 61
. . certification of, to Speaker . . 66
. bar to further proceedings 75(13)
. review of 62
Jurisdiction
. election court, of 39
. Supreme Court, of 2
Legislative Assembly Act
. disclaimer by member-elect ..17(1)
. disclaimer under 18, 77
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. . approval of rules by Rules
Committee of 4
. registrar of election court
appointed by 35(1)
. . absence of 35(2)
Limitation of time
. trial re corrupt practices, for 75(21)
List of petitions





. presentation of petition to ..14(1)
. . notice to registrar 14(2)
Member
. consent for examination during
sessions 24
. consent if trial during sessions 43
. defined 1 (t
)
. election set aside, rights
prior to appeal 56(1)
. subject matter of petition re 6
Motion
. dismissal, for, on cross
examination of petition and
affidavit 15(2)
Notices
. abatement, of 72(3)
. appeal, of, to Speaker 56(2)
.. charge of corrupt practices to
person in court, of 75(14)
. death of respondent, of ..74(l)(a)
. decision of election court, of ...50
. disclaimer, of 18
. intention of respondent not to
appeal, of 74(1) (c)
. petition, of, by local registrars
to registrar 14(2)
. petition, of, to Clerk of the .








. publication of 16(1)
. . form of 16(2)
. setting down of appeal, of . .60(5)
. trial, of 37
. vacancy of seat in Assembly,
of 74(1)(6)
. withdrawal of petition, of . . . .70(2)
Oath
. witnesses, of 46
Orders
. appearance at trial for corrupt
practices, for 75(3)
. service of 74(4)
. warrant for non-appearance 75(5)
disposition of deposit, for 65
election court, of, to compel
attendance 47(1)
. prisoners as witnesses 47(4)
payment, for, re penalties
. execution on 75(18)
return to be made, for 10
stay of examination, for 25
Penalties
. corrupt practices, re
. . money penalties 75(8)
. . . application of 75(19)
. . . imprisonment combined
with 75(11)
. . . imprisonment on
default 75(10)
. . powers of court re 75(12)
. . recovery of, by execution 75(18)
Petitioners
abatement on death of 72(1)
. substitution on 72(4)
affidavits of, verifying
petition 15(1)
. cross examination re 15(2)
candidate claiming seat deemed 26
consent of all to withdraw 70(3)
copy of depositions after
preliminary examination, to . .28
notice of disclaimer to 18
preliminary examination of ... .23
. stay of, on order 25
recovery of costs against ...80(1)
. execution for . 80(2)
substitution of 70(4)
. delay :V..,..:: 41(1)
. security for costs on ....70(5,6)








. costs of 12{Z)
. death, on 72(1)
. notice of 72(3)
substitution of petitioners 72(4)
complaint re no return 10
conduct of returning ofificers, re .9
costs of
candidate not unseated 81
. discretion of court re 76
. petition filed before notice
of disclaimer 77
cross, by respondent 13
defined !(;')
dismissal of 41(2)
efTect of disclaimer on 17(1)
effect of undue return at trial of 45
form of 12
jurisdiction of Supreme Court re .2
list of, by registrar 32(1)
permission to file, after
disclaimer if corruption
charged 19
place of trial of 36(1)





notice to Clerk of Crown in
Chancery 14(3)
. three qualified voters 7(b)
York County or Toronto, in 14(1)
presented within forty-five days 11
proof of writ of election or
return not needed at trial of 83
publication of notice of 16(1)
. form of 16(2)
rules of Supreme Court where
no specified rules 3(1)
. extension of time not
allowed 3(2)
security for costs on 20
. amount of 21
service of 22(1)
. leave for, if out of Ontario 22(3)
. manner of 22(2)
special case to Court of
Appeal 58(1)
. question of law 58(2)










costs re corrupt practices
by agent 78(1)
before two Supreme Court
judges without jury 33
. direction re corrupt
practices 75(15)
time for commencement . 42(1)
. . consent during sessions . . . .43
. postponement of 42(2)
two or more candidates as
respondents to same 8
verified by affidavit 15(1)
cross-examination re 15(2)
withdrawal of 70(1)
. consent of all parties to . . .70(3)
costs of 70(8)
notice of 70(2)




. trial, of 36(1)
. . adjournment of 36(2)
. . adjournment to Toronto 36(3)
Powers
, court, of 63
court re punishment for
contempt, etc., of 84
election court, of 39
summary trial court, re
imi)risonmcnt 75(12)
Practice and procedure








. candidate claiming seat, of 26
costs of 27(2)
. depositions of, used at trial . . .31
. depositions to be filed ^
. hearing of 27(1)
parties to petition, of 23
consent of member during
sessions for 24
. . stay of, on order 25
. prisoners, of 30
Prisoners
. examination of, as witnesses .30
Production of documents






. writ of election or return of,
not needed at trial 83
Prosecutions
. direction of 75(15)
. . fees for 75(16)




. security for costs deposited as . .21
Publication
. notice of petition, of 16(1)
. . form of 16(2)
Record
. election court as court of 39
References
. election court, back to 59(2)
Registrar
. appeal set down by 60(3)
. . notice of 60(5)
. appointed for election court . .35(1)
. . absence of 35(2)
. certification of judgment on
appeal to Speaker 66
. defined l(»i)
. list of petitions by 32(1)




. presentation of petition to . . .14(1)
. salary of 35(3)
Report
. concurrence as to undue
return 54(3)
. concurrence of judges for ...54(1)
. corrupt practices, on 51
. Court of Appeal, to 53(1)
. decision of election court
to Speaker, of 50
. Speaker to communicate to
Assembly re 55
. special, to Assembly re
corrupt practices 52
Resignation
. trial not stopped by 40
Respondent
. certificate of taxation filed with
registrar by 80(1)
. notice of death of 74(l)(a)
. notice of no opposition by 74(1) (c)






preliminary examination of 23
. consent if during sessions ... .24
. stay of proceedings on order 25
returning officer, as 9
service of petition on 22(1)
two or more candidates to
same petition, as 8
Return
. evidence of undue 45
. petition re no 10
. proof not needed at trial 83
. questioned only in accordance
with Act 87
Returning officers
. petition re conduct of 9
. security for costs to 20(a)
. subfKjena for production of
documents by 29(1)
Review
. judgment, of 62
Rules Committee
. rules of court by 4
. . cases not provided for 5
Rules of court
. defined 1 («)
. practice and procedure of
Supreme Court, where no . .3(1)
. Rules Committee, by 4




. costs, for 20(&)
. . amount of 21
returning officer and sheriflF,
to 20(a)
. . withdrawal of petition .70(5,6)
costs of appeal, for .. .53(2), 60(2)
Service
. order to appear at trial, of .75(4)
. petition, of 22(1)
leave for, if out of Ontario 22(3)
. . manner of 22(2)
Sheriff
. attendance of prisoners as
witnesses 30
. fees of, costs in the cause . . .85(2)
. security of costs to 20(a)
Signatures
. petition, to 12
Speaker






. communication of report to
Assembly by 55
. defined 1 (o)
. notice of appeal to 56(2)
. . writ for new election withheld 57
. notice of decisions to 50
Special case
. Court of Appeal, to 58(1)





. judge may order 25
Stay of proceedings
. certificate of indemnity, on . 48(2)
Subpoena
. witnesses, of 46
Summary trial court
. election court as 75(2)
. trial for corrupt practices in 75(1)
Supreme Court—See also County
court; Court; Court of
Appeal; Election court;
Judges
. jurisdiction of 2
. powers of election court as ...39
. practice and procedure of . . .3(1)
Taxation
. counsel fees, etc., of 79(2)
. . corrupt practices not
included in 79(3)
Time
. commencement of trial, for . .42(1)
. . postponement of 42(2)
. extension of, for petition,
not allowed 3(2)
. limitation of, re trials on
corrupt practices 75(21)
. notice of trial, for 37
. presentation of petition, for ....11
. security for cost of appeal, for 60(2)
. security for costs on petition,
for 20
. service of petition, for 22(1)
Toronto





. judges, of 85(1)
Trial
. adjournment of 36(2)





assignment of judges for ...34(1)
. duties re 34(3)
. substitutions 34(2)
circumstances not to prevent
proceedings of 40
corrupt practices, for 75




direction for new 67
direction re corrupt
practices 75(15)
dismissal of petition on
delay of 41(2)
evidence of undue return at . . .45
heard before two Supreme





reception and attendance on
judge at 38
time for commencement of ..42(1)
. consent during sessions 43
. postponement of 42(2)
witnesses at
. compelled to attend 47(1)
. cross-examination of 47(3)
, examination of 47(2)
. prisoners as 47(4)
witnesses not allowed to answer
privilege 48(1)
. certificates of indemnity
granted to 48(1) (a)
. evidence not admissible
elsewhere 48(1) (6)
Voters
. petition presented by three
qualified 7(b)
Warrant
. non-appearance at trial 75(5)
Witnesses
. cross-examination of 47(3)
. demeanour of 64
. election court to compel
attendance of 47(1)
. examination of 47(2)
. fees of 49,75(16)
. . taxation of 79(2)
. guilty upon own evidence . . .48(2)
. prisoners as 47(4)








. privilege not allowed as answer
by 48(1)
. . certificates of indemnity
granted for 48(l)(a)
. . evidence not admissible
elsewhere 48(1)(6)
. re-examined by Court of Appeal 63
. stay of proceedings on
certificate of indemnity to 48(2)
. subfKjena and swearing of 46
Writ of attachment
. enforcing punishment for
contempt, etc 84
Writ of election
proof not needed at trial 83
York county
presentation of petition, in .14(1)
CONVALESCENT
HOMES
See Private Hospitals Act
CONVEYANCES
See Highway Traffic Act; Pub-
lic Commercial Vehicles Act;
Public Vehicles Act; Railways
Act
CONVEYANCING
Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act,
Vol. 1, p. 725.
See also Aliens' Real Property
Act; Assessment Act; Bills of
Sale and Chattel Mortgages
Act; Conditional Sales Act;
Estates Tail Act; Execution
Act; Fraudulent Conveyances
Act; Landlord and Tenant
Act; Land Titles Act; Married
Women's Property Act; Mech-
anics' Lien Act; Mercantile
Law Amendment Act; Mort-
gages Act; Mortmain and
Charitable Uses Act; Notaries
Act; Partition Act; Public
Works Act; Quieting Titles
Act; Real Estate and Business
Brokers Act; Registry Act;
Religious Institutions Act;
Sale of Goods Act; School
Trust Conveyances Act; Short
Forms of Conveyances Act;
CONVEYANCING—Co«. Sec
Short Forms of Leases Act;
Short Forms of Mortgages
lAct; Solicitors Act; Statute of
Frauds; Vendors and Pur-
chasers Act; Wills Act
Access
. right of, to mines IS, 16
Action
. recovery of estate, for 46
. recoveiy of rent, for 51
Administrators
. action against 50
. covenants deemed made with 23(1)
Affidavit
. production of person, for . . . .48(2)
. . resident outside Ontario 49
Appeals







. included in conveyance 14(1)
Assig^nments
. choses in action, of 53(1)
. debts, of 53(2)
. husband and wife, by 40
Assigns
. covenants deemed made with 23(1)
Assiu^nce





. conveyance, of 7
. powers of appointment, of .24(1)
Auction
. estates, of 55
. puffer forbidden to bid 56
puffer permitted to bid 57
. seller forbidden to bid 56
. seller permitted to bid 57
Bams
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Beneficial owner


















included in conveyance 14(1)
By-law
Municipal Act, under, exempt 61(4)
Cestui que vie
. living, rights of tenant 47
. presumed dead 46
Chattel interest in land
. deed required 8
Children
posthumous, remainder taken by 45
Choses in action
. assignment of 53(1)
Commissioner
. production of person before 48(2)
Committee
. covenant in conveyance
by 22(1)(0
Commodities
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Commons
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Compensation
mistaken improvements, for . . .2>7
Condition in law






. disposed by deed 9
Contingent remainders




. effective date 34
Conveyance
. attestation of 7
. beneficial owner, by, covenants
in 22(1,2)
. buildings, etc., included in .14(1)
. committee, by, covenant in 22(1) (r)
. corporations, by 19
. corporeal tenements, of 2
. defined 1(a)
. execution of 7
. exempt if before 1850 11
. hereditaments, of 2
. husbajid and wife, by 40
CONVEYANCING—Con. Sec.
Conveyance—Con.
leasehold, covenant in ...22(l)(t)
made after July 1, 1886,
covenants implied in 22(1)
made by court 20(1,2)
mining rights, re 15
. operation of 18




. persons, by, to themselves ... .42
. receipt for consideration 5,6
settlement, on, covenant in 22(1) (of)
surface rights, re 16
. . operation of 18
trustee, by, covenant in 22(1) (c)
. words of limitation in 4
Corporations
. conveyance by 19
. joint tenant, as 43(1)
devaluation on dissolution 43(2)
transfer of bonds, debentures
of 54(1)
Corporeal tenements
. conveyance of 2
Court
appeal to, re restrictive
covenants 61(3)
direction re compensation for
mistaken improvements 37
direction where life tenant paid
by mistake 26
payment into 20(1)
payment of funds out of 20(3)






. beneficial owner, by ... .22(1,2)
. committee, etc., by ....22(l)(r)
. leasehold, of 22(l)(b)
settlement, by way of 22(1 )(rf)
forms of 22(1) (a)
implied in conveyance 22(1)
. enforcement, etc 22(3)
land not of inheritance, re 23(2)
land of inheritance, re 23(1)
no implication of 10
Creed
. covenants re, void 21
Crown
. conveyances by 18





. waste, for 29




. cestui que vie, of, presumed 46
. concealment of 48(1)
Debentures
. rights of holder 54(2)
. transfer of 54(1)
Debts
. assignment of 53
Deed
. corporation, by 19
. disposal of certain interests by . . .9
. feoffment not made by 3
. powers of appointment by . . .24(1)
. . disclaimer of 25(1)
. required for certain interests ...8
Definitions
. conveyance 1 (a)
. land l(fc)
. mining rights 15
. . application of 17
mortgage 1(c)






. surface rights 16
. . application of 17
Delivery
. bonds, debentures, transferred
by 54(1)
Devolution of Estates Act
. application of 28
Disclaimer
power of appointment, re . ...25(1)
Ditches
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Donee
. disclaimed by 25(1)
power executed by 24(3)
Dowress
. liable for waste 29
EUisements
. included in conveyance 14(1)
. reservation of 44
Emoluments
. included in conveyance 14(1)
CONVEYANCING—Con. Sec.
Encumbrance
. concealment of 59
. conveyance free from, by
court 20(1,2)
. freedom from, implied
covenant 22(1) (o)
Encumbrancer
. notice to 20(3)
Endorsement
. consideration, of, as evidence . . .6
Estate in fee simple
. limitation of 4
. wife of, after death 28
Estate in tail
. limitation of 4
. wife of, after death 28
Estate of freehold
. contingent remainders of 35
Estates
. auctions of 55
Evidence
. endorsement of, consideration as 6
Exchange of hereditaments
. conditions not implied by 10
Exchange of land
. deed required 8
Exchange of tenements
. conditions not implied by 10
Execution
. conveyance, of 7
. power of appointment, of ...24(1)
. . saving requirements re . . .24(2)
Executors
. action against 50
. covenant deemed made with 23(2)
Executory interest
. disposed by deed 9
. effective date 34
Fee simple—See Estate in fee
simple
Fences
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Feoffment
. form of 3





. covenants, of 22(1) (o)
Fraud




coiriiiigcnt remainders, of 35
Further assurance
. implied covenant, as 22(l)(o)
Future interest
disposed by deed 9
Future uses
. cfTcctive date of 34
Gardens
included in conveyance 14(1)
"Give"
covenant not implied by 10
Grant
. covenant not implied by 10
. made before July 1, 1834 .12(1)
Guardian
deemed trespasser 52
liable for waste 29
production of person by 48(1)
. failure re 48(2), 51
refusal re 48(3)
Hedges
included in conveyance 14(1)
Heir
. covenant deemed made with 23(1)
Hereditaments
. conveyance of 2
. exchange, etc., conditions not
implied by 10
inckuled in conveyance 14(1)
Holder of lands and debentures
. rights of 54(2)
. transfer to 54(1)
Houses




. assignment to wife, self 40
. conveyance to wife, self 40
. grant, etc., to, before July 1,
1834 12(1)
. production of person by . . . .48(1)
. . failure re 48(2). 51
. . refusal re 48(3)
. . resident outside Ontario,
where 49
. tenancy by the curtesy 28
Illusory appointments
. validity of 27
Improvements on land
. made by mistake 37
Individual




. tenancy by the curtesy, for . . 28
Joint tenants
. corporations as 43(1)
. individuals, as 43(1)
. liable for waste 31
Judge
order re restrictive covenants 61(1)
. . appeal from 61(3)
Land
. acquired by possession 13
. deed required for certain interests 8
. defined \(b)
Leasehold
. covenant in conveyance of 22(1 )(fc)
Lessee
. liable for waste 32
Lessor
. action by, to recover estate ... 46
Letters patent
. grant by, before July 1, 1834 12(1)
Liability
. waste, for 29-32
Liberties
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Lien
improvements made by mistake 37
Lights
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Limitation
. words—see Words of limitation
Married woman—See also Wife
. production of 48(1)
commissioner, before 48(2)
. failure, re 48(3), 51
. . resident outside Ontario 49
Married Women's Property Act











. . failure, re 48(3), 51







. proof of payment not required 39
Mortgagee
. covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (c)
. defined l{e)
Mortgagor
. concealment of instrument by ..59
. defined 1(/)
. fraud, by 59
Municipal Act
. application of 61(4)
Notice
. application re restrictive
covenants, for 61(2)
. assignments, of 53
. encumbrancer to 20(3)
Onus of proof
. payment, of 39
Orchards
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Order
. conveyance, for, free from
encumbrance 20(2)
. production of person, for . . . .48(1)
. . commissioner, before 48(2)
. purchaser against, validity of .60
. restrictive covenants, re ....61(1)
. . appeal from 61(3)
. . notice of application for ...61(2)
Owner
. covenants in conveyance by 22(1,2)
Partition of hereditaments
. conditions not implied by 10
Partition of land
. deed required 8
Partition of tenements
. conditions not implied by 10
Payment
court, into
. dispute of assignment, upon 53(2)
. effect of 20(4)
. encumbrance, where 20(1)
onus of proof of 39
Pedigree
. falsification of 59
Personal representatives
. covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (c)
. conveyance to 42
Persons
. production of 48(1)
. . commissioner, before 48(2)
. . failure re 48(3)
. . resident outside Ontario 49
CONVEYANCING—Con. Sec.
Possession
. land acquired by 13
. wrongful, action for 50-52
Posthumous children
. remainder taken by 45
Power of appointment
. attestation of 24(1)
. disclaimer of 25(1)
. execution of 24(1)
. . donee, by 24(3)
. . saving requirements re . . .24(2)
Power of sale
. sale under, life tenant
mistakenly paid 26
Presumption
. death of cestui que vie 46
. failure to produce person ...48(3)
. . resident outside Ontario 49
Privileges
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Production of persons
. affidavit for 48(1)
. . resident outside Ontario,
where 49
. court order for 48(1)
. . commissioner, before 48(2)
. failure, presumption on 48(2)
Profits
. included in conveyance 14(1)
. recovery, action for 50-52
. recovery by tenant 47
Property
. defined 1 (g)
Puffer
. bidding at auction
. . forbidden 56
. . permitted 57
. defined 1(A)
Purchase
. defence of 39
. reversionary interest, of 38
Purchase money
. proof of payment not required . . 39
Purchaser
. defined 1 (t)
. power of sale, under 26
. rights re execution of conveyance 7
. seller at auction as 58
. validity of order against 60
Quiet enjoyment
. implied covenant, as 22(1) (a)
Race




. conveyance, on 5
. evidence for subsequent
purchaser, as 6
Remainder
. contingent, effective date 35
. taken by posthumous children .45
Remainderman
. application for production of
person by 48(1)
Rent
. covenant of payment 22(1) (fc)
. recovery, action for 51
. recovery barred 33
Rent-charge
. release on part of land 33
Reservation of easement, etc.
. effect of 44
Reserve price
. auction, at 55
Restrictive covenants
. Municipal Act. under 61(4)
. order of judge re 61(1)
. . appeal from 61(3)
. . notice of application for ..61(2)
Reversionary interests
. purchase of 38
Reversioner
. action by 46
. application for production of
person by 48(1)
Right of way
. effect of reservation of 44
Right to convey
. implied covenant, as 22(1) (o)
Sale—5"^^ Auction; Conveyance;
Power of sale; Purchase
Scintilla juris
. abrogation of doctrine of 34
Seller
. forbidden to bid 56
. forbidden to purchase 58
. fraud by 59
permitted to bid at auction 57
Settlement
. concealment of 59
. conveyance by way of,
covenant in 22(l)(d)
Settlor
. covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (d)
Short Forms of Conveyances Act
. application of 22(1) (a)
CONVEYANCING—Cow. Sec.
Solicitor
. fraud by 59
Son
—
See Children; Heir; Issue
Stables
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Subsequent purchaser
. receipt as evidence for 6
Surface rights
. defined 16





. deed required 8
Tenancy by the curtesy
. husband's rights under 28
. liable for waste 29
. . exception 30
Tenant
. rights where cestui que vie
proved living 47
Tenants for life
. liable for waste 29
. mistaken payment to, re sale . .26
Tenants in common
. land acquired by possession ...13
. liable for waste 31
. presumption re 12(1)
Tenements
. exchange, etc., conditions not
implied by 10
Transfer
. bonds, debentures of 54(1)
Trees
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Trespasser
. guardian, trustee, as 52
Trustees
conveyance by, to themselves . . .42
covenant in conveyance by 22(1) (c)
deemed trespasser 52
production of person by 48(1)
. failure re 48(2)
. refusal re 48(3)
Uses
. taking effect of 34
Vested interests
. disfKJsed by deed 9
Vesting order




. liability for 29-32
. . exception 30
Water
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Water-courses
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Wife—See also Husband
. assignment to wife, self 40
. conveyance to husband, self ... .40
. tenancy by the curtesy re 28
wm
. devise by, before July 1, 1834 12(1)
Witnesses
. conveyance, to 7
. power of appointment, to . . .24(1)
Woods
. included in conveyance 14(1)
Words of limitation
. conveyance, in 4(1, 2)
. effect where not used 4(3)
Yards
. included in conveyance 14(1)
CONVICTIONS
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Accoimts
. inspection of 10(1)
Agriculture
. Minister, defined 1(6)
Agricultural Development Board
. assignment of mortgages by ..5(5)
Appeal




. guarantees, to 15(2)
. report of Minister to 6
Assignment







. other, extension of Act to 2
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
. chattel mortgage under 5(1)
Chattel
. security for loan 5(1)
Cold storage
. loan to association for 3(&)
Commissioner of Agricultural
Loans




. producers incorporated under 1(a)
Co-operative associations
. accounts subject to inspection 10(1)
. annual meeting 8
. application of Act to 2
. breach of contract by H
. defined Ha)
. loans to, extent 3
. loans to, guarantee 15(2)
. loans to, in 1931 14
. meeting called by Treasurer 9
. property maintenance of ...10(2)
. regulations re 12
. repayment of loans to 4(2)
. report by 7
Definitions
. co-operative associations 1(a)
. Minister --K^)
. regulations 1 (c)
. Treasurer ^{d)
Documents
. preparation of 5(4)
Guarantees
. application of Act to 15(2)
. authorization 15(1)
Interest
. rate of 4(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appeal from Minister's
decision to 13
. extension of Act by 2(1)
. loans by, limitation 3
. loans guaranteed by 15(1)
. regulations by 12
Loans
. conditions 2{2, 3)
. guarantee IS









limitation on amount 3
made in 1931 14





. Treasurer may call 9
Minister
. assignment of mortgages by 5(5)
. contracts approved by 2(2), 5(4), 11
. defined l(fe)
. loans recommended by 3
. powers of 13
. report to Assembly by 6
Mortgages
. requirements re 5
Real estate
. security for loan on 5(2)
Regulations
. defined 1(c)
. form of contract presented by 2(2)
. Lieutenant-Governor in Council
to make 12
. report of loans made under 6
. reports to Treasurer, re 7
Reports
. co-operative association, by 7
. Minister, by, to Assembly 6
Security
. loan, for 5
Short Forms of Mortgages Act
. mortgage under 5(2)
Treasurer
. assignment of mortgages to . . .5(5)
. contract rescinded by, for default 11
. defined 1(d)
. documents prepared by 5(4)
. guarantees signed by 15(1)
. loan secured by mortgage to 5(2)
. meeting called by 9
. powers re annual meeting 8
. powers re mortgage 5(3)
. repairs to property ordered
by 10(2)
. report of association to 7
CO-OPERATIVE
SOCIETIES
See Consolidated Cheese Factor-
ies Act; Co-operative Market-







See Clean Grain Act
CORN BORER






Coroners Act, Vol. 1, p. 749.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Anatomy
Act; Highway Traffic Act;
Jurors Act; Justices of the
Peace Act; Legislative Assem-
bly Act; Mining Act; Sheriffs
Act; Vital Statistics Act
Action
. coroner, against 19(3, 4)
Administration of Justice
Expenses Act
. application of 37(2, 3), 38(2)
Affidavit






. fees for 37(7), Schedule C
. . payment of 38(4) (a)
. medical practitioner by 23(1)
Appointment of coroners
. chief 3








. inquest authorized by 14
. inquest directed by 12(2)
. . body destroyed, where 16
. . criminal oflfence, where ...18(1)
. larger fees approved by 37(1)







. represented by counsel at
inquest 24(2)
. transcription of evidence
ordered by 32(2)
Auditor of Criminal Justice
Accoimts
. coroner's account audited by 38(1)
. medical practitioner's account
audited by 38 (4) (a), 39,40
Blood
. analysis of 23(1)
Body
destroyed, inquest where 16
. inaccessible place, in 11
. post mortem examination of 2Z
. removed from Ontario,
inquest where 16
. viewing of, dispensed with 29
. warrant for burial of 12(1)
. warrant for possession of ...10(1)
wreckage, in 20(1)
Burial
coroner's warrant for 12(1)
Chief coroner
. appointment of 3(1)
. duties of 3(1)
. salary of 3(2)
Clerk of peace
. appointments filed by 4
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. chief coroner paid from 3(2)
. supervising coroner paid from 2(2)
Constables
. appointed by coroners 34
. fees for 37(3)
. . payment of 38(2)





. inquests in, cost of 40
County Board of Audit
. coroner's account audited by 38(1)
. medical practitioner's account
audited by 38(4) (a), 40
Coimty Judges Act
. application of 37(5)
Cremation
. prohibited, when 8
Criminal offence




. . dispensing with viewing
body, for 29
. . employment of experts, for 10(2)
. . post mortem examination,
for 23(2)
. exhibits returned to 35
. fees for 37(2)
. . payment of 38(2)
. inquest authorized by 14
. inquest ordered by 12(2)
. magistrate empowered by 6
. notified of inquest 24(1)
. possession of body authorized
by 11(1)
. results of investigation sent to 13
. statutory declaration of coroner
sent to 12(1)
. transcription of evidence
ordered by 32(2)
. verdict returned to 35
. witnesses examined by 24(2)
Death
. criminal offence, from,
inquest where 18
. home for aged, in 21
. jail, reformatory, etc., in 22
. notice of, by superintendent of
jail, etc 21-22
. occurring in inaccessible place .11
. unnatural cause, by, coroner
notified when 7(1)
Disqualification
. coroner, of 19(1)
. . violation of, penalty for 19(2, 3)
. jurors, of 28
Division registrar
. notice of death sent to 12(1)
Duties of coroner
. inquest, after 35
Embalmer
. coroner informed by 7(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Embalming
. prohibited, when 8
Evidence
. taken down at inquest 32(1)










. employment of 10(2)
. fees of 37(4), Schedule B
. . payment of 38(3)
Fees
analyses, for ^7(7), Schedule C
constables, of 37(3)
. payment of 38(2)
coroners, for ... .37(1), Schedule A
. account for 38(1)
. payment of 38(1)
Crown attorneys, of 37(2)
. payment of 38(2)
expert witnesses,
of 37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
interpreters, for 37(6)
. payment of 38(3)
jurors, for 37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
post mortem examinations,
for 37(7), Schedule C
stenographer, for 37(5)
. payment of 38(3)
witnesses, for .. .37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
Finding—See Verdict
Forms
. provided for coroner 36(o)
Funeral director
. coroner informed by 7(1)
. . failure, re, penalty for 9
Home for aged
. inquest of death in 21
Industrial farm
. inquest of death on 22
Information
. death, re, given to coroner 7
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Inquest
. authority to hold 14
. body destroyed, where 16
. coroner disqualified from holding 19
. coroner's duties on completion
of 35
. Crown attorney notified of . 24(1)
. death from criminal oflFence,
where 18
. death in home for aged, of 21
. death in jail, etc., of 22
. death occurring outside
coroner's jurisdiction 15
. held unnecessary, where 12(1)
. non-attendance at, penalty for 25(3)
, ordered by Attorney-General 12(2)
CORONERS—Con. Sec.
Inquest—Con.
. place for, provided for
coroner 36(6)
. report of, sent 'to Crown
attorney 13
. talcing of evidence at 32(1)
. transfer of, to coroner with
jurisdiction 15
. warrant—see Warrant for inquest
Inspector of Legal Offices
. copy of appointments sent out by 4
Interpreter
. employed at inquest 33
. fees for 37(6)
. . payment of 38(3)
Intestines




. coroner, by 10
. results sent to Crown attorney 13
Jail
. inquest of death in 22
Judge
. action against coroner tried
by 19(4)
Jiurisdiction of coroners
. extended by Attorney-General ...5
. warrant issued, after 10(3)
Jurors
. dispensed with in provisional
district 26(3)
. fees for 37(4), Schedule B
. . payment of 38(3)
. non-attendance of, penalty for 26(2)
. number of 26(1)
. persons not qualified to serve as 28
. qualifications of 27
. summoning of 26(1)
. wreckage viewed by 20(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointments by
. . chief coroner 3(1)
. . coroners 1
. . supervising coroner 2(1)
Magistrate
. coroner, as 6
. possession of body taken by 11(1)
Medical practitioner
account for fees rendered by 38(4)
coroner informed by 7(1)
. failure re, penalty for 9
fees of 37(7), Schedule C






. possession of body taken by 11(1)
. post mortem examination by 23
Mileage allowances
constables, for 37(3)
. payment of 38(2)
coroner, for 37(1), Schedule A
coroners' accounts for 38(1)
witnesses 37(4), Schedule B
. payment of 38(3)
Municipality
. coroners appointed for 1
. coroner's duties, powers in 6
. provision for coroner made by 36
Notice
. death, of, given to coroner 7, 21-22
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Oaths—See also Statutory
declarations
. constables, of 34
. interpreters, of 33
. stenographers, of 32(1)
Occupant of house
. coroner informed by 7(1)
. . failure re, penalty for 9
Ontario Provincial Police Force
. possession of body taken by 11(1)
Penalties
. coroner holding inquest when
disqualified 19
. failure to inform coroner, for . . .9
. non-attendance at inquest, for 25(3)
. non-attendance of jurors, for 26(1)
Physician—See Medical practitioner
Postage
. provided for coroner 36(a)
Post mortem examination
. consent for 23(2)
. fees for 37(7), Schedule C
. medical practitioner, by 23(1)
. place for, provided for
coroner 36(c)
Prisoner
. inquest of death of 22
Provisional judicial district
. inquest in, cost of 39
. inquest in, without jury 26(3)
. magistrate as coroner in 6
provision for coroner made by .36
Reformatory
. inquest of death in 22
Salary
. chief coroner, of 3(2)
supervising coroner, of 2(2)
CORONERS—Com. Sec.
Schedules
. coroner's fees .. .37(1), Schedule A
. post mortem examination
fees 37(7), Schedule C
. witnesses, jury
fees 37(4), Schedule B
Service
. summons, of 31
Shorthand
. evidence taken in 32(1)
Stationery
. provided for coroner 36(a)
Statutory declarations—See also
Oaths
. coroner, of 12(1)
. result of inquest, of 13
Stenographer
. evidence taken down by . . . .32(1)
. fees, for 37(5)
. . payment of 38(3)
Stomach
. analysis of 23(1)
Superintendent of home for aged
. notice of death by 21
Supervising coroner
. appointment of 2(1)
consent for post mortem
examination 23(2)
. duties of 2(1)
. inquest authorized by 14
. salary of 2(2)
Stmimons
. service of 31
Toronto, City of
. reimbursed from Consolidated
Revenue Fund 3(2)
Treasurer of municipality
. coroner's account paid by ...38(1)





. coroner's duties after 35
. majority of jurors, of 30
Vital Statistics Act
. application of 12(1)
Voter's list
. jurors chosen from 27
Warrant for biuial




. death of inmate of home for aged 21
. death of prisoner 22
. issued by coroner 13
Warrant for possession of body
. issued by coroner 10(2)
. jurisdiction of coroner after
issue of 10(3)
Witnesses
. coroner's powers re 25(2)
. deemed to have objected,
when 25(4)
. examined by Crown attorney 24(2)
. fees for 37(4), Schedule B
. . payment of 38(3)
. non-attendance of, penalty for 25(3)
. summoning of 25(1)
Wreckage
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See also Assignment of Book
Debts Act; Bills of Sale and
Chattel Mortgages Act
Affidavits
corporations, officers, etc., by 3,4
discharge, for 9(2, 4)
endorsement on
. discharge, for 9(4)
. filing, for 3(2)
irregularity in, eflfect of 8




registration 2{2), 3(1), 4
Application of Act
. charges and mortgages, to . . 13, 14
Assignee
. certificate of discharge
signed by 9(2)
Assigrnment of book debts
affidavit for
. discharge of 9(2, 4)
. registration of 2(2), 3
application of Act to 13




. discharge, for 9(4)




Assignment of book debts—Con.
. filing of assignment of 9(1)
. inspection of 11
. irregularity in, effect of 8
. made before Act passed 14
. registration of 2(1,2)
. . time of eflfect of 2{,Z)
Assignment of Book Debts Act




. application of 1(/)
Bills of Sale and Chattel
Mortgages Act
. application of 15
Bonds and debentures
. copy in affidavit 3(2)(a)
. mortgage, in, registration of 2
Book debts
. assignment of, defined 1(a)
. defined 1(c)
Books
. inspection of 11
Certificate of discharge
. filing of 9(2)
Certificate of filing
. issued by Provincial Secretary 10(1)








. affidavit of bona fides of 2(2), 3,
4
. defined l(^)
. execution under corporate seal 9(2)
Creditors
. defined 1(/)







. assignment of book debts 1(a)
. assignor 1(6)
. book debts 1 (c)
. chattels \{d)
. corporation 1 (e)
. creditors 1 (/)
. mortgagor 1 (g)







. mode of 9
Endorsement
. instruments, on, when filed 6,9(4)
Errors
. effect of 8
Evidence
. certificate of filing as 10(2)
Execution
. affidavit re 2(2), 3
. evidence of 10(2)
. irregularity in, eflfect of 8
Fees
. certificate of filing, for 10(1)
. inspection of books, for 11
. set by Lieutenant-Cjovemor
in Council 12
Filing
. certificate of 10
. certificate of discharge, of 9




. affidavit of bona fides 2(2)
Holiday
. expiry date on S
Inspection
. books of Provincial Secretary . . .11
Instruments
. certificate of filing of 10(1)
. discharge noted on 9(4)
. filed with Provincial Secretary . . .3
. . endorsement on 6
. irregularity in, effect of 8
. registration of 2,3
Judge
. order re omissions, misstatements 7
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. fees set by 12
Memorandimi
endorsed on instruments ...6,9(4)
. entered in register 9(3)
Misstatements
. effect of 8
. rectification of 7(1)
Mortgagee
. affidavit of bona fides 2(2)




. . discharge of 9(2, 4)






application of Act to 13
certificate of filing of 10(1)
discharge of 9
endorsement on
. discharge, for 9(4)
. filing, for 6
filing of assignment of 9(1)
inspection of 11
irregularity in, eflFect of 8
made before Act passed 14
registration of 2(1, 2)




. affidavit of 3,
4
Omissions
. effect of 8





. mode ..., 9(2)
Provincial Secretary
. assignments filed with 9(1)
. certificate of discharge
issued by 10(1)
. fees of 12
. inspection of books of 11
. instruments filed with 3
. proof of signature of, not
required 10(3)
Register
. kept by Provincial Secretary 9(3)
Registration
assignment of book debts, of 2(1,2)
. time of effect of 2(3)
mode of 3
mortgage, of 2(1,2)
. time of effect of 2(3)
time for 3
. extension of 7
Searches
. fees for 11
Signatiure
. Provincial Secretary's need










. filing, for S
. registration, for 3(1)
. . extension of 7
Trust deed
. mortgage, charge, in,
registration of 2
Trustee
. affidavit of bona fides 2(2)
. certificate of discharge
signed by 9(2)
Winding-up Act (Canada)
. application of 1 (/)
CORPORATIONS
See Companies Act; Companies
Information Act; Corporation
Securities Registration Act;
Corporations Tax Act; Extra-
provincial Corporations Act;
Guarantee Companies Secur-
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See also Extra-provincial Cor-




company to keep 21(5)
failure, re 21 (6)
inspection and seizure 34(5)
. failure re, penalty 34(6)
production of, for assessment 21(3)
production to Treasurer 21(3)
Action
. matter deemed 27(2)
Affidavits—See also Declarations
. administration of 44
Agent
. acting for several companies 12(3)
Agreements
delegation of powers 41
reciprocal tax exemption . . . .43(1)
. approval of 43(2)
. termination of 43(3)
provinces, with 43
Treasurer and Minister of





. alternative tax 12(8)
. exemptions from tax .. 10(3), 14(3)
Annual returns
. examined by Treasurer 21(1)
. filed by companies 17(1)
. . verification of 17(2)
. penalty for default re 18
. time for enlarged .19
. Treasurer not bound by ... 21(9)
Appeals
assessment, from 22
. held in camera 32
. notice of 5(1)






notice of dissatisfaction ....24,26
proceedings voided 25(2)
security for costs 25(1, 2)
Arms-length transactions
. exception from 2(5)
. income from, deductibility ..14(6)
Artificial transactions
. expense re, deductibility ..14(5)(;)
Assessments
. amended by Treasurer 23
. appeal from 22
. irregularities, effect 31
. notice of, sent to companies 21(10)




exemption .... 10(2) (b), 13(2) (rf)
Bad debts
. reserves deductible 14(5) (rf)
Banks
. defined 1 (a)
. tax payable by 3(1, 2), 9
. . exceptions 10(3), 12(5), 14(3) (i)
Bonus
. expense, as 14(6)
Business losses
. deductible, when 14(4) (/)
Business transacted in Ontario






. borrowed, interest on not
income 14(4) (6)
. notice for sale of, required . . . .27
. tax on, paid by railways 11
Capital outlay
. deductibility of 14(5) (&)
Car company
. tax payable by 7,9





exemption 10(3) (o), 12(8), 14(3)
Charity
. donations to, re income ..14(4)(c)
Cities
. grant to 46(1)
Commission
. expense, as 14(6)
Community clubs
. tax exemption 10(3) ip)
Companies Act







. grants from 46
Contingent accounts
. deductibility 14(5) (rf)
Controlling company
. expenses paid to,
deductibility 14(5) (p)
Co-operatives
. tax exemption .. .10(3) (g,r), 12(5),
14(3) (A)
Costs
. appeal, security for 25(1,2)
Court
. appeal heard by 29
. . jurisdiction re 30
Credit imion
. tax exemption . . 10(3)(9), 12(5)(t)
Declarations





. annual value of property 14(5)
. arms-length 14(6)
. business losses 14(4) (/)








. capital outlays 14(5) (6)
. carrying charges 14(5) (e)
. contingent accounts 14(5) (<i)
. depletion 14(4) (a)
. . limitation 14(5)
. depreciation 14(4) (a)
. . limitation 14(5)
. discount on share 10(4) (6)
. dividends 14(4)(*), 14(5) (A)
. Dominion taxes 10(5), 14(5)(t), (7)
. donations to charity 14(4) (c)
. expenses not laid out to
earn income 14(5) (o)
. expenses payable to controlling
company abroad 14(5) (<;)
. exploration expenses . . 14(4) (/, k, I)
. extra-provincial
corporations 14(4) (</)
. goodwill 10(4) (a)
. grain
companies . . . 10(5) (rf), 14(13) (rf)
. income bonds, dividends
on 14(5)(A)
. income from foreign
investments 14(13) (/)
. incorporated companies 14(13) (^)
. interest on borrowed capital 14(4) (6)
. logging profits 14(4) (n)
. mining companies 14(13) (c)
. mining development
expense 14(4) (m)
. mining profits 14(4) (t)
. not allowed 14(5)
. obsolescence 14(5) (6)
. paid-up capital 10(4-6)
. patriotic contributions . . . 14(4) (A)
. pension fund contributions 14(11,12)
- rent 14(5) (2)
. reserves 14(5) (d)
. ship transportation
company ... .10(5) (c), 14(13) (r)
. sinking funds 14(4) (d)
. superannuation funds .... 14(4) \d)
. transportation




. company 1 (6)
. dividends 1(c)
. extra-provincial company 1 (d)
. head ofllice 1 (e)
. income 14(2)
. income bonds 1 (/)
. income debentures 1 (/)
. incorporated company 1(A)









. office or place of business . .12(2,3)
. paid-up capital 10(2)
. property 1 (;
)
. railway l(^)
. regulations 1 (/)
. transacting business in
Ontario 1(»m)
. Treasurer 1 (n)
Depletion
. deductible 14(4) (a)
. . limitation 14(5)
Depreciation
. deductible 14(4) (o)
. . limitation 14(5)
. exception to "income" ...14(4)(o)
Directors' fees
. expense, as 14(6)
Disbursement
. deductibility of 14(5) (a)
Discount on share
. tax exemption 10(4) (&)
Discrimination
. tax, re, prohibited 4(5)
Dissatisfaction
. notice 24(1,2)
. . filing 27(1)
. . reply 26
Dividends
. deductibility 14(5) (/«)
. defined lie)
. income, when 14(4) (e)
Documents
. filing 27(1)
. production to Treasurer 21(3)
. . penalty 21 (6)
Dominion income tax
. deductibility 14(5) (i)
Donations
. deductible from income ...14(4)(c)
Educational corporation







. banks 10(3), 12(5), 14(3) (t)
. charitable organizations ..10(3)(o),
12(8), 14(3)
. community clubs 10(3) (/>)
. companies in
receivership . . . 10(3) (/), 10(4) (/)







. companies without share
capital 10(3) (n)
. co-operatives ... 10(3) (g,r),12(5),
14(3) (/.)
. credit union . . . .10(3)(g), 12(5) (i)
. educational organizations 10(3) (o),
12(8), 14(3)
. express companies 10(3) (g)
12(5) (/), 14(3)1)
. fraternal societies 10(3) (c)
. holding companies 10(3) (k)
. income tax 14(3)
. insurance companies .. 10(3), 12(5),
14(3) (»)
. intangibles 10(4) (a)
. investment
companies .. ,10(3) 0'), 14(3) (&)
. investments 10(4) (c)
. mining companies 10(4) (rf),
10(5) (c), 12(7)
. mutual benefit societies ..10(3)(c),
12(5), 14(3)(*)
. non-operating companies 10(3) (m)
. office tax 12(5)
. paid-up capital tax 10(3)
. personal corporations ....14(3)(/)
. public utilities 14(3)
. railway
companies .... 10(3), 12(5), 14(3)
. real estate companies . . . . 10(4)(^),
10(5)(c). 14(13)
. religious organizations ...10(3)(o),
12(8), 14(3) (a)
. social organizations 10(3) (o), 14(3)
. telephone companies 10(3) (e)
. transportation
companies .... 10(3) (j), 14(3) (/t)
Expenses
. paid out by Treasurer 42
Exploration for oil, gas
. expense of, deductible
from income 14(4) 0)
Express company
. tax payable by 7,9




. investment income of,
deductible 14(4) (^7)
Evidence
. deduction of tax on income
for 10(6), 14(14)
. foreign taxes, re 10(6), 14(14), 21(4)
Fees











. determined by Treasurer 2{Z)
. incompleted 2(3)
. insurance company, of 4(5)
Foreign investments
. income from, deduction from
tax on income of 14(13) (/)
Forms
. notice of appeal Form 1
. notice of dissatisfaction .... Form 2
Fraternal society
. tax exemption of 10(3) (c)
Gas, oil
. expense of exploration, etc.,
deductible from
income 14(4) (/, k)
Goodwill
. tax exemption 10(4) (a)
Grain company
. deduction from
tax 10(5) (rf), 14(13) (d)
Grants
. cities, towns, to 46
Head office
. defined 1(d)
. Ontario, in designation of .. . .2(4)
tax on 12(1)
Hotels
. owned by railway, tax where 11, 13
. railway, tax on income of IS
Income
. amounts not deductible from 14(5)
. company, of, taxed 14(2)
. defined 14(2)
. . exceptions 14(4)















. annual returns filed by 17(1)
. . verification of 17(2)
* deductions from tax on








fiscal year of 2(2,3)
head office designated by . . .2(4)
losses deductible when ..14(4)(/)
payment of taxes by 2(1)
tax exemptions re
. assets abroad 10(3) (i,j)
. charitable 10(3) (o)
. co-operatives 10(3) (g)
. educational 10(3) (o)
. holding companies . . . . 10(3)(/fe)
. incorporated without
share capital 10(3) (n)
non-operating 10(3) (m)
. real estate 10(4) (e)
. receivership, in 10(4) (/)
. religious 10(3) (o)
. transportation 10(3) (j)
tax on net income of 14(1)
. exceptions 14(3)
tax payable by
. railway mileage, re 5,
9
. telegraph lines, re 6,
Insurance Act
. application of 10(3) (c)
Insurance company
. defined 1 (g)
. fiscal year of 4(5)
. tax payable by 4
. exceptions 10(3), 12(5), 14(3) («)
Insurance premiums
. tax payable on 4
Intangibles
. tax exemption 10(4) (a)
Interest
period, limitation on 20(6)
. unpaid taxes, on 20(3)
Interest on borrowed capital
. exception to "income" 14(4) (6)
Investment company





. foreign, deduction from tax on
income from 14( 13) (/)
tax exempt, when 10(4) (c)
Invoices
production of, for assessment 21(4)
Irregularities
. effect on assessment 31
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcfl






. expenses authorized by 42











. application of 46(3)
. grants to 46(3)
Mileage
. railway, of, tax re 5,
9
. tax determined by 16
Minerals
. expense of exploration for,
deductible from income 14(4) (/)
Mines
. expense of development of
deductible from income 14(4) (w)
Mining company
. deductions from tax on
income of 14(13) (c)
. tax exemptions of 10(4) (rf),
10(5)(0. 12(7). 14(13)
Mining profits
. deductible from income ..14(4)(t)
Minister of National Revenue
. agreement with Treasurer 41
Municipalities
. grants to 46
Mutual benefit society
. tax exemption
of 10(3)(c), 12(5), 14(3) (ife)
Notice
. appeal 22,35(1)
. . form Form 1
. assessment, of, sent by
Treasurer 21(10)
. dissatisfaction 24(2)
. . form Form 2
. sale of capital assets, for 37
Obsolescence
. deduction limited 14(5) (&)
Office or place of business
. defined 12(2)
. tax on 12(1)
Oil, gas
. expense of exploration, etc.,
for, deductible from






. inquiry re 21(8)
. tax determined by 16
. tax on 10(1)
. . exceptions 10(3-5)
Patriotic contributions
. deductible from income ..14(4) (A)
Penalties
. default re annual returns, for ... 18
. dividend returns 18(2)
. failure to complete returns 18(3)
. failure to file return 18(1)
. . demand, on 21
. failure to produce evidence of
foreign taxes 21(6)
. general 39
. lien, as 36(2)
. non-payment of additional
tax 21(11)
. payable to Treasurer 34(2)
. priority of 36(1)
. recovery of 34(1, 3)
. sale of capital assets without
notice 37(2)




. contributions to, re
income 14(4) (d)
Personal corporations
. tax exemption of 14(3) (/)
Premiums
. insurance, tax payable on 4
Proceedings
. held in camera 32
Property
. annual value not deductible 14(5)
. defined 1(/)
. distributed under fair market
value 14(10)
. value of deductibility ...14(4)(c)
Provinces
. agreements with 43
Public utilities
. assets and business abroad . 10(2)
. exemptions 14(3)
Purchases
. inadequate consideration for 14(7)
Railway company
. tax payable by 5, 9, 11
. . exceptions .. 10(3), 12(5), 14(3)
Railways
. defined 1(*)






. tax exemptions 10(4) (e),
10(5) (0.14(13)
Receivership
company in, tax exempt 10(4) (/)
Refund
. overpaid tax, of 21(11)
Regfulations
defined 1(/)




exemption .10(3) (o), 12(8), 14(3)
Rent
deductible 14(5)(2)





. inadequate consideration .... 14(9)
Salaries
. expense, as 14(6)
Sales




. discount on sale of, tax
exempt 10(4) (a, b)
Ship transportation company





. alternative tax 12(8)
- exemptions 14(3)
Subsidiary company




payments deductible 14(4) (d)
Tax
bank, on 3(1, 2), 9
. exceptions 10(3)
car company, on 7,
9
exception 10(3)(*)
date of payment of 20(1,2)
determination of 16





express company on 7,9
. exceptions 10(3) (g)
head office, on 12(1)
incorporated company,
on 10(3), 14(1)
insurance company, on 4
. exceptions 10(3)




paid-up capital on 10(1)
. deductions from 10(5)
. exceptions 10(3, 4)
payable by banks 3(1, 2), 9
payable by insurance company . . .4
payable by railway company ... .11
payment of 2(1)
priority of 36(1)
railway mileage, re 5,
9
exception 10(3) (rf)
railways re, grant from 46






telegraph lines, on 6,
telephone company, on
. exemption 10(3) (/)
Treasurer's compromise, re ...38
unpaid, interest on 20(3)
Telegraph company
tax payable by
. exception . .10(3) (e), 12(5), 14(3)
tax exemption of 10(3), 12(8)
Telegraph lines
. tax on 6,9
Timber limits
. depletion deductible 14(4) (a)
Title of cause
. proceedings, for 28
Towns
• grant to 46(1)
Transacting business in Ontario
. defined l(m)
Transactions
. arms-length, deemed not 2(5)
Transportation company
. deductions from
tax 10(5) (6), 14(13) (0
. ship
. . deductions from tax . . . .10(5) (a)






. agreement with Minister of
National Revenue 41
. annual return made to 17
. . time for, enlarged 19
. assessment amended by 23
. compromise re tax by 38
. defined l(n)
. expenses paid out by 42
. fiscal year determined by ....2(2)
. head office designated by ....2(4)
. notice to, re sale of capital assets 2)7
. penalties payable to 34(2)
. returns examined by 21(1)
Treasury Department
. regulations re 40(o)
Value of property
. deductibility 14(4) (f)
Villages
. grant to 46(1)
Winding-up




See Andrew Mercer Reforma-
tory Act; Female Refuges
Act; Industrial Farms Act;
Penal and Reform Institutions
Inspection Act; Reformatories
Act; Training Schools Act
CORRUPT PRACTICES
See Assignments and Prefer-
ences Act; Controverted Elec-
tions Act; Election Act;
Fraudulent Conveyances Act;
Fraudulent Debtors Arrest
Act; Fines and Forfeitures
Act; Legislative Assembly Act;
Liquor Control Act; Municipal
Act; Public Inquiries Act;
'Statute of Frauds; Voters'
Lists Act
COSTS OF DISTRESS
Costs of Distress Act,
Vol. 1, p. 817.
See also Assessment Act; Divi-
sion Courts Act; Execution
Act
Action




. taxation, from 6(5)
Charge
. prohibition of, where nothing
done 4
Chattel mortgage
. seizure under 3
Demand
. statement of, re distress 6(1)
Distress
. costs of 1
. statement of demand and
costs re 6(1)
Division court clerk
. taxation by 6(2)
Exempted goods
. costs re seizure 2
Expenses
. statement of 6(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. costs under chattel mortgage
prescribed by 3
. distress costs prescribed by 1
. fees and costs prescribed by 7
Taxation
. appeal re 6(5)
. bill supplied to clerk for 6(3)
. clerk's duty re 6(4)








See Assessment Act; County
Court Judges' Criminal Courts
Act; County Courts Act;
County Judges Act; County
Publicity Act; Haliburton Act;
Interpretation Act; Municipal
Act; Municipal Corporations
Quieting Orders Act; Repre-
sentation Act; Snow Roads













Vol. 1, p. 819.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; County
Courts Act; County Judges
Act; Estreats Act; General
Sessions Act; Justices of the
Peace Act
Appeals
. procedure re 2
Court of record
. court as 1(1)
Criminal Code (Canada)
. appeals under 2
. powers and duties of judges
under 1(1)
Indictable offences
. speedy trials re 1
Judges
. powers and duties of I(l)f2
Style
. court, of 1(2)
Summary Convictions Act
. appeals under 2
COUNTY COURTS
County Courts Act,
Vol. 1, p. 821.
See also County Court Judges'
Criminal Courts Act; County
Judges Act; Evidence Act;
General Sessions Act; Judica-
ture Act; Public Officers Act;
Public Officers' Fees Act;
Sheriffs Act; Summary Con-
victions Act
Absence of judges
. request for other judges to
. preside on 3
Action
. abandonment of excess in 25
. appeals—see Appeals
. costs, where no jurisdiction ....31
. jurisdiction of courts re 20(1)
. - dispute of 20(2)
. prohibition not to lie,
if transferable 24






. another county or district, to . .23
. consequences of 22
. counterclaim beyond
jurisdiction 21(2)
. set-off beyond jurisdiction 21(2)
. Supreme Court, to 20(4)
venue of 28
. actions by or against judges . .29
Appeals
. costs, from 38(1) (c)
. costs taxed by clerk, from 8
. Court of Appeal, to 37(1)
. decisions or order of judge,
from 38(1) (a, 6)
. judge acting persona designata,
from 38(2)
. judge, to, re reference 35(2)
. judgment on rehearing from 36(10)
. setting down of 41
. stay of proceedings on 40
. transmission of documents on 39(1)
. . evidence, etc., certified by
reporter on 39(2)
Application
. stay of proceedings on appeal,
for 40
. transfer of action by
defendant 20(2)
. transfer of action by plaintiff 21(1)
Attorney-General
. notice of adjournment to ....19(2)
. request for other judges to
preside, to 3
Bracebridge
. sittings of district courts in . . 13(o)
. . change of 15
Carleton coimty
. sittings of court in 12(2)
. . change of 15
Certiorari
. terms and conditions on removal 27
Clerk of the peace
. clerk as, on vacancy 10
. registrar as, on vacancy of clerk 10
Clerks
. appointment of 4
. . security on 5
. attendance fee 16
. certified judgment of Court of
Appeal to 43(2)
. costs taxed by 8







. judgment on rehearing
entered by 36(8)
. notice of hearing to 36(3)
. . duty to transfer documents
on 36(6)
. notices of postponement in
offices of 12(8)
. office hours 7
. office, place of 6
. powers as special examiner ..11(2)
. references directed to 34(1)
. tenure of office 4
. transmission of pleadings on
appeal by 39(1)
. . evidence, etc., certified, by
reporter on 39(2)
. vacancy of, performance of
duties re 10
Cochrane
. sittings of district courts in 13(b)
. . change of 15
Contempt of court
. punishment for 33
Contracts
. jurisdiction of courts re .20(1) (a)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Costs
. action, of, where no jurisdiction 31
. appeals from 38(l)(c)
. reference, of 34(3)
. rehearing, of 36(9)
. taxed by clerk 8
. terms re certiorari, on 27
. transfer of action, on 20(7)
. . another county, to 23
. . Supreme Court, to 22
Counterclaim
abandonment of excess 25(1)
beyond jurisdiction 21(1)
. establishment of 21(3)
. transfer of action on 21(2)









. appeals to 37(1)
. . judgments, orders,
references, re 35(3)
. judgment of 43(1)





. motion for new trial 37(2)




See also Judges; Court of
Appeal
. additional sittings 17
. certiorari, terms and conditions
re 27
, clerks appointed for 4
. concurrent or separate sittings of 18
. costs on rehearing 36(2)
. hours of sitting in 14
. . change of 15
. jurisdiction 20(1)
. jurisdiction, dispute re 20(2)
. . transfer of action to Supreme
iCourt on 20(4)
. jurisdiction re equitable
relief 20(l)(t)
. . exception re trustees 26
. order re transfer of action by 20(6)
. power to enforce judgments
and orders 32
. powers of special examiners
in 11(1)
. practice and procedure 30
. presided over by judges 2
. punishment for contempt of . . .33
. record, for every county
and district 1
. rehearing at weekly 36(5)
. . stay of proceedings until . 36(7)
. relief granted by 26
. trial sittings of 12(1)
. . postponement of 12(7)
. . . notice of 12(8)
Crown
. consent re reference, when
party 35(4)
Death of judge
. rehearing where no
judgment 36(1)
Defendant
. dispute of jurisdiction by . . .20(2)
. . transfer of documents by . .20(5)
. excess abandoned by 25(2)
Deputy sheriff
. adjournment of sittings by . . .19(1)
. . notice of 19(2)
Detinue
. jurisdiction re 20(l)(f)
Dispute of jurisdiction




. concurrent or separate sittings in 18
. court of record for every 1
Documents
. clerk not to draw or advise on . .9
. transfer on rehearing 36(6)
. transfer to Supreme Court . . .20(3)
. . by defendant 20(5)
. transmission by clerk on
appeal 39(1)




. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue, where land situate . . . 28(1)
Enforcement of judgments
. powers re 32
Equitable relief
. exception re trustees 26
. jurisdiction re 20(l)(t)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Evidence
. certified for appeal 39(2)
. copy, at rehearing 36(6)
. Court of Appeal to allow
further 42(1)
. . leave of court 42(3)
matters occurring after
judgment 42(2)
. rehearing, on 36(2)
Excess
. beyond jurisdiction
. . abandoned by defendant . .25(2)
. . abandoned by plaintiff . . . .25(1)
Fees
. attendance of clerk, for 16
. Crown, to, regulations re . . . .44(6)
. reference to judge 34(2)
. . county court tariff 34(3)
. tariff, of, regulations re 44(c)
Forms
. regulations re 44(d)
Fort Frances
. sittings of district courts in 13(c)
. . change of IS
Gore Bay
. sittings of district courts in 13(d)
. . change of IS
Haile3rbiuy
. sittings of district courts in 13(ife)
. . change of IS
COUNTY COURTS—Con. Sec.
Hours
. office, of, subject to rules of
court 7
. sittings, of 14
. . change of 15
Illness
. request for other judges to
preside on 3
Insolvency
. jurisdictions re 20(1 )(/)
. dispute of 20(2)
Interlocutory judgments
. appeals not allowed 38(2)
Judges—5"^^ also Court of Appeal;
Courts
actions by or against 29
additional sittings by 17
appeal from decision of 38(1) (a,b)
appeal to, from taxation of costs 8
application for stay of
proceedings to 40
death of, rehearing where no
judgment 36(1)
defined 2
illness or absence of, other
judges to preside 3
postponement of trial sittings
by 12(7)
. notice of 12(8)
powers to direct references 35(1)
. appeal from referee 35(2)
. appeal to Court of Appeal 35(3)
references to, if local Master 34(2)
transfer of action on terms . .20(6)
unable to attend, adjournment
of sittings 19
Judgment
. appeal from 37(1)
. Court of Appeal, of 43(1)
. . certification by 43(2)
judge acting persona designata,
appeals not allowed 38(2)
. power to enforce 32
. rehearing, on 36(8)
appeal from 36(10)
reserved, death of judge.
rehearing 36(1)
Judicature Act




contracts, in 20(1) (a)
easements, in 20(1) (d)
. . equitable relief, re 20(1) («)







. insolvency, re 20(j)
. legacies, re 20(1) (/»)
. mortgages, re 20(1)(/)
. partnership, re 20(1)(^)
. recovery of property ..20(1)(^)
. torts, re 20(1) (6)
costs of action on failure of ...31
dispute of, by defendant ....20(2)
Kenora
. sittings of district courts in . .13(^)
. . change of 15
Land
. injury to
. . jurisdiction re 20
. . venue of action 28(1)
Legacies
. jurisdiction re 20(1) (/t)
. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue of action re 28(1)
Liens
. jurisdiction re 20(1)(/)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. appointment of clerks by 4
. approval of regulations by
Rules Committee 44
. change of trial sittings by 15
. regulations re security by clerks 5
Middlesex
. sittings of court in 12(4)
, . change of 15
Mortgages
. jurisdiction, re 20(1) (/)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Motions
. new trial for, to Court
of Appeal 37(2)
North Bay
. sittings of district courts in 13(/)
. . change of 15
Notice
. dispute of jurisdiction by
defendant of 20(2)
. postponement of sittings, of . . 12(3)
. rehearing, of 36(3)
Offices
. clerks, of 7
. hours of, subject to rules of court 7
. notice of postponement of
trials in .'.;... ... : 12(8)
COUNTY COURTS—Con. Sec.
Orders
. appeals from 38(l)(a,6)
. power to enforce Z2
. transfer of action on , .20(6), 21(2)
Parry Sound
. sittings of district courts in . .13(^)
. . change of IS
Partnership actions
. jurisdiction re 20(l)(fir)
. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue of 28(1)
Persona designata
. appeals not allowed where
judge is 38(2)
Plaintiff
. excess abandoned by 25(1)
Port Arthur
. sittings of district courts in 13(/t)
. . change of IS
Powers
. Court of Appeal, of, to amend
and receive further evidence 42(1)
. enforcement of judgments and
orders 32
. judge, to direct references . . . .35(1)
. punishment re contempt of court 2Z
. Rules Committee, of 44
. special examiners, of 11(1)
Practice and procedure
. courts, of 30
. regulations re 44(a)
Prohibition
transfer of action, on 24
Property
. recovery of
. . jurisdiction re 20(l)(e)
. . venue of action 28(2)
References
consent of Crown 35(4)
directing of 34(1)
power of judges to direct ... .35(1)
. appeals from referee 35(2)
. appeals to Court of Appeal 35(3)
Registrar
. vacancy, performance of duties 10
Registrar of surrogate coiurt
. vacancy, performance of duties 10
Regulations
. Rules Committee, by 44
Rehearings
. appeal from judgment on . . .36(10)
. costs of 36(9)
. death of judge, judgment
not given 36(1)




. further evidence not allowed 36(2)
. judgment on 36(8)
. notice of 36(3)
. stay of proceedings until ....36(7)





. jurisdiction re 20(1) (e)
. . dispute of 20(2)
. venue of action 28(2)
Rules Cominittee
. regulations by 44
Rules of court
. setting down of appeals by ... .41
Sault Ste. Marie
. sittings of district courts in 13 (t)
. . change of IS
Scale of costs
. transfer of action, on 20(7)
Secxurity
. clerks, by 5
Set-off
. abandonment of excess 25(2)
. beyond jurisdiction 21(1)
. . establishment of 21(3)
. . transfer of action on 21(2)
Sheriff
. adjournment of sittings by ..19(1)
. . notice of 19(2)
Sittings
adjournment by sheriff 19(1)
. notice of 19(2)
change of IS
clerk's attendance fee at 16
concurrent or separate 18
district courts in 13
held semi-annually 12(6)
. postponement of 12(7)
notice of 12(8)
hour of 14
. change of 15
trial for
. Carleton county 12(2)
. Middlesex county 12(3)
. Wentworth county 12(5)
. York county . , 12(6)
without jury 12(6)
. additional sittings 17
Special examiners
. clerks as 11(2)
powers of ....11(1)
Stay of proceedings
. appeal, on 40
COUNTY COURTS—Co«. Sec.
Sudbury
. sittings of district courts in . . 13(j)
. . change of IS
Supreme Court
. powers of enforcement same as 32
. practice and procedure of
courts re 30
. procedure to transfer action
to 20(2-7)
. removal of action to 27
Time
. action set down for rehearing 36(4)
. notice of postponement, re ..12(8)
. notice of rehearing, of 36(3)
. setting down of appeals, for . . .41
. transfer of documents by
defendant, of 20(5)
Torts
. jurisdiction of courts re ..20(1) (6)
. . dispute of 20(2)
Trustee Act
. appointment by court not
allowed under 26
Trustees
. appointment or removal
prohibited 26
Vacancies
. clerk, of, performance of
duties on 10
Venue of actions
. easements, re 28(1)
. judges, by or against 29
. land injury, re 28(1)
. legacies, re 28(1)
. partnerships, re 28(1)
. real property, re 28(2)
York county
. trial sittings in 12(6)
. . change of - - . • 15
. vacancy of clerk, performance
of duties in 10
Wentworth county
. trial sittings in 12(5)
. . change of 15
COUNTY JUDGES
County Judges Act,
Vol. 1, p. 835.
See also County Court Judges'
Criminal Courts Act; County
Courts Act; Division Courts






. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. . arrangement at meetings ....24
. . deputy judge to act 12
Allowance
. additional where only one
judge 10(2)
. allocation where more than
one judge 10(3)
. exceptions re arbitrators ...10(6)
. fees, in lieu of 10(5)
. judges, for 10(1) (a)
. junior judges, for 10(1)(6)
. payment of 10(4)
. travelling expenses accepted 10(7)
Annual meetings
. absence at, arrangements re . . .24
. assignments of duties at 22(1)
. convened by senior judge . . . .22(2)
Arbitration Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Arbitrators
. additional fee of judge as . . . 10(6)
Carleton
. junior judge for 4
City councils
. stenographers appointed by . . . .27
Commissions
. style of title, on 3
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payments of allowances from 10(4)
Coimty councils
. resolution for appointment
of interpreter 19
County court districts
. formation of 20
. holdings in rotation 21
. jurisdiction of judges 25
Courts
—
See also Deputy judges;
Judges; Junior judges
. simultaneous sittings of 15(1)
. . York county, in 15(2)
Death
. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. . deputy judge to act 12
. . regulations re hearings 9
Deputy judges
. appointments of 11
. oath of ofHce 14





. practice of law allowed 13
. tenure of office 12
Duties of judges
. assignments at annual
meetings 22(1)
. . performance by judges 2i
. carrying out in absence 24
. new appointments for vacancies
not warranted 26
Essex
. two junior judges for 4
Expenses
. travelling, excepted from
allowances 10(7)
Fees
. judges, of 10(5,6)
. law stamps as 10(5)
. shorthand writers, re 18(4)
Governor-General in Council
. orders for judges to act
outside county 16(1)
. orders for retired judges
to act 16(3)
Hearings
. courts of, in rotation 21
regulations re, on death or
illness of judge 9
. simultaneous 15(1)
. . York county, in 15(2)
Illness
. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. . arrangements at meetings ... 24
deputy judge to act 12
. . regulations re hearings 9
Inability
. removal from office for 1
Incapacity
. removal from office for 1
Interpreters
. appointments of 19
Judges—See also Courts; Deputy
judges; Junior judges
allowances for 10
. payment of 10(4)
assignments of duties at
annual meetings 22
. performance of 23
death or illness of 9,11(2)
. appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
. arrangements at meetings . . . .24






. jurisdiction of 25
. oath of office 14
. powers of 6
. powers to act outside
county 16(1), 17
. . request by another judge 16(2)
. practice of law by, prohibited 8
. qualifications of 2
. residence of 7




shorthand writers diiected by 18(2)
. regulations re fees of 18(4)
. reimbursements from cities
and separated towns 18(5)
simultaneous sittings of .... 15(1)
. York county, in 15(2)
sittings in rotation in county
court districts 21
stenographers for 27





. arrangements re courts ....5(2)






. allowances for 10(1) (6)
. appointment of 4
. assignment of duties at
annual meetings 22
. . performance of 23
. illness or death of 9
. jurisdiction of 25
. oath of office 14
. powers of 6
. powers to act outside
county 16(1), 17
. . request by another judge ..16(2)
. practice of law prohibited 8
. qualifications 2
. residence of 7
. retired, acting on order of
Governor-General in
Council 16(3)
. . powers of 16(4)
. sittings in rotation in cotmty
court districts 21
. tenure of office 1





. vacancy, new appointment
not warranted 26
. York county, for 5(2)
. . arrangements re courts . . . .5(2)
. . maximum number of 5(1)
Jurisdiction
. judges, of 25
Law stamps
. fees as 10(5)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. formation of county court
districts 20
. interpreters appointed by 19
. powers to judge to act
outside county by 17
. removal of judges by 1
. shorthand writers appointed
by 18(1)
Middlesex
. junior judge for 4
Misbehaviour
. removal from office for 1
Municipal Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
. salaries of shorthand writers,
contributions re 18(5)
Municipal Arbitrations Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Oath of office
. judges, by 14
Pa3rments
. allowances, of 10(4)
. . fees, in lieu of 10(5)
Penalties
. practising, for 8
Powers
. acting outside county 16(1)
. . requested by another judge 16(2)
. junior judges, of 6
. retired judge to act 16(4)
Practice of law
. deputy judge, by, allowed 13
. judges prohibited 8
Public Works Act
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Qualifications
. deputy judge, of 11(1)
. judges, of 2
Railways Act (Ontario)
. fees of judges under 10(6)
Referee




. judges, of 1
Residence
. judges, of 7
Resignation
. judge, of 11(2)
. . appointment of deputy judge
notwithstanding 11(1)
Salaries
. shorthand writers, of 18(3)
. . reimbursements from cities
and separated towns .... 18(5)
. stenographers, of 21
Shorthand writers
. appointments of 18(1)
. . direction of judge, under ..18(2)
. fees re 18(4)
. salaries of 18(3)
. . reimbursements from cities
and separated towns 18(5)
Sittings—See Hearings
Stenographers
. appointment of 21
Surrogate Courts Act
. additional fees to judges
under 10(2)
. allocation of fees to judges
under 10(3)
Tenure of office
. deputy judge, of 12
. judges, of 1
Thunder Bay
. junior judge for 4
Tide
. style of 3
Travelling expenses
. judges, of 10(7)
Vacancies
. new appointment not warranted 26
Wentworth
. junor judge for 4
York coimty
. allowance for senior
judge of 10(1) (a)
. arrangements re courts 5(2)
. maximum number of junior
judges for 5(1)
. simultaneous court sittings ..15(2)
COUNTY PUBLICITY
County Publicity Act,
Vol. 1, p. 843.
Advertisement




. application for grant, for 4
Agents
. free assistance from 6
Application
. legislative grant, for 4
Association
. formation of 1(1)
. free assistance for, by agents ....6
. objects of 1(2)
. provincial grant for 3
County council
. association formed by 1(2)
Department of Agriculture
. formation of association
defined by 1(1)
Expenditures of association
. statement of, in application 4
Grant
. application for 4
. Legislature, by 3
Legislature
. grant to associations by 3
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. regulations made by 5
Minister of Agriculture
. application for grants to ; 4
. publications approved by 2
Objects
. association, of 1 (2)
Pamphlets
. destruction, etc., of 1(2)
. free assistance re distribution of 6
. Minister's approval for 2
President of association
. association's grant paid to 4
Publications
. distribution, etc., of 1(2)
. 'Minister's approval for 2
Receipts of association
. statement of, in application 4
Regulations
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 5
Resources
. advertisement of 1(2)
Secretary of association
. association's grant paid to 4
COURT HOUSES
See Administration of Justice
Expenses Act; Courts; Muni-
cipal Act; Ontario Municipal









See Arbitration Act; Controvert-
ed Elections Act; County
Court Judges' Criminal Courts
Act: County Courts Act;
County Judges Act; Division
Courts Act; Dominion Courts
Act; Evidence Act; General
Sessions Act; Haliburton Act;
Interpretation Act; Judicature
Act; Jurors Act; Juvenile and
Family Courts Act; Law
Stamps Act; Magistrates Act;
Magistrates' Jurisdiction Act;
Mining Act; Municipal Act;
Public Authorities Protection
Act; Public Service Act; Re-
plevin Act; Sheriffs Act; Sum-
mary Convictions Act; Sur-
rogate Courts Act; Vexatious
Proceedings Act
COVENANTS
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Landlord and
Tenant Act; Mercantile Law
Amendment Act; Mortgages
Act; Short Forms of Convey-
ances Act; Short Forms of
Leases Act; Short Forms of
Mortgages Act
CRATES
See Farm Products Containers
Act
CREAM




Vol. 1, p. 845.
See also Absconding Debtors
Act; Assignment of Book
Debts Act; Assignments and
Preferences Act; Bulk Sales
Act; Corporation Securities
Registration Act; Division




Act; Mechanics' Lien Act;
Sheriffs Act; Trustee Act; Un-
conscionable Transactions Re-
lief Act; Wages Act; Wood-
men's Lien for Wages Act
Abandonment
. disputed portion of claim, of 9(1)
Absconding Debtors Act
. entry by sheriff of moneys
received under 5(1)
. prior proceedings under,
costs re 21(1)
. subsequent levy under 5(12)
Affidavit
contesting claim, of, by
creditor 10(4)
. address for service
endorsed on 10(7)
. certificate of, to sheriff .... 10(6)
. filing of 10(3,6)
. service of 10(3)
contesting claim, of, by
debtor 10(2)
creditor, by, re debt 7(1)
. filing with certificate Ti.2.)
. form Form 2
. service of 7(.^)
. service out of Ontario 7(4)
filing with affidavit of
service 8(5)
. services, of, form of Form 4
Agent
. service on Toronto 11
Appeals
. judgment or order on
contestation, from 38
Application
. allowance of contested claim,
for 12(2)
. . contestation not in good
faith 12(3)
. moneys made under execution,
of 29(1)
. order, for, re contestation ..32(6)
. subsequent levy, of 5(7)
. transfer of moneys to another
sheriff, for 4(4)
Application of Act
. Judicature Act and rules of
court, to 42
Appointment
hearing of contestation, for 32(7)





. money, of, where insufficient to
pay full claims 26
Attaching creditor
. rights in distribution by 4(6)
. sheriff to recover attached
debt from 4(8)
Attaching order
. slieriff, by 37
Attachment
. application of subsequent
levy on 5(7)
. benefit of all creditors, for ... .4(1)
. division courts, in 4(3)
. entry by sheriflf of moneys
received under 5(1)
. execution before, priority of
costs re 21(1)
. payment to sheriff on 4(2)
Bailiff
. division court, goods in
hands of 25(1)
. . costs re 25(3)
. . distribution of proceeds of 25(4)
. . penalty on default of
delivery of 25(2)
Banks
. deposits by sheriff in 36
Books
. entry of moneys received under
execution or attachment . . . 5(1)
Books of record
. clerk to keep 15(1)
. . copy as evidence 15(4)
. effect of entries in 15(2)
. . index of debtors in 15(3)
Certificates
. application of money made
under 29(1)
. attaching creditor, by, re, share
in distribution 4(6)
. claim contested, after, effect
on distribution 12(1)
. clerk to enter claims before
issuing 15(1)
. clerk to state costs in 22(1)
. compelling payment by sheriff
under 29(2)
. contestation, of 10(6)
. creditor, to, where claim not
contested 9(1)
. evidence of decision 19(1)
. . fee for 19(2)
. form of Form 5
. judgment, in division court 16






. part payment re 20(3)
. payment of all, effect of 20(1)
. sheriff, of, filed with affidavit
of debt 7 (.2)
sheriff, to, in another county ... 17
. time for delivery to sheriff ...5(2)
. undisputed claim, of
. . address for service endorsed
on 9(4)
. . deemed execution re
interpleader 9(3)
. . duration of 9(6)
. . effect of 9(2)
. . expiration during month of
levy 9(7)
. . further levy by sheriff after 9(5)
Claim
. application for allowance of
contested 12(2)
. . contestation not in good
faith 12(3)
. apportionment where money
insufficient to pay full 26
. contest by debtor or his
creditor 10(1)
. decision after contestation,
effect of 19(1)
. distribution after contestation 12(1)
. distribution by sheriff where
insufficient levy to satisfy
all 32(1)
. establishment in another county 17
. form of affidavit of Form 2
. particulars entered in books
of record 15(1)
. . effect of 15(2)
Clerk
. affidavit of claim and affidavit
of service filed with 8(5)
. books of record kept by 15(1)
. . copies of as evidence 15(4)
. . effect of entries in 15(2)
. . index of debtors in 15(3)
. certificate re undisputed claim
by 9(1)
. costs of claimant ascertained
by 22(1)
. fees of 22(2)1f2
. liability for payment out of
attached debt 4(8)
Contest
. costs re 22(2) f 4
Costs
. claimant, of, determined by
clerk 22(1)








. fees paid to clerk 22(2) f 2
. interpleader proceedings, of ..5(5)
. payment, before distribution -.5(2)
. prior proceedings under
Absconding Debtor's Act ...21(1)
. renewals, levy re 27
. scale of 22(2)
. solicitor's 22(2) f 3





Cotirt See also Court of Appeal;
Judge
. order for transfer of moneys
to another sheriff 4(4)
Court of Appeal
. appeal from decisions on
contestation to 38
Creditors
. address for service endorsed on
certificate 9(4)
. affidavit filed by, with affidavit
of service 8(5)
. affidavit re debt by 7(1)
. . filing of 7(2)
. . service of 7(3)
. . service out of Ontario 7(4)
. application for allowance of
contested claim by 12(2)
. . contestation not in good
faith 12(3)
. application for transfer of
moneys to another sheriflF,
by 4(4)
attachment by one, deemed
benefit for all 4(1)
carriage of interpleader
proceedings by one 5(5)
certificate of judgment in
division court, by 16
certificate of undisputed claim 9(2)
certificate to, where claim not
contested 9(1)




. affidavit of 10(4)
directions by judge where
•contestation by several 33







. distribution amongst 5(2)
. . moneys retained pending
contestation of 32(10)
. . sale under interpleader
order, re 5(3)
. establishing claim in another
county 17
. executions issued to another
county by 18
. list of, to share on distribution . .32
. particulars kept in books of
record 15(1) If 1
. priorities by executions, abolished 3
. proceedings for sale under
execution 6(2)
. proceedings where execution
unsatisfied 6(1)
. rights of parties to interpleader
proceedings 5(4)
. sales under executions by . . . .6(2)
. share in subsequent
distribution 5(9)
. sheriff to give information re
debtor to 31
. time allowed In interpleader
for claim of 5(6)
Crown
. fees payable to 41
Debt
. affidavit by creditor re 7(1)
Debtors
. contesting claim 10(1)
. . affidavit re 10(2)
. execution unsatisfied by 6(1)
. index of, in books of record 15(3)
. notice by, re address for
service in Ontario 8(1)
. . service on 8(3)
. part payment by 20(3)
. particulars kept in books of
record 15(1) fl
. payment by, effect on
proceedings 20(1)
. service by mail on 8(4)
. service of affidavit of debt on 7(3)
Decisions
. contestation, after, effect of ..19(1)
. effect of 35
. service of notice of hearing
of contestation to 32(8)
Definitions
. county 1 (o)








. carriage to interpleader
proceedings, re 5(5)
. evidence, re 40
. extra levy for disputed claim,
re 34(1)
. several creditors contesting ....33
Distribution
. contestation after certificate,
effect on 12(1)
. contestation of 32(5)
. creditors, among 5(2)
. form of notice of contestation
of Form 7
. further levy, after 5(8)
. . attachment proceedings on. .5(12)
. . creditors' share in 5(9-11)
. insufficiency of money levied,
on 32(1)
. interpleader proceedings, on . .5(4)
. money retained pending
contestation, of 32(10)
. objection to list, after 32(4)
. pro rata 5 (2)
. proceeds in hands of bailiff . .25(4)
. retention of dividends from, re
contested claims 5(2)
. r'ights of attaching creditor . . .4(6)
. rights of execution creditors,
where mortgage 32(11)
. . separate scheme for 32(12)
. sale under interpleader order,
on 5(3)
. sheriff, by. of moneys paid into
division court 4(5)
. sheriflf to keep statements
pending 30
. sheriff's poundage before 4(7)
. time where no objection 32(3)
Division courts
. attachment proceedings in ...4(3)
. certificate of judgment in 16
. clerk, liability for payment to
attaching creditor 4(8)
. goods in hands of bailiff of . .25(1)
. sheriff to distribute moneys
paid into 4(5)
Documents
. procedure for production of .... 14
Evidence
. certificate of decision as ....19(1)
. copies of books of record as 15(4)
. judge to direct method of taking 40
Examination




. distribution equal between . .5(10)
. . claims established for 5(11)
. payment of costs before
distribution 5(2)
. rights where mortgage 32(11)
Execution debtors







. application of moneys made
under 29(1)
. application of subsequent levy
ton 5(7)
. attaching creditor, by, re share
in distribution 4(6)
. certificate of undisputed claim
deemed, re interpleader . . . .9(3)
. clerk to enter claims before
issuing 15(1)
. compelling payment by sheriff
under 29(2)
. defined 1(c)
. deposit of moneys under . . . .36(1)
. . special account re 36(2)
. distribution equal in 5(10)
. entry by sheriff of moneys
received under 5(1)
. expiration during month of
levy 9(7)
. form of sheriff's statement
of Form 6
. goods in hands of division
court bailiff as 25(1)
. issued to another county 18
. money made by receiver as ... .24
. part payment re 20(3)
. payment or withdrawal, effect
of 20(1)
. priorities among creditors
abolished 3
. sales under 6(2)
. sheriff may claim fund in tourt
as 23
. time for delivery to sheriff . . .5(2)
. unsatisfied by debtor 6(1)
. writ of attachment before,
priority of costs re 21(1)
Fees
. certification of decision, of . 19(2)
. payable to Crown 41
Forms
. affidavit of claim, of Form 2








. certificate, of Form 5
. notice of contestation of
distribution Form 7
. notice served with claim,
of Form 3
. sheriffs entry, of Form 1
. sherifFs statement of executions,
of Form 6
Fund
. court, in, sheriff may claim ....23
Hearing
. contestation, of, appointment
for 32(7)
powers of judge re 32(9)
Information
. sheriff to give, re debtor 31
Interest
. certificate of undisputed claim
deemed execution re 9(3)
. levy re 27
Interpleader
. carriage of proceedings re ... .5(5)
. distribution after sale under .5(3)
Interpleader order
. rights of creditors on 5(4)
. time for executions and
certificates before 5(6)
Issue
. directed, proceedings where ..13(3)
Judge
. appeal from decision of 38
. appointment for hearing of
contestation by 32(7)
. defined 1(d)
. directions by—see Directions
by judge
. disqualification of 2
. effect of decisions of 35
. order for service out of Ontario
by 7(4)
. order for substitutional
service by 8(6)
. powers of 39
. . hearing, re 32(9)
. . trial of contestation, re .13(1,2)
. time allowed by, replacing
claims in interpleader 5(6)
Judgment
. certificate of, in division court . . 16
. claims entered in books of
record deemed 15(2)
. contestation, on, appeal from . .38
Judicature Act




. creditors to share on
distribution 32(1)
. . contents of 32(2)
. . distribution where objection
to 32(3)
Mortgage
. rights of execution creditors 32(11)
. . distribution, on 32(12)
Notices
. contestation of claim, of ...10(5)
. contestation of distribution,
form of Form 7
debtor, by, re address for
service 8
. further levy, of 5(8)
. objection, of, re distribution. .32(5)
. served with claim, form of. .Form 3
Orders
. attaching, by sheriff 37
. contestation, on, appeal from ...38
. ser\'ice of affidavit of debt out
of Ontario on 7(4)
. substitutional service, re 8(6)
. time for, re contestation . . . .32(6)
Pajrment
. claims, of. effect on
proceedings 20(1)
. part, by debtor 20(3)
. sheriff, to 4(2)
Penalties
. failure of bailiff to deliver
goods to sheriff on
execution 25(2)
Poundage
. amount of 4(7)
. sheriff, of 28
Proceedings
. execution unsatisfied by debtor,
on 6(1)
. judge to direct evidence re ... .40
Property
. division court bailiff holding . . .25
Receiver




See Books of record
Renewals
. certificate of undisputed claim,
of 9(6)
Rules of court
. application of Act to 42
Sale










. executions, under 6(2
. interpleader order, under,
distribution re 5(3
Service
. affidavit contesting claim, of.. 10(3
. affidavit of claim, costs of 22(2) ^
. affidavit of debt, of 7(3
. . Ontario, out of 7(4
. claim, of, form of affidavit
of Form 4
. debtor, notice of address for 8(1,3
. mail, by 8(4
. notice of hearing of
contestation, of 32(8
. substitutional 8(6
. . costs of 22(2) (If
. Toronto agent, on 1
Sheriff
. affidavit of claim with affidavit
of service filed with 8(5
. application of money made
under execution by 29(1
. application of subsequent levy
by 5(7
. apportionment of moneys by . . . .26
. attaching order by 3
, certificate of contestation to 10(6
. certificate of, filed w'ith affidavit
of debt 7(2
. certificate of undisputed claim
to 9(2
, compelling payment by 29(2
. contestation of distribution
by 32(5
. copy of list to each creditor
by 32(2
. defined l(e
. deposit of moneys in bank by . .36
. distribution by 5(2
. . contestation, re 12(1
. . insufficient levy 32(1
. . moneys paid into division
court 4(5
. entitled to poundage 4(7
. entry of moneys from execution
or attachment by 5(1
. entry of notice of address for
service by 8(2
, extra levy by
. . disputed claim, re 34(1
. . receipt of certificate, after ..9(5
. form of entry by Form





. goods in hands of division
court bailiff claimed by ... .25(1)
. information re debtor given by 31
. levy re interest and costs of
renewals by 27
. money made by receiver
claimed by 24
. notice by debtor of address
for service to 8(1)
. notice of address for service
entered by 8(2)
. payment of debt to 4(2)
. poundage of 28
. proceedings on payment of
debt 20(2)
. recovery of attached debt from
creditor by 4(8)
. statement kept by 30
. . form Form 6
. transfer of moneys to another 4(4)
Solicitors
. costs re 22(2)^3
Statements
. execution, etc., re, kept by
sheriflf 30(b)
. executions, of, form of .... Form 6
. levies, re, kept by sheriflf .... 30(o)
Time
applicafion for allowance of
contested claim, for 12(2)
certificate of undisputed claim,
of 9(6)
certificate to creditor re undis-
puted claim, for 9(1)
delivery of executions or certi-
ficates to sheriff, for 5(2)
distribution, where no
objection 32(3)
order, re contestation 32(6)
service of affidavit contesting
claim, for 10(3)
service of notice of contestation,
for 10(5)
Trial
. contestation, of 13(1)
. . action over $400 13(2)
. . proceedings where issue
directed 13(3)
. examination, production, etc. ... 14
Venditioni exponas
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See also Companies Act, Securi-
ties Act
Accounts
. inspection of 43(3)
Act








approval by Minister of 3
loans, for, consideration of . .30(2)
members, for annual statements 42
members, for special meetings . .45
requirements re 4
Appointments
. officers, etc 2
. successor of member 39(1)
Assessments
. members, for league 48(6)
Assets
. mortgaging of 38
Balance sheet
. annual meeting, at 41 (2) (o)
. contents 41(3)
. members' copy 42
Board of directors—See Directors
Bond
. officers, of 33
Books
. inspection of 43
Borrowing
. limitation of amount 36-38
. powers 35
. vote re 37
Business
. annual meeting, at 41 (2) (a)
. credit union 20-28
. dissolution for not carrying
on 50(l)(rf)
. inspection, report re 47(5)
. special meeting, at 45(5)
. statements re 47(1)
By-laws
amendment defined 1 (a)
. annual meeting, re 41
. approval 17
. assessment of league members,
re 48(5)
. charter instituted by 7
. contravention 31 (4)
CREDIT UNIONS—Co;/. Sec.
By-laws—Con.
. copies for members 19
. credit committee's term, re .30(1)
. defined 1(&)
. directors' duties, re 29(2)
. directors' term of office, re . .29(1)
. disputes settled under 44
educational fund, re 27 {2)
. effect of 18
. forwarded to registrar 6(2)
. holding of land, re 11
. inspection, re 43(2)
. league 48(4)
. loans, maximum under 30(4)
. members bound by 18
. membership of minors, re 24
. scope of 16
. share capital determined by ... .20
. share capital increased by 21
. special meetings, application
to 45(5)
. statements supplied, re 42




. borrowing, limitation 36
. borrowing, without confirmation 37
. creation of 20
. increase in 21
. investment of 34
. withdrawal 21
Certificate
incorporation, of 7, 8
Committee




. investments under 34(1) (a)
Co-operative credit societies
. application of Act to 55
. deemed credit unions 55(2)
Co-operative Credit Societies Act
. societies incorporated under ...55
Corporations
. dates of membership 2S{h,c)
. loans to 22
. voting by 23
Costs












. members not to be on super-
visory committee 31(1)
. powers delegated by 30(3)




. members, of 39, 40
Definitions
. amendment of by-law 1(a)
. by-laws 1(&)
. credit union 1(c)
. department 1 (d)
. inspector 1(e)
. land 1(f)
. meeting 1 (g)
. Minister 1(h)
. office 1(0
. officer 1 (/)
. persons claiming through
member l(k)
. property 1 (/)
. register 1 (tn)
. regulations 1 (n)
Department
. application referred to 3
. defined 1(d)
Deposits
. accounts inspected 43(3)
Devolution of Estates Act
. entitlement under 40(1)
Directors
. annual meeting, duties re ...41(2)
. borrowing powers 35
. credit committee not to be .30(1)
. duties of board 29(2)
. election of board 29(1)
. liability for oflFence 53(2)
. mortgage by 38(1)
. nominee substituted by 39(2)
. payment by, on intestacy 40
. payments approved by 32
. supervisory committee not to
be 31(1)
. sureties determined by 33
. suspension of 31(4)
Disputes
. settlement of 44
Dissolution
. order for 50
. procedure 49
. settlements on 51
Examination
. inspector, by 4S(l)(a)
. officers, of 47(4)
CREDIT UNIONS—Con. Sec.
Executive Cotincil
. member as Minister 1(A)
Expenses




. investment of 34(1, 3)
. misappropriation of 31(4,5)
Incorporation
. application for 4
. certificate of 7
. evidence of 8
. fraud or mistake, eflfect ..SO(l)(a)
. league 48
. notice of 7
. number necessary 6(1)
. objects of 5
. regulations re fees 54(6)
Inspection
. by-laws re 43(2)
. examination under oath re ..47(4)
. expenses of 45(4)
. limitation of 43(1)
. members' accounts 43(3)
. power of 47(3)
. regulations re fees 54(6)
. reports on 47(5)
. rights of 43
. security for costs of 45(3)
Inspector
. annual statement required by .46
. appointment 2
. defined 1(e)
. examination by . .45(1) (a), 47(3, 4)
. information required by ...47(1,2)
. reports by 47(5)
Interest
. loans, on 28(2)
Intestacy




. proxy representation re 34(3)
Land
. balance sheet to show . . . .41(3)(&)
. defined 1(f)
. power to hold 11
League
. assessments for 48(c)
. by-laws of 48(5)
. certificate of incorporation . .48(3)
. evidence of incorporation . . .48(4)
. incorporation of credit unions in 48







. regulations governing 54(c)
Lien
. shares of members, on 26(2)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. dissolution order approved
by 50(1)
. officers appointed by 2
. regulations by 54
Limited
. last word of name 13
Loans
. accounts inspected 43(3)
. applications for 30(2)
. corporations, to 22
. eligibility for 28(1)
. interest rate on 28(2)
. less than $25 30(3)
. maximum 30(4)
. officers, etc., to 28(3)
Meetingfs
. annual 27(1), 31(1), 41(1, 2)
. borrowing resolutions at 37
. corporation loans, for 22
. credit committee elected at . .30(1)
. defined 1 (g)
. directors elected at 29(1)
. dismissals by 31(5)
. expenses of 45(4)
. name changed at 15(2)
. report of supervisory
committee at 31(5)
. resolution re investments
at 34(1)(6)
. security for costs of 45(3)
. special 45(1) (&), 45(5)
. suspension pending 31(4)
Members
. accounts of, inspection 43(3)
. application for special meeting
by 45(1)
. bound by by-laws 17
. copy of by-laws for 19
, corporations as 22
. death of 39, 40
. debts of 26(1), 41(3) (6)
. disputes 44
- dissolution by consent of 49
. examination under oath of . .47(4)
. expenses of meeting, liability 45(4)
. inspection by, rights 43
. league, credit unions as 48(1)
. loans to 28
, new 21





. number below twenty ....50(1)(&)
. person claiming through,
defined l(ife)
. register of 25
. requirements of membership ... .9
. statements supplied to 42
. successor appointed by 39(1)
. under 21 24
. voting by 23
Memorandum of association
. application for incorporation by . .4
. forwarded to registrar 6(2)
. incorporation after receipt of .... 7
. signing of 6(2), 48(2)
Minister
. applications approved by 3
. applications for incorporation to. .4
. certificate of incorporation in
leag^ue Issued by 48(3)
. defined 1(h)
. department presided over by . .1(d)
. directions re special meeting
by 45(5)
. discretion re incorporation 7
. dissolution by 50(1, 3)
. evidence taken by 3
. examination authorized by 47(3,4)
. expenses, liability determined
by 45(4)
. Inspection ordered by ....45(l)(a)
. inspector's report to 47(5)
. name change approved by ..15(2)
. name changed by order of ..15(1)
. notice of special meeting
by 45(2,3)
. opinion re name 12
. security for costs ordered by 45(3)
. special meeting called by 45
Minors
. members, as 24
Misappropriations
. report re 31(5)
. suspension for 31(4)
Mistake
. payment by, effect 40(2)
Mortgage
. assets, of 38
Name
change of IS
"credit union" in business 14
distinctions in 12
league of credit unions, of . . .48(3)
"Limited" included 13




. struck off register on
dissolution 50(2, 3)
. substitution of, on death of
member 39(2)
Nominees
. appointment and substitution of 39
Notice
. special meeting, re 45(2)
Objects
. credit unions 5
Offences
. violations of Act S3
Office
. defined l(t)
. registered—see Registered office
. registration required 10
. terms of 29(1), 30(1), 31(2)
Officer
. appointment of 2
. bonding of 33
. credit committee not to
include 30(1)
. defined 1 (;')
. disputes involving 44
. duty re 'inspection 47(3)
. examination under oath of . .47(4)
. expenses of meeting, liability 45(4)
. inspection, rights of 43(3)
. loans to 28(3)
. offences by 53(2)
. payment of 32
. supervisory committee not to
be 31(1)
. suspension of 31(4)
Payments
creditors, on dissolution . . . .49(2)
death of member, after 40
disposal after death 39, 40




. violation of Act, for 53(3)
Property
. defined 1(/)
. division, on dissolution 49(2)
. league, vesting oi 48(3)
. liens on, balance sheet to
show 41(3) (ff)
. misappropriation of 31(4,5)
. mortgaging of 38(1)






. powers under 47(4)
Publication
. change of name 15(3)
. evidence of incorporation 8
. notice of incorporation 7
Register
. members and shares 25
Registered office
. annual meeting at 41(1)
. requirements re 10
Registrar
. appointment 2
. awards on dissolution by . . . .49(2)
. by-laws approved by 17
. defined 1 (m)
. incorporation of league 48(2)
. memorandum of association
forwarded to 6(2)
. notice of dissolution g'iven by 50(2)
. notice of office location sent
to 10




. by-laws made under 16(/)
. defined l(fi)
. duties of directors, re 29(2)








. name changed by 15(2)
Returns
. false statement in 53(1)
. filing fees, regulations re ....54(&)
. members copy of 42
Security
. costs of inspection 45(3)
Settlement
. dissolution, on 51
Shares
. amount received on, balance
sheet to show 41(3)(/)
. corporation holding, proxy
vote by 23















. inspector to receive 46
. members entitled to annual ....42
requirements re 47(1)
Statutory declaration




. powers 31 (4, 5)
. report, annual 31 (6), 41 (2) (c)
. statements certified by 47(2)
. term of office 31 (2)
Votes
. borrowing, re 37
. members, of 23
Winding-up
. notice of proceedings 52
. settlement on dissolution 51
Winding-up Act
. proceedings under 52
CREED
See Racial Discrimination Act
CREEKS








See County Court Judges*
Criminal Courts Act
CROPS
See Landlord and Tenant Act
CROWN
See Crown Administration of
Estates Act; Crown Attorneys
Act; Crown Timber Act;
CROWN—Cort. Sec.
Crown Witnesses Act; Inter-
pretation Act; Public and
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See also Public Trustee Act
Accoimt
. order compelling 9
Administration
. accounting of 9
. letters of, by consent 3(2)
. Public Trustee, by 1,2
. relatives discovered subsequent
to grant of 6





. estate, on, procedure re 12
Commission
. Public Trustee's rights to 13
Consolidated Revenue Fund
. payment of unclaimed moneys
into 10,14(1)
Crown
. administration in interests of . . 1, 2
. inquiring re rights of 7
. liability of, limitation 14(2)
. real estate, recovery 8
Disbursements
. recovered by Public Trustee ... 13
Escheats Act
. assignment under 14
Heirs
. intestacy death without 8
Inquiry
. rights of Crown determined by . .7
Interest
. allowed on money claimed 11
Intestacy
. administration on 2
. sale of real estate on 5
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
. directions re administration 6
. directions re distribution of
assets 14(1)
. money, disfKjsal directions by . . 10











. adult, not known 2
Notice
. application for administration
to Public Trustee 3(1)
Public Trustee
application by, for accounting . . .9
application by, for
administration 1, 2
assets distributed by 14(1)
commission, right to 13
consent by 3(2)
disbursements, recovery of 13
inquiring on application of 7
notice of application for
administration, to 3(1)
power to sell real estate 5
real estate, recovery by .8
relatives subsequently discov-
ered, effect on administration
by 6
. security demanded by 12
. security not required from 4
Real estate
. recovery of, by Crown 8
. sale of, by Public Trustee 5
Registrar
. Public Trustee to be notified
by 3(1)
Relatives
. rights of, when discovered
after grant 6
Security
. demanded by Public Trustee ... 12
. Public Trustee not required to
give 4
Supreme Court
. order for administrator to
account 9
. order for inquiring re Crown
rights 7
. order re claimant's rights 12
Trustee Act
. notice required by 14(1)
CROWN ATTORNEYS
Crown Attorneys Act,
Vol. 1, p. 889.
See also Administration of Jus-
tice Expenses Act; Coroners
Act; Election Act; Highway
CROWN Sec.
ATTORNEYS—Con.
Traffic Act; Liquor Control
Act; Municipal Act; Public
Officers Act; Public Officers'
Fees Act; Registry Act;
'Sheriflfs Act
Absence
. pro tern appointments 4(1)
. . notice of 4(2)
. . power to annul 4(3)
Appointment




oath of office by 8




. approval of offices, etc., for
Crown attorney of Toronto
and York 14(2)
Bail
. approved by Crown attorney 10(/)
Clerk of the peace
. collection and payment of fees
by 12
annual returns of 13
Crown Attorney as 5(1)




Crown attorney for 1
. . assistants 2
Criminal Code (Canada)
. duties of Crown attorneys in
summary trials re 10(&)(iv)
. provisions re committal for trial 11
Duties
. advising justices of the peace 10(h)
. . procuring forms for 10(t)
. bail, approval of 10(y)
. conduct of prosecutions
. . county court judges criminal
court 10(6) (iii)
. . courts of general
sessions 10(6) (ii)
. . magistrates in summary
trials 10(6)(iv)
. . Supreme Court 10(6) (i)
. examining informations, etc. ..10(a)
. government prosecutions, re 10(f)
. private prosecutions, re lO(rf)
. regulations re 15(/)






. summary convictions matters,
re lO(^)
. . appeals lO(^)
Evidence
. duty of Crown attorneys to
collect 10(a)
Fees
collection and payment of 12
. annual returns 13
Crown attorneys, of 6(1)
. commutation of 6(2)
pro tern Crown attorneys, of . .6(4)
regulations re I5(a-e)
Forms
. procuring, for justices of the
peace 10(0
Illness
. Crown attorneys, of 4(1)
Informations
duties of Crown attorneys to
examine 10(a)
Inspector of legal offices
. fees paid to 12
. . annual returns 13
Judge
. oath of office before 8
. pro tern appointments, by ....4(1)
Justices of the peace
delivery of documents re
criminal matters to attorneys 11
. duty of Crown attorney to
advise 10(h)
Lieutenant-Governor in Council
assistants appointed by 2
. Toronto and York 14(1)
Crown attorneys appointed by ... 1
. Toronto and York 14(1)




regulations re security 7
Magistrates
. delivery of documents re
criminal matters to attorneys 11
Oath of office
. Crown attorney, by 8
Offices
. Crown attorney of Toronto
and York, for 14(2)
Pa3mients
. fees, of, by Crown attorneys .... 12





. prohibitions re 9
Preliminary hearings
. duty of Crown attorney to
conduct 10(6)
Pro tem apppointments
. fees for 6(4)
. making of 4(1)
. notice of 4(2)
. power to annul 4(3)
Prosecutions
duty of Crown attorney .... 10(6)
. government prosecutions ..10(/)
. private prosecutions lO(rf)
. special Crown counsel .... 10(c)
regulations re 15 (p)
Provisional judicial districts
. Crown attorney for 1
. . assistants 2
Qualifications
. Crown attorneys, of 3
Regulations
. duties of Crown attorneys,
re 15(f)
. fees and travelling allowances,
re 15(a-^)
. matters for effective admini-
stration, re 15 (/i)
. prosecutions by Crown
attorneys, re 15(p)
Returns
. annual, by Crown attorneys .... 13
Security
. Crown attorney, by 7
Summary conviction matters
. duty of Crown attorneys re . . 10(e)
. . appeals 10(47)
Simimary Convictions Act
. regulations re fees under ... .15(d)
Toronto and York
. clerk of the peace 5(2)
. Crown attorney for both ....14(1)
. . offices of 14(2)
Travelling allowances
. regulations re 15(a-e)
Witnesses






See Beaches and River Beds
(Act; Crown Timber Act;
Limitations Act; Mining Act;
Provincial Parks Act; Public
Lands Act; Public Parks Act;
Public Works Act; Railways
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See also Cullers Act; Forest
Fires Prevention Act; Forest
Management Act; Forest Re-
sources Regulation Act; For-
estry Act; Land Titles Act;
Mining Act; Provincial Forests
Act; Provincial Land Tax Act;
Provincial Parks Act; Public
Lands Act; Pulpwood Conser-
vation Act; Woodmen's Em-
ployment Act
Act
. subject to Provincial Forests Act Z6
Action
. right of licensee re 4(3,4)
Agreements
. extent to which Crown,
'Minister bound by 31
Application
. delivery of seized timber, for 29(1)
. determine right of seizure, to 29(3)
. Provincial Forests Act, oi 36
Assignee
. Crown lien on goods claimed by 34
Bailiff
. Crown lien on goods seized by.. 34
Bonds
. security, as. re delivery of
seized timber 29(1, 2)
. security for Crown dues, as 22
By-laws
. timber on road allowances,
re 17(3)
Cord
. measurements, of 3(3)
Crown
. agreements with 31
. assistance called in name of ....25
. licences covering land sold by . . 12




. evasion of, by false statements . .30
. forfeiture of licences, etc., not
to affect 32(3)
. increases, decreases in 3(1,2)
. liability for, collection of 21
. liens for 33
. onus of proof re payment of . . . .2&
. security for, not to affect
Crown's lien 22
. surrender of timber seized for 29(5)
Definitions
. Department 1 (a)
. Minister 1 (&)
. public lands 1(c)
Department
. defined 1 (a)
. delivery of forfeited timber to
agent of 29(4)
. delivery of records to 19
. proof of completion of settle-
ment duties filed in 12
. records open to officers of 19
. scaling by officers of S
Fire
. suspension of licences where
danger of 32(1)
Fire protection charges
. increases, decreases in 3(1)
Forfeiture
burden of proof re 28
false statements, for 30
licences, etc., of 32(3)
seeking relief from 29
timber, etc., of 27
Government road allowances
. included in licences 17
Ground rent
. increases, decreases in 3(1)
Judge
. application to, for delivery of
seized timber 29(1)
. determining right to seize
timber 29(3)
Licences
. alteration of charges due
under 3(1,2)
. description of land in 4(1)
. duration of 2(3)
. effect of 4(1-5)
. errors in 2(3)
. grant of 2
. grants of, before completion
of settlement duties 12






. liability of holders of, for
Crown dues 21
. renewal of 4(6, 7), 13
. returns required on expiry of ...20
. rights after expiry of 4(4)
. rights under, subject to rights
of purchaser, etc 4(5)
. road allowances included in .... 17
. subject to manufacturing
conditions 7
suspension, forfeitures of ..32(1,3)
Liens
. Crown dues, for 22
. Crown, of 33
. . priority of 34
Lieutenant-Ciovemor in Council
. approval of, re granting rights
to cut timber 6(1)
. penalties prescribed by 10
. regulations by
. . Crown dues, etc., re 3(1,2)
. . cutting timber on Crown
lands, re 2(1)
. . cutting timber, re 32(4)
. . manufacturing conditions, re . . .9
. . wasteful practices, re 18(2)
. suspension of manufacturing
conditions by 8
Liquidators
. Crown lien on goods claimed by 34
Locatee
. rights of 4(5)
Manufacturing conditions
. agreements, etc., subject to 7
. penalties for contravention of ... 10
. regulations re 9
. schedule of Schedule
. suspension of 8
. suspension of, re poplar 11
Mining Act
. Minister's powers limited by 16(2)
Minister
. agreements with 31
. approval of sureties by 29(1)
. bonds taken in name of 29(2)
. defined l(t)
. disposal of forfeited timber
by 27,29(4)
. licences granted by 2(1)
land sold by Crown, re 12
. manufacturing conditions
carried into effect by 9





. notice to, of application for
recovery of seized timber . .29(1)
. order of, re seizure of timber . . .26
. powers of, where timber cut
without authority 23(2)
. powers re measurement of
pulpwood 3(4)
. powers to control cutting of
timber 16
. powers to vary timber cutting
privileges 14
. prices fixed by, re grants 6(3)
. records prescribed by 19
. recovery of penalties
by 18(3),23(3)
. returns to 20
. right to cut timber granted by . .6
. salvage authorized by 2(2)
. surrender of seized timber on
payments to 29(5)
. suspension, forfeiture of
licences, etc., by 32(1, 3)
. suspension of manufacturing
conditions by 11
. time limits re cutting timber
fixed by 15
Notice
. application to recover seized
timber, re 29(1)
. determining right of seizure,
re 29(3)
Oaths
. false, to evade Crown dues 30
. records verified by 19
. verifying returns 20(1)
OfiFences
. cutting timber contrary to
Minister's directions, re . . . 16(3)
. failure to submit returns, re . .20(2)
. removing timber before scaling,
re 5
Patented lands
. grant of rights to cut timber
on 6(1)
. licences to cut timber, on 2
Penalties
. breach of manufacturing
conditions, for 10
. contravention of regulations,
for 32(4)
. cutting timber contrary to
Minister's directions for . . . 16(3)





. failure to submit returns for 20(2)
. liens, as 33
. recovery of 35
. removing timber before scaling,
for 5
. violations while licences, etc.,
suspended, for 32(2)
. wasteful practices, for ....18(2,3)
Poplar
. suspension of manufacturing
conditions re 11
Prosecutions
. burdens of proof in 28
Provincial Forests Act
. Act subject to 36
Public lands
. cutting timber on, without
authority 23
. defined 1(c)
. grant of rights to cut timber on . .6
. licences to cut timber on 2
. records required of persons
cutting saw-logs, on 19
Public Lands Act
. lands sold under 12
. rights under 4(5)
Pulp concessions
. suspension of operation,
forfeiture of 32(1,3)
Pulpwood
. measurement of 3(3, 4)
Purchasers
. rights of .4(5)
Records
. requirements re 19
Regulations
. competition, re, exception to ... .14
. Crown dues, rent, charges, re 3(1)
. cutting timber on Crown lands,
re 32(4)
. grant of rights to cut timber,
re 6
. licences subject to 2(1), 4(1)
. manufacturing conditions, re ... 9
. salvage of timber subject to . .2(2)






. timber, of 2(2)
Saw-logs
. persons cutting, to keep records 19






. delivery of seized timber,
re 29(1,2)
Seizure
Crown claims upon goods under 34
timber, of
. assistance, re 25
. Minister's orders re 26
. mixed with other timber 24
Settlement duties
. grants of rights prior to
completion of 12
Sheriff
. Crown liens on good seized by . .34
Summary Convictions Act
. penalties recoverable under 35
Treasurer of Ontario
. amount of Crown's liens
payable to 34
Trustees
. Crown lien on goods claimed by 34
Wasteful practices
. prohibition re 18
CROWN WITNESSES
Crown Witnesses Act,





. certificate re fees for commis-
sion evidence IS
. fiat, for increase of fees 2(1)
. fiat for special fees 2(3)
Certificates
. Crown attorney, fees re 12
. fees for commission evidence, re 15
. necessary for order re fees . . .4(1)
. . unnecessary when Crown
attorney not present 4(2)
Commission







. . trials held in provisional
judicial districts 10
. . witnesses from unorganized
districts 9






. witness preparing plans, or
work 2(2)
Gsunty board of audit
. approval of payment of fees by . .8
Crown attorney
. certificate of, for witnesses'
fees 4(1)






. commission, on, fees of 15
Fees—See also Payment of fees
. additional 2(2)
. commission evidence, re 15
. Crown attorneys, re
certificates 12(1)
. . portion from Province ....12(2)
. expert witness, for 2(3)
. increased on fiat of Attorney-
General 2(1)
. order on certificate 4(1)
. . unnecessary when Crown
attorney not present 4(2)
. order re, where no trial 3
. prosecutions by Crown re 13
. schedule of—see Schedule
Judge
. defined 1(a)
. order where no bill of indict-
ment 3
. witnesses' fees granted by 2
Municipalities
. fees re Crown attorney's
certificates paid by 12(1)
. liability for fees 6,7
Orders
. attendance on, where no trial ... 3
. certificate for 4
. making of 5
. payment of fees, for 2
Payment of fees—See also Fees
. municipality where offence
committed 6
municipality where trial held 7
. order for 2
. payable, when 14
portion of, by Province 8
. recovered from defendant,




. trials in provisional judicial
districts, re 10
. witnesses from unorganized
districts 9
Preliminary inquiry
. certificate for witnesses* fees
unnecessary 4(2)
Prosecutions
. Crown, by, fees re 13
Provisional judicial districts
. trial held in, payments re 10
Recognizance





. additional fees for 2(2)
Subpoena
. attendance upon, order when
no trial 3
Treasurer
. county where offence
committed
. . order directed to 5
. . payment by 6
Trials
. defined 1(d)
. Crown, by, fees re 13
. fees paid after 14
. held in provisional judicial
districts, payments re 10
. order where, not proceeded with 3
. witnesses from unorganized
districts, payments re 9
Unorganized districts
. payment of witnesses from 9
CULLERS
Cullers Act, VoL 1, p. 911.
Applicants
. examination of 2(a, b)
. . time, place of 5
. oath of 8(1)
. . sent to Minister 8(2)
Application for examination





. fee for 6(3)
. . time of payment of 6(4)
. notice for 6(1)





. appointment of 2(1)
. duties of 2(1), 5
. quorum of 2(1)
Books and records
. examined by Department 12





. application of 18
Culler
. defined 1(6)
, duties of 10
Culls
. defined 1(c)
. logs as, marked 11
. number of, noted 10
Deceit





. public lands 1(e)
. pulpwood 1 (/)
. sawlogs 1 (g)
Department
. books, records inspected by .... 12
. defined 1 (c)
. information given to 12
. returns made to 9, 10
Examination
applicants, of 2(a, b)
application for 6(1)
fee for 6(3)
form of notice for 6(2)
method, standard of 2(2)
time, place of 5
Examiners—See also Board of
examiners
. examination fee paid to 6(4)
. oath of 3(1)
. salaries of 4
Expiration of licence
. time of 7(2)
Fees
. examination, for 6(3)
. regulations re 19(b)
. time of payment for 6(4)
CULLERS—Con. Sec
Forms
. applicant's oath 8(1)
. regulations re 19
Fraud
. penalty for 16
Information
. given to Department 12
. returns, in
. . pulpwood, re 14
. . sawlogs, re 13
Licence
. cancellation of 7(4)
. effect of 7(5)
. expiration of 7(2)
. form of, regulations re 19(a)
. issued by Minister 7(1)
. renewal of 7(3)
. requirements for 7(1)
Lieutenant-Governor in Coimcil
. examiner's salary authorized by . .4
. regulations made by 19
Manual of Scaling Instructions
. authorized by Minister 17
. use of 9
Measurement of logs
. improper, penalty for 16
Minister
applicant's oath sent to 8(2)
application made to 6(1)
defined l(rf)
examination standards set by 2(2)
examiner's oath sent to 3(2)
licence cancelled by 7(4)
licence issued by 7(1)
licence renewed by 7(3)
licence suspended by 7(4)
Manual of Scaling Instructions
authorized by 17
. special permit issued by 9
Notice
. examination, for 6(2)
Oath
. applicant, of 8(1)
. . sent to Minister 8(2)
. examiner, of 3(1)
. . sent to Minister 3(2)
Penalties
. culling without licence, for 15
. deceit, mismeasurement, for .... 16
Public lands
. defined 1(#)
. information re, in returns 14




. boards of examiners of 2(1)
Records
—
See Books and records
Regulations
. Crown Timber Act, under 18
. made by Lieutenant-Governor
in Council 19
Remuneration
. examiners, of 4
Returns
. falsified, penalty for 16
. made to Department . .9, 10, 13, 14
Salary
. examiners, of 4
Sawlogs
defined \{g)
. information re, in returns 13
. measurement of 9, 10
Si>ecial permit
. issue of 9
Timber ranger
. information given by 12
Time
. examination, of 5
. expiration of licence HZ)
. expiration of special permit 9
. payment of examination fee . .6(4)
. renewal of licence, for 7(3)
CULTIVATION
See Agriculture; Vacant Land
Cultivation Act
CULVERTS




See Gold Clauses Act
CURTESY
See Conveyancing and Law of
Property Act; Devolution of
Estates Act; Dower Act;
Land Titles Act; Partition
Act; Quieting Titles Act;
Settled Estates Act
CUSTODY
See Custody of Documents Act;
Deserted Wives' and Chil-
dren's Maintenance Act; In-




Custody of Documents Act,
Vol. 1, p. 917.
See also Land Titles Act; Regis-
try Act
Abstract index
. notations re land in 4(4)
A£Bdavits
. proof of 1
Alphabetical deposit index
. particulars recorded in 4(2)
Application
. removal of doctmients, for ..13(1)
. . cost of 13(3)
. . fee 14(1)
. . notice of 13(2)
Baptism
. proof of 1
Birth
. proof of 1
Burial




. proof of 1
Costs
. application for removal of
documents 13(3)
Court
. application for removal of
documents to 13(1)
Death









. entering of 7(2)
release of liability 10
title deeds, etc 2
Deposit index
. documents recorded in 4(1)
. form of Form 2
. registration of order re
removal 14(2)
Descendants
. proof of 1
Divorce






application for removal 13(1)
. costs re 13(3)
. fee for 14(1)




entered in deposit index 4(1)
land, re
. deposit of 2
. notation on abstract index . .4(4)
notations in registry book . . . .4(3)





filed in order 5(6)
transmission by registered
post 5(5)
open for inspection 8
particulars in alphabetical
deposit index 4(2)
registrar to keep safely 11
registrar's receipt for filing of . . .3
Evidence
. deposit as 9
Executors
. expenses on depositing 12
Fees
. delivery of documents 14(1)
. deposit of documents 6
. . reimbursement 12
. inspection of documents, for ....8
. other registrars, of 5(2)
. receipts deposited 7(1)
. . entered 7(2)
Forms
. deposit index Form 2
. notice of deposit Form 3
. requisition Form 1
Inspection




. . deposit of 2
. . notation on abstract index . .4(4)
. proof of documents re 1
Liability
. release by deposit 10
Marriage
. proof of 1





. recorded in alphabetical
deposit index 4(2)
Notice
deposit, of Form 3
duplicate registrations, re ....5(1)
. acknowledgment of 5(4)
. entry of 5(3)
. fees on 5(2)
. filed in order 5(6)
. transmission by registered
post 5(5)
Number
. documents, of, recorded in
alphabetical deposit index . 4(2)
Order
. delivery of documents 14(1)
. . costs, re 13(3)
. filing of 14(2)
Pedigree
. proof of 1
Record
. documents, of, in deposit index 4(1)
Receipts
. documents filed, for 3
. fees
. . deposit of 7(1)
. . entry of 7(2)
Registry Act
. documents as instruments in 1
. effect of deposits 9
. inspection of documents as under 8
. safety of documents 11
Registry books
. notations in 4(3)
. receipt of fees entered 7(2)
Registry divisions
. documents re land 2
Registry offices
. notice to, re duplicate
registrations 5(1)
. acknowledgment of 5(4)
. entry of 5(3)
. fees on 5(2)




. filed and receipt given 3
. form Form 1
Statutory declarations






. delivery of documents on
order, of 14(1)
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See also Agricultural Associa-
tions Act; Consolidated Cheese
Factories Act; Farm Products
Marketing Act; Milk and
Cream Act; Milk Control Act;
Ontario Food Terminal Act
Babcock tests
. examination of records of . ,8(l)(c)
. fat content determined by . . . 10(3)
Books and records
. inspection of 9(2)
Bottles
. capacity of, marked on 10(4)
. testing cream, for 10(3)
Butter
. examination of receipts of
weight of 8(1)(<:)
Buttermakers
. regulations re licensing of ...11(a)
Buttermilk
. containers for 2(2) (f)
Cans
. regulations re 11(0
Ceilings
. construction of 2(2) (d)
. height of 2(2)(e)
Certificates
. director, of, for use, construc-
tion of plant 2(1)
Cesspools
. waste water, for 2(2) (c)
Cheese





regulations re licensing of ...11(a)
DAIRY PRODUCTS—Con. Sec.




. sanitation of 2(2) (/)
Cream
. basis of payment for 10(1)
. determination of fat content
of 10(2)
. receiving stations for 6
. regulations re 12
. testing of 9(l)(a,&)
Cream graders
. regulations re licensing of ...11(6)
Cream separators
. regulations re 11(0
Cream testers





. examination of records,
receipts of 8(1) (c)
Definitions
. cheese factory l(o)
. combined cheese factory and
creamery 1 (c)
. creamery 1 (6)
. dairy products 1(d)
. Director 1(e)
. inspector 1(f)
. milk condensary 1 (g)
. milk powder plant 1 (g)
. milk separating plant 1(A)
. Minister 1(0
. patron 1 (/)
. plant l(k)
. regulations 1 (/)
Delivery
. regulations re 11(0
Director
. appointment of 7
. certificate of, for use, construc-
tion of plant 2
. defined 1(e)
. powers, duties of, regulations
re ll(n)
Disputes
. regulations re settlement of ll(m)
Doors
. construction of 2(2)(g)
Drains
. waste water, for 2(2) (c)
